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“Haven of the Bitter Glass” is an adventure for five 
12th-level characters. The characters should gain 
about one and a half levels worth of experience in 
the course of the adventure. This means that if you’re 
running this adventure as part of the Scales of War 
Adventure Path, you’re adventurers should reach 14th 
level by the end of the adventure. This is the ninth 
adventure in the Scales of War Adventure Path; you 
can run this adventure as the sequel to “Beyond the 
Mottled Tower,” the eighth adventure in Scales of 
War, or adapt it to run as part of your own campaign.
 In this adventure, the heroes must thwart a 
sophisticated and manipulative githyanki spy whose 
diplomatic skills have assured him safety within a 
human city. In the process, they can save potential 
githzerai allies from extermination, forge an alli-
ance, infiltrate high society, and distupt the lines of 
githyanki communication—which will change the 
course of war.

BACKGROUND

In their cities and citadels on the Astral Sea, the 
githyanki tasked with ensuring success for the 
upcoming war struggled with a problem: How best 
to handle communication between different heads 
of the vast githyanki army? The new githyanki over-
lord, Emperor Zetch’r’r, was not as magically adept as 
the late Queen Vlaakith, and the mortal world was 
vast; it would only be through surprise, strength, and 
communication that they would carry the day and 
annihilate their enemies.
 Five years ago, an obscure githyanki scholar 
named Kle’th found the answer.
 Four hundred years ago, the Astral Sea had been 
disturbed by a human-crafted artifact called the 

Bitter Glass, a huge arcane focus in a human city 
called Auger that aided in communication. It created 
astral turbulence when it functioned. Under the rule 
of the now-deceased Lich Queen Vlaakith CLVII, the 
githyanki did what they always did when something 
disturbed them; in a night of fire and death, the city 
of Auger was virtually annihilated by a githyanki 
strike force mounted on dragons. The Bitter Glass 
was destroyed, buried beneath dozens of feet of mud 
and rubble, and few non-githyanki survived who 
remembered what it did. The githyanki considered 
the problem solved.
 When the githyanki set their invasion plans in 
motion, Kle’th suspected that this long-lost human 
device might be the tool they needed to organize 
their armies, even though it triggered evil dreams 
of self-reflection in those who encountered its psy-
chic eff luvia. The githyanki dispatched a subtle and 
accomplished spy named Telicanthus to the human 
city of Sayre, which was built over the ruins of Auger. 
Telicanthus was soon able to ascertain that the Bitter 
Glass existed deep beneath the city, but it would take 
a major excavation to find and use it. He settled in 
Sayre for the long haul, using an unusual method 
for keeping himself safe in a human city. Uncharac-
teristically for a githyanki, he adopted the guise of 
a charming, aristocratic merchant, making himself 
well known and the center of the city’s social scene.
 The process was calculated and effective. Telican-
thus arrived with vast amounts of money, positioning 
himself as an exotic noble who sought refuge from 
the evil of his own race. He made sure that he seemed 
cultured, mysterious, and important. He gave beau-
tiful gifts and threw grand parties with exclusive 
guest lists, spending his money freely on those who 
befriended him. Within six months he was the most 

well known of Sayre’s social elite, close friends with 
the governor, and a prized member of the city’s most 
prominent citizens. He used this influence to buy 
himself the privacy and security he needed to pursue 
his true agenda: securing the Bitter Glass.
 Telicanthus then purchased the mansion sitting 
over the long-buried Bitter Glass and surreptitiously 
smuggled in githyanki to excavate Sayre’s undercity in 
search of the missing glass globe. He found it within 
months, and was unsurprised to find it shattered. 
Socially secure and with most of the city’s elite con-
vinced that he was above reproach, he quietly brought 
in Kle’th to put the Bitter Glass back in operating 
order. Unfortunately, rebuilding the Bitter Glass was 
beyond the capabilities of the githyanki scholar. But 
in his long and thorough research into the githyanki’s 
communication difficulties, Kle’th had also read 
about the powerful and ancient island nation of 
Nefelus, home to sages who had fostered a trading 
relationship with the city of Auger in ages past. Kle’th 
learned that the potent scholars of Nefelus had pro-
cured the rituals and secrets behind the construction 
of the Bitter Glass, and informed Telicanthus of his 
research.
 A team of elite githyanki agents was assembled, 
and the group struck out for Nefelus. There, they 
managed to find some of the original plans and ritu-
als behind the construction of the Bitter Glass, but 
Telicanthus’s strike team was discovered before they 
could gather everything they needed. They found 
that the Nefelese had since improved on the original 
design of Auger, but Telicanthus’s team wasn’t able 
to determine the specifics. Only Telicanthus himself 
made it out alive, but the information he brought back 
was sufficient for Kle’th to repair the original Glass 
and render it functional once more. The activation of 
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the rebuilt Bitter Glass marked the beginning of the 
githyanki invasion.

At the start of this adventure, Telicanthus has had 
the Bitter Glass functioning for six months. Kle’th has 
found a method for eliminating the astral backlash 
through a ritual that must be constantly performed, 
and Telicanthus now stands at the center of a commu-
nication web that links every single githyanki general 
(and several important spies) in the mortal realm. 
So long as Telicanthus and the Bitter Glass remain 
unhindered, every githyanki army has near-instant 
communication with every other, allowing them to 
coordinate their attacks with deadly precision. If the 
mortal races want a hope of winning the upcoming 
war, they need to discover and destroy this asset . . . 
but first they need to learn that it even exists.

ADVENTURE SYNOPSIS

In a previous adventure, “Den of the Destroyer,” 
the PCs freed the mysterious deva Amyria from her 
imprisonment in the form of a platinum sword. They 
have not heard from her since she parted ways with 
the adventurers in Overlook.
 If you played through “Beyond the Mottled Tower,” 
the PCs have just finished a momentous adventure, 
chasing down and destroying Sarshan in his tower 
within the Elemental Chaos. While this adventure 
assumes that the characters have returned to Overlook, 
the opening is easily altered to a location of your choice.
 The adventurers have had at least an evening to 
rest and recover after returning from their battle 
with Sarshan; you might wish to give them additional 
downtime if they have items to craft, rituals to per-
form, errands to complete, or allies to mourn. When 
you’re ready to begin, the PCs are summoned to the 

walls of Overlook’s western gates where a mysterious 
f lying ship was sighted heading for the city.
 This ship, the githyanki war galleon Conqueror, has 
crashed near the southwestern wall by the time the 
PCs arrive. The only person on board is an injured 
githzerai scout named Tokk’it. He will announce 
that his race is the sworn enemy of the githyanki 
and that their last fortress in the area is under attack 
from githyanki forces; he stole the githyanki ship to 
try and summon help from the Heroes of Elsir Vale 
(the adventurers) before the fortress of Akma’ad falls. 
The ship can manage one more trip back to the site 
of the battle, and Tokk’it is ready to start the trip back 
immediately with whoever is willing to come. During 
the journey, Tokk’it admits that an important meet-
ing of githzerai leaders was occurring at Akma’ad, 
and that their lives are at grave risk. Somehow the 
githyanki learned of the gathering and commu-
nicated it to a group of nearby mercenaries with 
lightning speed (using the Bitter Glass), and the lead-
ers were ambushed almost as soon as they all arrived.
 After fighting a githyanki recovery team sent to 
reclaim the Conqueror, the PCs reach the besieged 
fortress, where their actions decide the outcome of the 
fight and the number of githzerai survivors. They have 
multiple options for affecting the raging battle below. 
If they succeed in routing the githyanki, the PCs learn 
that several of the githzerai leaders were slain during 
the battle and the remaining leader is hostile toward 
humans. The surviving githzerai plan to go to the 
nearby city of Sayre, so far untouched by war, and they 
invite the PCs to accompany them if they wish to play a 
part in the upcoming war council called, unknown to 
the PCs, by their friend Amyria.

WHAT IS AN  
ADVENTURE PATH?

An Adventure Path is a connected series of adven-

tures that comprises an entire D&D campaign, 

from the heroes’ humble beginnings at 1st level 

to their epic triumphs at the pinnacle of level 30. 

These adventures cover all three tiers of play: heroic, 

paragon and epic. Each tier is covered by roughly 

six adventures, meaning that the entire adventure 

path consist of eighteen adventures. Each adventure 

covers between one and three. We will also point you 

toward suggested side quests to help supplement XP, 

assuring that your PCs are the correct level to tackle 

each adventure.

 “Haven of the Bitter Glass” is the second adventure 

in the paragon tier. The PCs’ exploits are reaching out 

and affecting the world beyond their immediate 

surroundings, and the actions of the heroes in this 

adventure have some far-reaching consequences in 

the coming war. Be sure to emphasize this over the 

course of play.

 This Adventure Path is meant to be a complete 

D&D campaign. That means we’re making some 

assumptions about the history and mythology of the 

world as the adventures progress, such as Queen 

Vlaakith’s death (an event we’ve adopted from a 

Dungeon adventure, “The Lich Queen’s Beloved,” 

from issue #100). You’ll see some classic heroes and 

villains from D&D history, as well as great ideas from 

past issues of Dungeon and print sources.
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 En route, a surviving githyanki assassin attacks 
them and possibly reveals that one of the surviving 
githzerai is a spy responsible for Akma’ad’s destruction.
 In Sayre, the PCs meet a local githyanki celebrity 
named Telicanthus, who lauds them as the Heroes of 
Elsir Vale and invites them to tea. The githzerai accom-
panying the PCs don’t fare as well, since locals consider 
them, oddly, evil and thieving undesirables. They are 
initially refused entry to the city unless the PCs inter-
vene and vouch for them. In the abandoned warehouse 
where the githzerai in Sayre are forced to stay, the PCs 
meet Amyria once again, and she asks for their help in 
organizing the fractious githzerai. In doing so, the PCs 
discover a major githyanki plot in the city involving 
Telicanthus. A divination spell points them toward a 
long-forgotten library beneath a ruined temple of Ioun. 
The PCs are attacked by a band of “beggars” en route, 
and they find out the hard way that the temple of Ioun 
is now a temple of Tiamat instead.
 With clues and information that Telicanthus is 
maintaining a magical communication network for 
the githyanki armies, the PCs have the opportunity 
to infiltrate his mansion and look for proof, perhaps 
when they are invited to formal tea. Confronting 
him directly is sure to end poorly, as Telicanthus has 
Sayre’s most important citizens as political allies. 
Secretly searching his mansion will reveal roughly 
dug tunnels that lead to the ruin of a tower, and the 
Bitter Glass itself. With proof of hidden githyanki 
troops and traitorous activities, the PCs can publicly 
confront Telicanthus with their evidence and finish 
him once and for all.

PREPARING  
FOR ADVENTURE

“Haven of the Bitter Glass” has an unusual villain, 
since Telicanthus is a foe who cannot be simply 
attacked if the PCs want to reach their goals. That is to 
say, simply attacking Telicanthus doesn’t solve the PCs’ 
overall problem (the existence of the Bitter Glass). He 
also has powerful and influential friends who are also 
good and kind allies of the PCs. Simply killing him on 
the basis of a suspicion will be considered murder by 
the locals, and considerable effort will go into branding 
the PCs as outlaws and arresting them. 
 For the best effect, you will want to play Telican-
thus as extremely friendly and charismatic, keeping 
in mind his tendency to look down on githzerai even 
when it isn’t in his best interest. Telicanthus isn’t a 
traditional gloating and monologuing bad guy; he’s 
a witty and clever socialite who uses social expecta-
tions to his own advantage. Play him as such. He’s 
almost impossible to force into combat unless his life 
is on the line, and even then he’s likely to run while 
shouting that he’s being attacked by murderers. His 
foremost concern of any action is “How will this 
affect peoples’ view of me?” because his mission for 
Emperor Zetch’r’r is more important than his own 
petty vendettas. 
 Telicanthus doesn’t appear until after the PCs 
arrive in Sayre, so to start the adventure quickly be 
sure to look over the different portions of the battle of 
Akma’ad and understand how they fit together. After 
the large battle the adventure takes place mostly in 
the city of Sayre, so you’ll want to be familiar with 
the feel of the city and its different neighborhoods. 
You will also want to be familiar with the agendas 

and personalities of the arguing githzerai on page 58. 
Finally, review the descriptions of the Coalition mem-
bers on page 63 before running The Coalition skill 
challenge (page 100).

THE QUESTS

“Haven of the Bitter Glass” allows PCs to earn quest 

XP in several places. Provided here is a list of the 

adventure’s quests, along with their XP.

Major Quest—Uniting the Githzerai
The PCs must unite the arguing and disparate groups 

of githzerai taking shelter in Sayre, convincing them 

to band together and help defend the human lands.

 Reward: 4,000 XP.

Major Quest—Destroying the Bitter Glass
The PCs must destroy or capture the Bitter Glass, 

preventing the githyanki from continuing their com-

munication rituals. 

 Reward: 4,000 XP.

Minor Quest—Defeat the Githyanki at Akma’ad 
Through combat and tactics, the PCs must pre-

vent the githyanki from overrunning the fortress of 

Akma’ad.

 Reward: 800 XP.

Minor Quest—Publicly Discredit Telicanthus 
The PCs must publicly discredit the githyanki spy 

Telicanthus, humiliating him in front of his allies and 

supporters.

 Reward: 800 XP.
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TREASURE PREPARATION

As with previous installments of the Scales of War 

campaign, “Haven of the Bitter Glass” makes use of 

the parcel system of treasure rewards as described 

in the Dungeon Master’s Guide. The characters 

should accumulate seventeen parcels by the end 

of the adventure. You can supply these treasures in 

whatever way you wish, but the following sidebar 

presents the most likely encounters to bear treasure. 

During your preparation, assign parcels from those 

that follow to the encounters in the spaces provided. 

Use the players’ wish lists to come up with magic 

items for the first eight parcels. (Consider saving at 

least one or two of the highest level magic items for 

later in the adventure, after the PCs have obtained 

13th level.)

TREASURE PARCELS

Parcel A: _______________________, D1 (on the 

githyanki lancers).

Parcel B: _______________________, A1 (on the 

githyanki dragonknight).

Parcel C: _______________________, A2 (on the 

githyanki captain).

Parcel D: ________________________, A3 (loot from 

dead githyanki, or as a reward for saving Akma’ad).

Parcel E: ________________________, A4 (loot from 

dead githyanki, or as a reward for saving Akma’ad).

Parcel F: ________________________, A5 (loot from 

dead githyanki, or as a reward for saving Akma’ad).

Parcel G: ________________________, A5 (loot from 

dead githyanki, or as a reward for saving Akma’ad).

Parcel H: _______________________, T5 (on the 

person of the Filth King).

Parcel I: _______________________, T6 (in the 

mound of treasure guarded by the coin golem).

Parcel J: _________________________, T6 (in the 

mound of treasure guarded by the coin golem).

Parcel K: _______________________, T6 (in the 

mound of treasure guarded by the coin golem).

Parcel L: _______________________, T6 (in the 

mound of treasure guarded by the coin golem).

Parcel M: _______________________, T8 (on the 

person of the undead librarian).

Parcel N: _______________________, U10 (On the 

person of the githyankis performing a ritual inside 

the Bitter Glass).

Parcel O: ________________________, Z1 (the Final 

Encounter, on the person of Telicanthus or his sec-

retary Pennel).

Parcel P: ________________________, Z1 (the Final 

Encounter, on the person of Telicanthus or his sec-

retary Pennel).

Parcel Q: ________________________, Z1 (the Final 

Encounter, on the person of Telicanthus or his sec-

retary Pennel).

Based on the guidelines in the Dungeon Master’s 
Guide, the following parcels can go in the lines above. 

Consult the wish lists your players gave you for the 

first eight parcels, making the items appear to be 

githyanki manufacture where appropriate.

Parcel 1: Magic item, level 17.

Parcel 2: Magic item, level 16.

Parcel 3: Magic item, level 16.

Parcel 4: Magic item, level 15.

Parcel 5: Magic item, level 15.

Parcel 6: Magic item, level 14.

Parcel 7: Magic item, level 14.

Parcel 8: Magic item, level 13.

Parcel 9: A striking gold statuette of a five-headed 

dragon with gems for eyes, worth 7,200 gp.

Parcel 10: 7,000 gp in a huge pile of gold, silver, and 

copper coins.

Parcel 11: A leather riding harness studded with 

fourteen rubies, worth 500 gp each (7,000 gp 

total).

Parcel 12: Three potions of vitality; one 1,000-gp dia-

mond; a small exquisitely painted portrait of Auglos, 

founder of Auger, worth 400 gp. 
Parcel 13: One potion of vitality.

Parcel 14: 2,000 gp. 

Parcel 15: Eight exquisitely crafted stained glass 

globes, each showing a different scene from the late 

Lich Queen Vlaakith’s rule, worth 1,000 gp each 

(8,000 gp total); and 1,500 gp.

Parcel 16: A crystal and silver hourglass with sand 

made from gem dust, worth 8,500 gp. 
Parcel 17: 5,700 gp.
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What You Need to Play

This adventure contains everything you need to play, 
including background information, setup, encounters 
and maps. You may wish to review any appropri-
ate DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 4th Edition rules before 
play begins. Make sure you read at least the opening 
sections and initial encounters before starting. Also 
review Telicanthus’s description on page 56, as he’s a 
somewhat unusual villain who uses the social pressure 
of a lawful society to keep himself safe from attack.

STARTING 
THE ADVENTURE

The adventure begins once the PCs have had a chance 
to recover from the events in “Beyond the Mottled 
Tower,” most likely in the city of Overlook. The DM 
should make sure that the PCs have no other pressing 
tasks before starting the adventure; once the PCs are 
contacted, they will need to leave almost immediately.
 Events begin when the PCs are interrupted by an 
exhausted, panting soldier from Overlook’s city mili-
tia. The soldier, a human named Coggin, has been 
sprinting through the city along with nearly twenty 
other Overlook soldiers trying to find them. Between 
gasps for breath, the overwhelmed (and slightly star-
struck) guard tells them why he’s been sent. 
 Read the following aloud:

“My name’s Coggin, sirs. I was sent to find you. The guard 
captain asked that you report immediately to the West 
Gate. One of our scouts to the south reported that there’s 
some sort of a flying warship headed for the city. It’s armed, 
and it isn’t built by any race they recognized. After how 
you’ve helped the city so much, the captain would like you 
on hand in case there’s trouble. Sirs.” 

Depending on where the PCs are in Overlook when 
the messenger finds them, it may take them some 
time to get to the West Gate. They will be passed 
through checkpoints by any guards they encounter, 
all of whom recognize the heroes on sight. A few min-
utes before the PCs reach the West Gate, they hear a 
loud scraping and creaking noise, like the sound of 
heavy wooden timbers being dragged roughly across 
the ground. This is the sound of the airship landing—
crashing, really—outside the city.

Conqueror Down

When the heroes reach a point that overlooks the west 
and southwest of the city, they see that a f lying gal-
leon named the Conqueror has ignominiously crashed 
into the war-torn turf beyond the city. The mast has 
an improvised white f lag hanging limply from it. The 
galleon has skidded to a halt on the ground, and the 
ship looks to have already been in a war. Patches of the 
vessel have been charred by intense fire, with other 
sections badly damaged as if struck by large weapons. 
A DC 21 Arcana check identifies the vessel as some-
thing native to the Astral Sea, while a DC 23 Nature 
check identifies the ship as githyanki construction. A 
second successful DC 23 Arcana check reveals that 
the damage on the ship is similar to that which would 
have been inflicted by red dragon’s breath. 
 A lone humanoid figure is visible on board, waiting 
by the rail. Citizens outside the city are f leeing from 
the wreck as quickly as possible, and the adventurers 
can hear their screams easily from here. Every guard 
nearby has a crossbow trained on the humanoid.
 With the PCs’ arrival, the local guard captain—a 
female human named Captain Jerra Dauralis—asks 
them to accompany her down to speak with the ship. 
It takes only a few minutes to descend the steps and 

exit the city’s gate. Captain Dauralis is clearly rattled 
and will defer to the PCs in the ensuing encounter.

ADAPTING THE ADVENTURE

“Haven of the Bitter Glass” is designed with five play-

ers in mind. You can easily adjust the adventure for 

larger parties by adding a few more monsters and 

increasing the amount of treasure, using the guide-

lines presented in the Dungeon Master’s Guide. When 

adding monsters, keep your changes simple; when 

possible, just add one monster whose level equals 

the encounter level for each additional PC. You can 

similarly make the adventure easier for fewer than 

five players, reducing the number of monsters and 

the amount of treasure. 

 This adventure is designed for 12th-level charac-

ters, who will be 14th level by the time the adventure 

finishes. If your party is less than 12th level at the 

start, you might wish to use a side adventure or two 

to give them experience before starting “Haven of the 

Bitter Glass.” If not, a larger than normal 11th-level 

party can play through this adventure, but be sure to 

give them an opportunity for extended rests when 

feasible so that they have a better chance of surviv-

ing. For higher-level groups, you will want to add a 

corresponding number of monsters and treasure to 

ensure that the group is challenged. You might also 

need to adjust the target DCs in skill challenges using 

the Skill Check Difficulty Class table on page 61 of 

the Dungeon Master’s Guide. With some adjustment, 

you should be able to run this adventure for groups of 

three and eight players, and for characters between 

10th and 15th level.
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Approaching the Ship

A lone githzerai male stands aboard the ship, manag-
ing to look both exhausted and anxious at the same 
time. He carries no weapons and makes no threaten-
ing moves. This is Tokk’it, the only githzerai to escape 
the githyanki siege on his fortress.
 Roleplaying Encounter: Meeting Tokk’it (page 72).

On Board the Conqueror

Once the PCs are on board the githyanki war gal-
leon, Tokk’it will waste no time getting the ship back 
in the air and pointed toward Akma’ad. He does this 
by moving to the bridge and standing in the ritual 
circle, taking the wheel, and concentrating. The sails 
rise and the ship begins to right itself, taking to the 
air with a screeching groan. It tacks around in a circle 
and gains altitude as it heads to the southwest.
 The Conqueror is specially built to be a troop trans-
port carrying as many soldiers as possible, so tasks 
handled by normal sailors are instead accomplished 
by the psychic echoes of possessed githyanki sailors. 
These echoes have no personality or ability to attack, 
and manifest themselves as translucent shimmers 
as they do sailing-related work ordered by anyone 
standing inside a runic circle on the ship’s bridge. The 
ghostly crew ceases functioning if this circle is ever 
destroyed. 
 Tokk’it spends his time talking about githyanki 
and githzerai if anyone stays in the bridge with him. 
He explains that he does not have much influence 
within the monastery and that he hopes that his 
actions today have some impact on his status. He will 
also discuss his affection for a githzerai female named 
Gallia, who he hopes is still alive despite the fact that 
she dissolved their relationship several months ago. 
While he may not say it explicitly, it’s clear that he is 

still in love with Gallia, and does not understand why 
she left him. He believes it is because he has not inte-
grated well into the monastery’s routine. 

 It is during the voyage that Tokk’it explains how 
important it is that they win this fight. 
 Read the following aloud:

“This githyanki attack could not have come at a worse time. 
Most of the githzerai at Akma’ad right now are visitors. Our 
abbot is hosting a meeting of extremely important religious 
and political leaders. Kath’ik from the Monastery of Nine 
Stones, Most Exalted Odos from the House of Reprisal, 
Wellik the Elder from the Tower of Dancing Flame ... all 
leaders that my people look up to. I think they are deciding 
who will lead us in the upcoming war, and how involved we 
will be in aiding your world.”

The conclusion is inescapable: Help the githzerai, and 
maybe gain githzerai allies to help during the war. If 
asked where githzerai are from, that they would view 
the mortal realm as the PCs’ world but not their own, 
Tokk’it can reveal the basic information about gither-
zai from Monster Manual (pages 130–131).

IN THE EVENT OF A DELAY

This adventure assumes that the PCs quickly join 

Tokk’it in returning to the fortress of Akma’ad. If they 

delay for more than an hour before departing, the two 

githyanki lancers on their dragons arrive at Overlook 

and scout from the sky before attempting to steal 

back their galleon. Adapt the tactical encounter D1. 

Repossession Team (page 74) if this occurs. If the PCs 

delay for more than 3 hours before departing, any PCs 

arriving at Akma’ad will discover the fortress empty—

with the exception of the hundreds of dead githzerai 

and githyanki littering the ground. Without the PCs to 

help the githzerai, the githyanki were able to breach 

the fortress and kill nearly all its inhabitants, leaving 

only a handful able to escape and join their brethren 

in Sayre. Adjust later encounters accordingly, assum-

ing that Odos and Gallia were among the handful of 

survivors who fled to Sayre. This refusal to help may 

sully the heroes’ reputation amongst people who hear 

of it. In addition, any checks made to influence Odos 

(including those made in The Coalition skill challenge 

on page 100) are made with a –5 penalty.

 If the PCs choose not to travel to Akma’ad for some 

reason, three days later they receive a Sending ritual 

call from Amyria, asking them to join her in Sayre. 

Continue the adventure with the arrival of the char-

acters in Sayre.

A FLYING SHIP

A normal airship costs 85,000 gp, and the Conqueror 
is better than most since it doesn’t require a crew. 

The Conqueror is a plot device to quickly move the 

PCs to Akma’ad; the adventure assumes that the 

ship is badly in need of repair and won’t last much 

longer than the trip. The Conqueror’s psychic helm has 

been badly strained by moving the damaged vessel 

at high speed, and any damage the ship incurs during 

the fight against the githyanki commander’s ship at 

Akma’ad will be enough to disrupt the enchantments 

that keep it aloft.
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The Conqueror, Githyanki Airship
Gargantuan Vehicle

HP 400 (currently 90) Space 6 squares by 23 squares 

Cost 125,000 gp

AC 4; Fortitude 20, Reflex 4

Speed 0, fly 12 (hover), overland flight 15

Pilot
 The pilot must stand in a ritual circle in front of the control 

wheel, located forward in the bridge.

Crew
 The Conqueror does not require additional crew, with the 

role of crew being handled by psychic echoes of possessed 

humanoids.

Ramming Prow
 The Conqueror can ram targets. When it does so, the 

Conqueror takes no damage from Large or smaller targets, 

and only half normal damage from Huge or larger targets. 

Passengers take no damage unless the target is Huge or 

larger. Then they take half normal damage.

Ballista
 The ship is armed with two ballistas on its main deck. 

These are usable by PCs.

Load
 Fifty Medium creatures; thirty tons of cargo.

Out of Control
 The Conqueror moves forward at half speed. Each round, it 

has a 50% chance of descending. It descends 5 squares for 

the first 10 rounds it is out of control. After 10 rounds, it 

descends 10 squares per round. If the ship hits the ground 

after descending more than 20 squares, it is destroyed.

Decks 
 The Conqueror has four decks: an exterior observation 

platform, the topmost main deck, the middle crew deck, 

and a lower cargo hold.

Soul Helm
 The githyanki soul helm located in area C18 controls 

propulsion, buoyancy, and psychic crew. This object 

requires regular infusions of possessed souls in order to 

operate, something that can only be done in the docks of 

Tu’narath, the githyanki capital city on the Astral Sea. If the 

soul helm is destroyed, the ship’s psychic crew and ability 

to fly fades after 5 hours. The soul helm has AC 4, Fortitude 

20, Reflex 4, and 100 hp.

The Conqueror

This githyanki war galleon was constructed outside 
the githyanki city of Tu’narath, and (other than the 
recent battle damage) shows all the signs of a new 
vessel: shining wood, new fittings, and few personal 
belongings on board. With a main deck that has room 
for almost fifty troops to stand and fight, it is designed 
primarily for the transport of troops. 

C1. Main Deck

The main deck has an abundance of loose ropes, tra-
ditionally used by githyanki troops when they board 
another vessel. They are also useful for PCs fighting 
on deck who don’t wish to be accidentally knocked 
overboard. The two ballistas here can be used by PCs 
using the rules from the “Ballista” sidebar.

C2. Forecastle

This raised area has one ballista and overlooks the 
ramming spike.

C3. Sterncastle

This raised area has one ballista.

C4. Crenellations

Unlike most traditional ships, the sides of the githyanki 
war galleon have crenellations to help protect troops. 
Anyone on the deck has cover from enemies outside 
the ship who are not attacking from above.

C5. Ramming Spike

Thirty feet long, this sharpened ramming spike is 
designed to penetrate enemy ships or huge foes. It is 
wielded by the ship’s pilot in the bridge (area C6).

BALLISTA

Light Ballista Siege Weapon

Load: Standard action

Aim: Minor action

AC 23; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23

r Fire (standard; at-will)  Weapon
Ranged 20/40; attack bonus as noted below; 4d6 

damage.

Siege Weapon Rules
No Powers: You cannot use a weapon power with a 

siege weapon.

Actions: Loading and firing require multiple actions, 

which can be split up between different characters. 

Each character must be adjacent to the weapon. 

Actions required to load, aim, and fire are indicated 

above.

Aim: Choose a square as the target. Skip the aim 

action if you wish to continue firing at the same 

square as in the previous round. You can load, then 

aim; or aim, then load.

Attack Bonus: Use the following calculation.

 One half the level of the lowest-level crew 

member.

 The Intelligence modifier of the crew member who 

spent an action to aim.

 The siege weapon’s proficiency bonus, if any crew 

member is proficient (+2 for a light ballista). 

 The crew member firing the ballista applies a bonus 

from any condition that applies to weapon attacks. 

 Both crew members apply penalties from any con-

dition that applies to weapon attacks. For example, 

if either crew member is weakened, a ballista attack 

deals half damage.

Damage: Roll the indicated damage dice. A ballista 

adds no ability modifier to its damage rolls.
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C6. Bridge

The entire ship is steered and controlled from this 
location. The room is relatively bare, boasting a runic 
circle on the f loor and a ship’s wheel standing before 
it. Windows around this room allow the captain to 
see forward and arrowslits allow spellcasters to target 
attackers to port or starboard outside the ship with 
superior cover. 
 The dead githyanki captain’s body lies in a heap on 
the side of this room. The rear of the bridge features a 
heavy tapestry giving glory to a tall githyanki knight 
standing triumphantly before a throne. This is an 
image of Emperor Zetch’r’r, the ruler of the githyanki.
 The pilot of ship can attempt to make attacks 
against another ship with the ramming spike. Doing 
so requires a successful Intelligence attack against 
an AC of 20. The attack deals 4d10 + 20 points of 
damage.

C7. Captain’s Cabin

This room is where the now-deceased githyanki cap-
tain Dav’ot slept. The desk drawer is locked, requiring 
a DC 23 Thievery check to open. 
 The desk contains the captain’s orders. These are 
signed by Captain Iquel, and order the captain of 
the Conqueror to accompany the warships Sacrifice 
and Tyranny from Tu’narath to attack the githzerai 
stronghold of Akma’ad. The ship’s manifest lists a full 
contingent of 140 troops, one dragon and lancer, and 
a gish assassin named Brann’ot. An additional hand-
written note (see page 45) can provide additional 
information.

C8. Hold Entrance

Removable planks, leading down to hold.
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C9. First Officer’s Cabin

With no first officer on board, this cabin was inhab-
ited by the gish assassin Brann’ot. The only items 
of interest are small hand-drawn portraits of three 
githzerai: Odos, Kath’ik, and Wellik, githzerai leaders 
currently meeting at Akma’ad. If shown to Tokk’it, he 
looks exceptionally troubled. Not only does he recog-
nize the leaders, but he recognizes the artistic style as 
that of Gallia, the githzerai monk he is in love with, 
and he will say as much.

C10. Crew Quarters

This central area has room for two dozen hammocks. 
Crew and common soldiers sleep here.

C11–14. Elite Crew Cabins

These cabins are used by any crew members who are 
too important to bunk in public areas. This might 
include the ship’s first officer, mindslicers, gish, or 
lancers.

C15. Lancer Cabin

This cabin belongs to a githyanki lancer, the elite 
warrior who rides a dragon into battle. It smells a bit 
like dragon, and gear to repair a riding harness and 
saddle is piled underneath two hammocks.

C16. Crew Quarters

A dozen hammocks are stored against the walls, 
ready to be hung when needed. This open area is used 
as a central gathering area when the crew is awake.

C17. Galley

This area is used to prepare food for the ship’s crew 
and passengers. 

C18. Psychic Helm

This room is dominated by a complex device made 
of steel, crystal, and leather. This githyanki psychic 
helm keeps the ship aloft and maintains its crew of 
psychic memories. The helm seems to emit a faint 
screaming sound when in operation. Destroying this 
helm allows the ship to operate for 5 more hours 
before the magic it generates fails. The ship shud-
ders violently when it begins to lose power, hopefully 
giving the captain enough time to land. Destroying 
the soul helm is possible, and the repercussions of 
doing so are described on page 43 in the description 
of the Conqueror.

C19–21. Storage

This area is largely empty, as the Conqueror held only 
troops on its way to Akma’ad. The githyanki expected 
that this area would be filled with pillaged goods 
on their way back to Tu’narath. The area also holds 
ammunition for the ship’s ballistae and extra food 
and drink for the githyanki troops.

C22. Brig

Five pairs of empty manacles dangle here.

Repossession Team

Less than an hour after the PCs have departed with 
Tokk’it on the galleon (unless they delayed substan-
tially at Overlook), the dragon riders sent by the 
githyanki catch up to the ship. 
 If either githyanki lancer is captured and ques-
tioned after the battle, he gloats that the battle was 
proceeding as planned when they left, and that the 
githzerai have no chance of surviving. They also 
threaten that Captain Iquel will deal quite harshly 
with Tokk’it for stealing their ship.
 Tactical Encounter: D1. Repossession Team 
(page 74).

THE SIEGE OF AKMA’AD

Akma’ad is a little-used githzerai fortress and monas-
tery located 140 miles to the southwest of Overlook. 
Despite having room for over four hundred people, 
normally only forty to fifty githzerai monks and pil-
grims dwell there to train and purify themselves. 
Over the last week, the site played host to a gathering 
of important githzerai leaders from across the planes. 
Intending to travel to the city of Sayre for a council on 
the conflicts besieging the area (specifically, Overlook’s 

Dav’ot,
 We expect the attack to go smoothly and quickly. 
Our informer is inside Akma’ad already, and has 
agreed to assist Brann’ot in the assassination of the 
foul githzerai leaders. Once you receive the signal 
from my flagship that the defenses are neutralized, 
land the Conqueror at a safe distance from the 
fortress and disembark all of your troops along with 
the Tyranny.

 By the grace of High Emperor Zetch’r’r, Lord of the 
Astral Sea,
 Captain Iquel 
 The Sacrifice
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recent woes have not escaped notice outside Elsir Vale), 
the leaders are deciding the role of githzerai in the 
upcoming conflict. They know that the githyanki are 
on the warpath, and the githzerai’s monastic leaders 
disagree as to the best path to take. Acting in accor-
dance with tradition, the githzerai leaders have come 
to the heart of the burgeoning war to discuss the extent 
to which they will become involved.
 Akma’ad was their choice for a neutral and secure 
meeting place, but a githzerai named Gallia was 
possessed by githyanki months ago. She revealed 
the location to her githyanki contacts as soon as she 
learned that an important meeting was occurring. 
The githyanki surreptitiously approached the fortress, 
scouted the area without being detected, assassi-
nated several of the githzerai leaders, and launched a 
full-scale attack with enough force to overpower the 
githzerai. The githzerai have spent the time since the 
attack desperately defending their fortress. If the PCs 
do not help, the fortress will inevitably fall.

When the PCs Arrive

The adventurers pass over fields and woods that gradu-
ally give way to a reddish rocky waste as they approach 
the githzerai fortress. They see signs of the battle before 
they see Akma’ad itself; fire and smoke rise from the site 
in a dark pillar. The fortress is utilitarian and stark, with 
red walls rising up over a dusty valley. An overhanging 
mountain cave makes it extremely defensible.

When the Conqueror closes on Akma’ad, the githz-
erai are close to losing. The upper cliff face has been 
seized by githyanki, and the githzerai’s defensive land-
slide has not been triggered. A gish assassin managed 
to infiltrate the fortress and assassinate several key 
leaders before fleeing. A githyanki champion circles 
on his red dragon and assaults any fortress defenders 

who reveal themselves. Githyanki troops have broken 
through the githzerai’s defenses several times and 
entered the fortress, only to be rebuffed by the githze-
rai. Currently the githyanki are still outside the fortress 
in military formation, launching attacks and working 
on a final assault, and the githzerai have organized into 
three units to hold the fortress as long as possible. 

 The news is not entirely bad, however. The 
githyanki ship Tyranny lies crashed and burning out-
side of the fortress, brought down by concentrated 
githzerai attacks. Dead litter the battlefield—far more 
githyanki than githzerai—but the githzerai are still 
outnumbered almost five to one.
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The Flow of Battle

You will want to be familiar with the different encounters 
and run them in whatever order makes the most sense. 
Most encounters allow for the possibility of a short rest 
between foes. Only the highly mobile dragon can engage 
the PCs quickly no matter where they are on the battle-
field, making it tactically sensible to fight it first. It’s up to 
you to briefly describe what’s going on elsewhere on the 
battlefield. You’ll want the PCs to feel like they’re part of a 
huge battle; make the siege as cinematic as possible. 
 The PCs can proceed across the Akma’ad battle-
field in a number of ways. Achieving success at all 
four of the following encounters means the siege 
is broken and the githzerai survivors saved. The  
 following order of encounters is most likely.

Draconic Champion

The Conqueror is seen approaching the battlefield. 
The remaining red dragon, ridden by the githyanki 
champion, approaches to see who crews the ship. The 
dragon and rider attack, and the remaining ship Sacri-
fice slowly tacks to join the fight after gathering some 
githyanki troops from the fight below.
 Tactical Encounter: A1. Draconic Champion 
(page 76).

Boarding the Sacrifice

The ship Sacrifice—almost as damaged as the Con-
queror at this point—closes to commandeer the 
Conqueror. The githyanki commander and her 
bodyguard, as well as the additional troops who just 
reboarded, engage the PCs. It is possible that the PCs 
or Tokk’it will try to impale the Sacrifice on the Con-
queror’s ramming spike. If successful, both ships lose 
altitude as they begin to crash.
 Tactical Encounter: A2. Boarding the Sacrifice 
(page 78).

Falling Rock

The PCs kill the guards stationed at the landslide 
zone above the cliff and drop several hundred tons of 
rock onto the githyanki troops assaulting the fortress.
 Tactical Encounter: A3. Falling Rock (page 80).

Side Entrance and Wall Breach

The PCs finish off stragglers with the aid of counter-
attacking githzerai. They slay the githyanki who have 
just begun a ritual to gain entrance into the fortress, 
as well as stop a wall breach (tactical encounters A4 
and A5).

 Tactical Encounter: A4. Side Entrance (page 82).
 Tactical Encounter: A5. Wall Breach (page 84).

Another possibility involves the PCs landing their ship 
before being seen and dropping the landslide while 
avoiding detection. This is difficult but possible if they 
keep their ship low to the ground on their approach. 
This tactic requires coordination with the pilot (likely 
Tokk’it), who if not otherwise instructed, takes the 
shortest and most obvious route to the battle. If the 
PCs pull off this attack, they will be attacked by the red 
dragon before they can regain the air.
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The Aftermath

Once the battle is effectively over, summarize the 
results based on the adventurers’ victory point total 
(see the “Who Wins?” sidebar). Allies or enemies 
f lee, wounded are tended to, injured enemies are 
dispatched or captured, and loot is gathered. The 
surviving githzerai gather in front of the fortress to 
measure the cost. 

Read the following aloud:

The surviving githzerai, many of them wounded, gather 
around an old blind githzerai who seems as aware of his 
surroundings as if he could still see. The monk speaks in a 
rough tone. “We’re alive. I don’t know how they knew we 
were here, but the cost was high. Too high. Both Kath’ik 
and Wellik are dead, along with dozens of our brothers and 
sisters. We lost the abbot and most of the monastery. Our 
conference is finished. Now I must decide our path.” 
 With an almost undetectable grimace, the stoic 
githzerai turns his empty eye sockets toward the lines 
of dead and wounded. “Gather your belongings. In the 
morning we travel to Sayre. There is a conference there 
I am obligated to attend before we depart for home.” He 
pauses and turns his sightless gaze in your direction. “You 
aren’t githzerai, but you fought for us. Who are you?”

The PCs can introduce themselves and explain their 
role in the battle. Most githzerai hail them as heroes, 
and Odos (the blind githerzai) grudgingly thanks them, 
but he is exhausted and grieving for his slain friends. 
He is not amenable to being told that the githzerai 
must ally with humans. If Tokk’it mentions that he 
committed githzerai troops to serve in Overlook as an 
exchange for getting help, Odos will not be pleased and 
will tell him to take it up with the githzerai in Sayre.
 Odos is not an inspiring leader; he is dour, pessimis-
tic, and suspicious. Nevertheless, he isn’t a bad person. 

He is greatly respected by his people for keeping them 
both safe and strong in the Elemental Chaos, and his 
knowledge of history and tradition is legendary. While 
many of the githzerai might individually disagree with 
him at times, they would all die to protect him. 
 Roleplaying Encounter: Negotiating with Odos 
(page 85).

WHO WINS?

In a fight of this magnitude, with hundreds of troops 

fighting each other in addition to the PCs, it is handy 

to have a shortcut measure for determining success 

or failure in the overall battle. You can do so using a 

victory point system. For each of the following goals 

that the PCs achieve, total the victory points and 

consult the table.

Goal Victory Points Awarded
Landslide released on githyanki army 5

Githyanki commander on Sacrifice killed 3

Sacrifice destroyed or captured 2

Githyanki champion on red dragon defeated 2

Troops assaulting fortress scattered 2

Passwall ritual disrupted 1

Githyanki troops entering the east door slain 1

0–5: Almost all the githzerai are captured or killed by 

githyanki. A handful escape in the confusion, includ-

ing the spy Gallia. Odos of the House of Reprisal 

survives as well.

6–10: The githyanki are rebuffed before seizing the 

fortress. Roughly twenty githzerai survive, including 

Gallia and Odos of the House of Reprisal.

11+: The githyanki are defeated and scattered. 

Almost fifty githzerai survive, including Gallia and 

Odos of the House of Reprisal.

Odos, Githzerai Elder Level 16 Elite Controller
Medium natural humanoid (blind) XP 2,800

Initiative +15  Senses Perception +20, blindsight 20

HP 312; Bloodied 156

AC 30; Fortitude 28, Reflex 28, Will 30; see also iron mind
Saving Throws +2

Speed 8
Action Points 1
m Hammer Strike (standard; at-will)

 +21 vs. AC (crit 19–20); 2d8 + 5 damage, and the target is 

knocked prone.

M Hammering Flurry (standard; at-will)

 The githzerai elder makes two hammer strike attacks.

M Knock Out of Sync (standard; at-will)

 +21 vs. AC (crit 19-20); 3d8 + 5 damage, and the target’s 

initiative count is reduced by 5. If the target’s initiative 

count is reduced below 0, it loses its next turn and then 

reenters the initiative count at 20.

R Jumping Sparks (standard; at-will)  Lightning, 

Teleportation
 Ranged 10; targets three creatures; +19 vs. Fortitude 

(no attack roll required for allies); enemies take 2d8 + 7 

lightning damage, and the target teleports 7 squares, to an 

unoccupied space of the elder’s choosing.

C Psychic Blows (standard; recharges when first bloodied)  

Psychic
 Close burst 5; targets enemies; +20 vs. Will; 2d8 + 5 

psychic damage.

Avenging Storm (immediate interrupt, when targeted by a 

ranged or area attack; encounter)  Teleportation
 A ranged attack targets another creature within 10 

squares of the elder. The elder teleports 10 squares into a 

square adjacent to the attacker and makes two hammer fist 
attacks.

Iron Mind (immediate interrupt, when the githzerai elder 

would be hit by an attack; encounter)

 The githzerai elder gains a +2 bonus to all defenses until 

the end of his next turn.

Alignment Unaligned  Languages Common,  

 Deep Speech

Skills Acrobatics +20, Athletics +18, Insight +20

Str 16 (+11) Dex 21 (+13) Wis 24 (+15)

Con 20 (+13) Int 15 (+10) Cha 15 (+10)
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After the battle, Tokk’it seeks out the female monk 
Gallia to introduce her to the PCs. In the process of 
seeking her out, Tokk’it speaks with other githzerai, 
many of whom remark how they thought she was 
dead when she was trapped on the upper roof and sur-
rounded. When Tokk’it finds her, she coldly shrugs off 
any explanation (or questions) about how she was able 
to survive long enough to re-enter the fortress. 

Gallia is polite but formal to both the PCs and 
Tokk’it. She denies any wrongdoing if accused of 
spying, although as with other possessed individuals 
the characters have encountered, a DC 21 Insight 
check reveals that she’s under the influence of an 
outside source. Based on their experiences in “The 
Temple Between,” they’re likely to assume, rightly, that 
a githyanki spirit is controlling the githzerai woman. 
 Convincing any githzerai that Gallia is a 
githyanki spy is not as difficult as the PCs might 
expect, even to Tokk’it. Her behavior has been 
odd in the past months since her possession, and 
the githzerai are familiar with the githyanki’s 
penchant for possessing individuals to use them 
as spies. Even so, as outsiders, it requires a DC 23 
Diplomacy check to convince Odos and the other 
githzerai that Gallia should be questioned about 
her activities leading up to and during the attack. If 
they discovered the portraits on the Conqueror, they 
even have hard evidence that Gallia was sending 
the githyanki information, and receive a +5 bonus 
on the Diplomacy check. Should she be seized 
and searched, she has a small piece of pale green 
stained glass on her person that she cannot or will 
not explain. The glass is magical, and a DC 23 
Arcana check reveals that it is a one-way communi-
cation device; when activated with a ritual only the 
githyanki in command of Gallia’s body knows, it 

allows her to send a  message to an unknown recipi-
ent (Telicanthus in Sayre, although Gallia refuses 
to divulge who her contact is). The glass does not 
allow her to receive messages. 
 Gallia cannot be intimidated. As with possessed 
individuals that the PCs have encountered in past 
Scales of War adventures (see “The Temple Between” 
in issue #161), the spirit in Gallia’s body can’t really 
be threatened, since it can leave at any time. If 
Gallia is killed, the possessing githyanki spirit 
simply wakes up in its rightful body, leaving 
behind only a lifeless githzerai shell. The spirit in 
Gallia refuses to answer questions. In terms of 
the adventure, she’s here to confirm that the 
githyanki spies are everywhere, and that 
they plotted this attack for some time right 
under the noses of their hated githzerai 
enemies. 
 If the glass is discovered and she has 
the opportunity after being accused, Gallia 
attempts to f lee and rejoin the gish assas-
sin Brann’ot. If the PCs are able to prove her 
complicity as a spy, Odos orders her executed 
on the spot. She will laugh and not resist. She 
refuses to answer questions. The heroes can 
attempt to intercede on her behalf with a 
DC 25 Diplomacy or Bluff check (bluff-
ing Odos entails convincing him that they 
have a way to drive the spirit out) . Success 
means Odos orders Gallia bound in chains 
and put under a 24-hour guard.
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Gallia Level 11 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid, githzerai XP 600

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +13

HP 108; Bloodied 54

AC 27; Fortitude 22, Reflex 23, Will 23; see also iron mind
Speed 7; see also inescapable fate
m Unarmed Strike (standard; at-will)

 +17 vs. AC; 2d8 + 3 damage.

M Stunning Strike (standard; at-will)

 +14 vs. Fortitude; 1d8 + 3 damage, and the target is 

stunned until the end of Gallia’s next turn.

Inescapable Fate (immediate reaction, when an adjacent 

enemy shifts away from Gallia; at-will)

 Gallia shifts to remain adjacent to the enemy. Gallia cannot 

use this power if the enemy shifts using a movement mode 

Gallia does not possess.

Iron Mind (immediate interrupt, when Gallia would be hit by 

an attack; encounter)

 Gallia gains a +2 bonus to all defenses until the end of her 

next turn.

Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Gallia can fly 5 squares.

Trace Chance (standard; recharge 6 )

 Ranged 5; no attack roll required; the next melee attack 

Gallia makes against the target gains a +5 power bonus to 

the attack roll and, if it hits, it is automatically a critical hit.

Alignment Unaligned  Languages Common,

  Deep Speech

Skills Acrobatics +15, Athletics +9, Insight +13

Str 15 (+7) Dex 17 (+8) Wis 16 (+8)

Con 12 (+6) Int 10 (+5) Cha 11 (+5) 

The githzerai leader Odos is the only surviving 
member of a group of githzerai leaders meeting 
at Akma’ad. As described above, he’s taciturn and 
especially distrustful of outsiders as a rule, and these 
traits are only exacerbated by recent experiences. He 
lost several close friends and pupils in the githyanki 
attack on the monastery, and he’s not interested in 
any negotiations with Overlook at the moment. He 
f latly refuses to send any githzerai to the city to help 
shore up its defense, despite any promises Tokk’it 

might have made. Odos intends to lead his surviving 
people to Sayre to join with other githzerai refugees 
there. But despite his resolve on these issues, the char-
acters have the option of learning some important 
details from Odos. See the “Negotiating with Odos” 
roleplaying encounter on page 85 for details.
 If the PCs do not offer to accompany the githzerai 
to Sayre, Odos simply rounds up his survivors and 
prepares to begin the long trek alone. At that point, 
Tokk’it quietly approaches and asks the heroes to 
come along, concerned that Odos is not necessar-
ily making the wisest decisions in his grieving state. 
Tokk’it mentions that this might give Odos a chance 
to know “humans,” and the road will be dangerous. 
In addition, the PCs may wish to learn more about 
a supposed war council that the githzerai had met 
to discuss joining in the first place. Of course, if the 
characters have engaged Odos, they might have 
already learned all about the trip to Sayre and the 
war council (see “Negotiating with Odos” on page 85). 
Underneath it all, though, Tokk’it enjoys their com-
pany. He feels more like a hero when he is with the 
adventurers, and he would enjoy spending more time 
hearing their stories.
 Sayre is over twenty miles away across rough ter-
rain, and the githzerai have wounded who must be 
pulled along in small carts. Due to the slow pace, it 
takes two days for the githzerai to reach Sayre with 
their patients. Under the ministrations of the PCs and 
any githzerai healers, the injured troops begin to heal.

Ambush

Although the githyanki attack was thwarted, Brann’ot 
the gish assassin survived by f leeing early. He single-
handedly killed two of the elder githzerai, and he 

hopes to finish the job while the large group is travel-
ing. He attacks on the night of the first camp.
 Tactical Encounter: S1: Ambush (page 86). 
 If the PCs somehow manage to save a githyanki 
war galleon and use that to travel to Sayre, Brann’ot 
stows away on board and attacks at the earliest oppor-
tunity. He destroys the runic circle that allows the 
ship to be controlled and then starts hunting Odos 
and the PCs. His astral slide ability makes it easy 
for him to move around the ship quickly. Move the 
“Ambush” tactical encounter to the map of the war 
galleon rather than the tactical map indicated on the 
encounter page.

THE CITY OF SAYRE

Sayre is an artistic, monument-filled city built in a par-
ticularly beautiful valley. Sayre holds a university and 
a large number of artisans, making it a popular site for 
those who deal in either information or fine art.
 Population: Approximately 12,000, including 
almost 1,500 students attending the University. Most 
inhabitants are human, elf, eladrin, or half ling. Some 

ALLIES AT AKMA’AD

If you want, you can certainly decide that a number 

of soldiers from Overlook accompany the PCs on 

the galleon, or introduce a rival adventuring party 

to act as the heroes’ foil. These other combatants 

can engage different githyanki than the PCs during 

the battle at the githzerai fortress, allowing you to 

emphasize the sheer number of foes without having 

to play out every individual battle. 
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dwarves also live in Sayre, although they tend to keep 
to themselves.
 Government: Sayre is governed by Lord Divian 
Torrance, a politically astute nobleman adept at play-
ing different factions of the city against each other. 
Power resides with Lord Torrance, as well as the Arti-
san’s Guild and the University’s archdean.
 Defense: The Guards of the March are a force of 
100 soldiers led by General Alvro Taramin that have 
little to do other than patrol the safer sections in and 
around the city. Most merchants, guilds, and noble 
families have their own mercenary guards that pro-

tect their property and work together when danger 
appears. In a time of crisis, General Taramin has the 
authority to call on any house with its own private 
guard to cede command of their troops directly to 
him. Fortunately, he has never had to do so, but if he 
were, he could call over 2,000 troops. With a cliff, a 
lake, and steep hills protecting three sides of Sayre, the 
Guards of the March spend much of their time outside 
the city patrolling the farming areas to the west.
 Inns and Taverns: Caperly’s Dancehall; Firetree 
Alehouse; the Rat and Hammer Inn; the Singing 
River Inn; the Sodden Mage tavern; The Tankard of 

Ink tavern. The River Jewel in The Glassworks is the 
most expensive inn in the city, and the Inn of the Ugly 
Dog in the Dregs is the cheapest.
 Supplies: The Market; the Glassworks; Low Moun-
tain. The Market District is the home of hundreds of 
different vendors of almost any product conceivable, 
although not all are legitimate. The Glassworks is home 
to the city’s finest artists and artisans, and is the place to 
go if you’re looking for jewelers or sculptors. Low Moun-
tain is home to most of Sayre’s dwarves, and hidden 
weaponsmiths and armorers are available to anyone 
who can gain a prior recommendation from a dwarf.
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Temples: Bright Forge (Moradin); Covet House 
(Tiamat, hidden); the Founding Tower (Erathis); Great 
Hall (Ioun); Shrine of the Singing Waters (Corellon); 
the Waypoint (Avandra).

History

Sayre is built in a small, defensible valley. Steep hills 
to the north provide protection from overland armies 
and make excellent spots for small defensive guard 
posts. The Lake of Songs sits uphill to the northwest of 
the city. Dammed at its outf low to help control f loods, 
this lake is used year-round for fishing and recreation; 
it is extraordinarily beautiful and the subject of many 
paintings and tapestries by local artists. The Singing 
River descends from the lake and splits briefly into 
three branches as it f lows through Sayre. A tall cliff 
guards Sayre’s eastern f lank, dropping 200 feet to the 
valley below. The only direction an invading army 
could easily approach Sayre from is the west, across 
the farms and fields, and guard towers alert the town 
to any threat approaching from that direction.
 Before Sayre was built, the city of Auger stood on this 
site, built over 400 years ago as a refuge for exiled divin-
ers. A diviner named Auglos and his apprentices were 
driven from the island of Nefelus after he prophesized 
a local noble’s death and was blamed by the man’s rela-
tives. After fleeing the family’s wrath, Auglos settled 
in this particularly beautiful and defensible valley to 
continue his research into divination and communica-
tion. More academics and sages slowly joined him, and a 
small city—Auger—grew up around his tower. 
 Auglos’s skill as a craftsman began to bring him 
fame. At first he specialized in divinatory devices 
such as crystal balls. His masterpiece was a huge glass 
globe the color of the evening sky, a device that could 
transmit messages thousands of miles and even across 

planes if individually crafted receiving mirrors were 
first attuned to it. Auglos sold the communication 
mirrors for extremely high prices, typically to mer-
chant consortiums or the rulers of more prosperous 
city states. His customers never knew that if he chose, 
he could hear and see everything that passed through 
one of his glass devices, and that he also sold much of 
the information he obtained through his eavesdrop-
ping, resulting in an even more profitable secondary 
business in the espionage trade. 
 Auglos knew that his glass globe created psychic 
ripples in the Astral Sea when it was used, but he 
didn’t consider it a problem; how likely was it that 
anyone would be bothered? He should have done 
more research. His master glass, the device attuned to 
all the others that allowed him to listen in on so many 
fascinating conversations, created ripples near the 
githyanki city of Tu’narath, and psychic debris from 
the glass’s communication soon caught the githyanki’s 
attention. The githyanki quickly determined that 
someone on the mortal realm was using the energy of 
the plane to fuel a communication device. Paranoid 
in the extreme, within three months, the Lich Queen 
Vlaakith herself named this device the Bitter Glass 
and decreed that the psychic pollution must be elimi-
nated. Her knights quickly carried out her orders. 
 The raid on Auger was terrible to behold. Githyanki 
dragonriders shattered the town’s dam, flooding the 
streets with water and mud, then proceeded to pick 
off fleeing citizens one by one. By the end of the night, 
Auglos and his assistants were dead, and the Bitter 
Glass was shattered and buried under the broken 
tower that housed it. Auger’s remains were looted and 
abandoned, and survivors from the raid left the area, 
never aware of the reason behind the attack.

Rebuilding

Shepherds moved back onto the site within sixty years, 
but without a dam on the Singing River, the site of 
the former city had become a flood plain whenever it 
rained. Finally, dwarven engineers rebuilt the dam on 
the Lake of Songs, and Sayre was built where Auger 
once stood. The level of the land had risen after so 
many years of floods, and none of the old buildings 
were still visible above ground. All residents of the 
modern city know that there is an old city beneath the 
streets, and some families dug down to take advantage 
of a pre-made cellar by digging through the roofs of 
old buildings, but enough people caused cave-ins or 
unleashed monsters that it’s now illegal to dig into the 
undercity. 
 Sayre is ruled by a wily half-elven politician 
named Lord Divian Torrance, and under his direction 
the city goes out of its way to attract the finest artists 
and craftsmen in the land. As a result, many wealthy 
families call Sayre home, and all of these have their 
own mercenary security forces to protect their 
houses and workshops. Not much of a public militia 
is needed, although a small force controlled by Tor-
rance’s good friend General Taramin remains active. 
The public militia is subsidized by a public ordinance 
crafted by the wily Lord Torrance. Each family above 
a certain income level must commit a number of 
troops from their own personal guard units to the 
city’s defense. This makes the city’s safety the concern 
of all the wealthiest families, although it requires a 
charismatic and skillful general to keep all the differ-
ent house troops in line. Sayre boasts a small theater 
and a large university that attracts scholars from cities 
across this corner of the mortal realm. For such a 
small city, Sayre is a shining beacon of light. Lord Tor-
rance fully intends to keep it that way.
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The Fisher District

Located at the northern tip of the city, this low-lying 
area is prone to f loods during the spring rains. Fisher-
men and fishmongers who live here ply the lake for 
their trade and live in raised huts. It’s possible to buy 
fish in the market district, but the freshest fish can 
be bought by those brave enough to come north up 
muddy streets and buy the catch coming off the boats. 
There isn’t much crime in the Fisher District; most 
fishermen have large families, and they police their 
own neighborhood with stout clubs and many friends. 
Interestingly, this is the one neighborhood that isn’t 
defined by the breaks of the river. Fishermen live on 
both outer shores and both inner ones, crossing the 
rivers in small boats or over swaying rope bridges.
 Ketch’s Catch: This small fish stand has a repu-
tation for bringing in some of the largest, tastiest 
fish in the lake. More importantly, the stall is run by 
Gloriana Ketch. She makes a business of tracking city 
gossip while her husband is off fishing, and she’s a 
good source for anyone who wants to know the latest 
city rumors about the nobles or anyone of importance. 
If you feel the need to drop any rumors about events 
in or around town—or further afield—Gloriana is a 
good source for PCs to seek out.

Prospect Hill

This residential neighborhood holds the majority of 
the city’s grand estates and mansions. Flanked by 
rivers on either side, the low hill rises gradually over 
the rest of Sayre. This neighborhood was the heart 
of the ancient City of Seers. All the richest citizens 
of Sayre live here. There is virtually no crime here, 
and private mercenary units ensure that the neigh-
borhood stays safe. Unsavory types moving through 
Prospect Hill should expect to be challenged several 
times, especially after dark. 

 The Pillar of Hope Reborn: This ostentatious 
memorial is a 60-foot-tall pillar with an eternal, magi-
cal f lame atop it. According to the plaque this marks 
the spot of “Auglos the Wise’s tower in Auger, first 
founder of the city that became Sayre.” It’s not par-
ticularly accurate, being located almost 200 feet from 
Telicanthus’s mansion and the actual site of the tower, 
but it’s a good meeting spot for young couples on 
Prospect Hill who wish to go courting after dark. The 
beggars of Sayre have a yearly competition, awarding 
50 gp to anyone of their ilk who can surreptitiously 
climb the pillar and extinguish the f lame. Guards-
men usually find crippled and dead beggars under 
the pillar for weeks afterward.
 Telicanthus’s Mansion: Marked by gate pillars 
boasting lanterns made from exquisitely blown glass, 
this mansion was bought by Telicanthus and reno-
vated after the former owner moved south. It’s one of 
the social epicenters of Prospect Hill, and servants 
and guests enter and exit it during most daylight 
hours (or later, if Telicanthus is hosting a party.) A 
competent and wily butler (Telicanthus’s sociopathic 
servant Pennel) monitors all guests and stops anyone 
who doesn’t belong. Telicanthus’s guards are notably 
polite as they escort interlopers off the property. A 
successful DC 23 Streetwise check by a character 
also reveals that unlike other parts of the city, none 
of General Taramin’s city militia come within three 
blocks of Telicanthus’s home. See SC3: Telicanthus’s 
Tea Party for more details on this bit of information.

The Glassworks

This neighborhood on the eastern edge of Prospect 
Hill is home to the city’s artists. Sayre attracts many 
of the finest craftsmen to this area. The wide roads 
are lined with shops and stores, and are roughly 
grouped by type of business. Businesses selling expen-

sive goods, such as goldmakers and jewelers, typically 
have their own security. There’s an atmosphere of 
camaraderie in the Glassworks, and in the event of 
trouble, all locals pitch in to solve the problem. Many 
artists and shop owners live in apartments located 
over their stores.
 The River Jewel: This is one of the finest inns 
in the entire city, with superb service and prices to 
match. Rooms are large, secure, beautifully deco-
rated, and extremely comfortable. The staff offers 
any amenity a guest might want, and will send out 
for food or items not offered in-house, and the chefs 
are renowned for truly delicious meals. Rooms here 
cost 15 gp a night, an outrageous amount compared 
to other inns in the city, but rooms seldom go empty. 
Telicanthus offers to house the PCs here, in individual 
rooms if they prefer, at his own cost. If he does, the 
staff will be informed that their guests are the Heroes 
of Elsir Vale, and will treat the PCs with inordinate 
respect.
 The Rose Window: This shop carries only the 
finest stained glass and sculpted crystal. Bando Ham-
merglass is as knowledgeable a dwarven craftsman 
as you can find, and can usually identify a stained 
glass window’s craftsman if the individual is famous 
enough. He charges high prices for high quality art, but 
is happy to talk to PCs if they come by with questions. 
Bando is puzzled if the PCs bring panes of the Bitter 
Glass to him for identification, as he’ll be fairly sure 
that the work is Telicanthus’s. It’s not, but it’s of a simi-
lar style thanks to Kle’th’s repairs of the original. He 
won’t tell the PCs that immediately, however, and will 
put them off for an afternoon while he consults with 
Telicanthus himself. Only a DC 23 Diplomacy check 
encourages Bando to open up with this information on 
an initial meeting. If Bando does speak with Telican-
thus, the githyanki sends Pennel that night to murder 
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Bando in his bed and dispose of his body to prevent 
him from speaking with the adventurers.

Bando cannot positively identify the glass pieces 
that might have been found at Akma’ad, or the cast-off 
glass shards that the beggars are using as knives in 
encounter V1: the Plaza of Vision, but he can confirm 
that they came from the same extremely qualified 
glassmaker.

The University of Sayre

Founded by a priestess of Ioun who was appalled with 
the lack of learning among most people she met, the 
university is a bustling school of higher learning that 
teaches everything from agriculture to esoteric magi-
cal theory. Students tend to be young and from out of 
town, as the university recruits the best and brightest 
from many different areas. The university is often 
viewed as an excellent finishing school for noble sons 
and daughters, and it isn’t uncommon for loyal ser-
vants to be seen dragging their drunken masters back 
home after a rowdy night in the Dregs.
 The Tankard of Ink: This is a popular tavern 
for students who want to be in stumbling distance of 
their rooms after drinking, and for those who don’t 
care for the Dregs. Many professors from the univer-
sity have adopted the tankard as their own, as well. 
This is the place to come if you want a philosophical 
debate instead of a fistfight.

Low Mountain

While most races have integrated nicely in Sayre, 
the dwarven inhabitants tend to keep to themselves. 
Low Mountain is a neighborhood of high stone walls 
and twisting streets. Non-dwarves have trouble find-
ing places in Low Mountain, as none of the streets 
are labeled, and none of the buildings are numbered 
or named. As they say, “If you need to know where 

you are in Low Mountain, you probably shouldn’t be 
there.” The area is safe, with squads formed exclu-
sively of dwarven guards patrolling the streets after 
nightfall, but it’s not particularly exciting to non-
dwarves. That changes if you’re a dwarf, or have the 
trust of one. Wonderful restaurants, clever sages, 
and master craftsmen hide within the featureless 
buildings. Some dwarves will accept a bribe to guide 
outsiders to the right place and introduce them to the 
right contact.
 Deep Cartography: This small shop contains 
two dwarven brothers, Andor and Toris Scrollstone, 
sages who specialize in maps and locations. Com-
monly consulted by explorers into the Underdark and 
merchants who have long journeys ahead of them, 
the Scrollstone brothers are the people to consult if 
the PCs wish to learn more about Sayre’s undercity. 
Although they know nothing about the Bitter Glass, 
they can talk about Auger and its destruction at 
unknown hands. They have old maps showing what 
buildings used to be where. A DC 21 Dungeoneering 
check reveals to the PCs that Auglos’s tower was origi-
nally below the spot where Telicanthus’s mansion 
now stands. Both dwarves actually know this if asked, 
as the incorrect location of the memorial plaque on 
Prospect Hill annoys them.

The Market

This is the heart of the city for everyone but the 
wealthiest citizens. The streets are full of people 
from all walks of life, and any non-exotic object (as 
well as many exotic and rare ones) can be purchased 
here. Whether you’re looking for ink from a giant 
octopus or the feather from an angel, you’ll likely to 
be able to buy it—or something that the seller swears 
is authentic—somewhere in the market. This area is 
characterized by narrow streets, tiny shop stalls, yell-

ing shopkeeps, and a multitude of different bazaars. 
Due to the university, the market contains a great 
number of booksellers and scrollmakers. Debt-ridden 
sages who have been forced to sell their library 
crouch side by side with itinerant thieves peddling 
stolen spellbooks. 
 Rancid Agnes: This elderly beggar holds court 
at the edge of the market. She is taken care of by 
regulars in the market who consider it good luck to 
throw her a few coins when they pass by. In return, 
she is unfailingly friendly to anyone who doesn’t treat 
her with contempt. Agnes is always happy to pass a 
few minutes chatting with strangers, and she’s the 
best resource for finding something quickly, as she 
has a good memory for what merchant has what sort 
of item. Secretly she is also a spy for the church of 
Tiamat, passing on any worthwhile gossip to the high 
priest. Agnes is one of the city’s original beggars, and 
despite their work with the temple, she is envious of 
the new “beggars” Telicanthus brought in to foment 
discord between the city’s residents and githzerai 
refugees. A DC 21 Diplomacy check accompanied 
by at least a 10-gp bribe results in Agnes making an 
offhand, angry reference to the “new beggars” in town 
and their “work agin’ the refugees,” but if confronted 
on these comments, Agnes looks frightened and 
scampers away.

Downwind

The name for the farmer and tannery district is usu-
ally correct, with the stink of the livestock blowing 
away to the southwest. This district is characterized 
by wide pens, warehouses and slaughterhouses, 
and stockyards where herd animals are sold. On 
the rare occasions when exotic animals or monsters 
are brought into the city, they’re kept in Downwind 
until sold.
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The March

The March looks almost like a military parade ground. 
This area was once the preferred spot for Lord Limbic 
the Scholar, a former ruler who had an obsession with 
statuary and monuments. As a result, he spent a great 
deal of the city’s coffers on self-aggrandizing monu-
ments. More than two dozen great statues, triumphal 
arches to non-existent battles, and other spectacular 
monuments stand in this area. They’re starting to 
decay somewhat due to a lack of interest in keeping 
them pristine, but they define this section of the city.
 The Dangle: This was originally named “The 
Triumphal Arch of Limbic the Gracious” until it was 
turned into the city’s location for public execution and 
punishment. Murderers are hanged from the 30-foot-
tall arch and left to dangle for a few days. Public 
stocks are also located here, for punishments of a less 
severe nature. Public executions are rare in Sayre, 
and the city hasn’t seen one in months.
 The Guard Barracks: Sayre doesn’t require a 
large standing army thanks to the proliferation of 
private guards, but the one hundred full-time city 
militia the city employs are stationed in this gray, aus-
tere building that is also known for its statue of Lord 
Limbic standing on the roof.

The Dregs

Most of the city’s entertainment is located in this 
rundown, old section of the city. Dancehalls, seedy 
taverns, pawn shops, breweries, and comfort houses 
all crowd its narrow alleys. The area isn’t immediately 
dangerous to visitors, as thugs paid by local businesses 
roam the streets with the intent of keeping people 
safe in the theory that “a live customer is a paying 
customer.” They’ve been known to look the other way 
after dark, though, especially for a sizeable bribe.

 Inn of the Ugly Dog: This tiny inn sits above 
a loud and raucous tavern. The namesake dog has 
been stuffed by a taxidermist and magically ani-
mated; it staggers around the tavern to greet visitors. 
The Inn of the Ugly Dog has cheap ale, mostly clean 
rooms, good prices, and an ever-changing array of 
owners as the property is a common stake in the 
inn’s games of chance.

Riverdown

These are the slums of Sayre, and the area where the 
city’s undesirables live. Beggars and unsavory visitors 
gather here, along with anyone too poor to pay for 
lodging elsewhere. Abandoned and crumbling ware-
houses hold rotting goods or illegal and smuggled 
property. The streets are narrow and twisting, made 
slick by constant mist that rises from the waterfalls. 
Dark and smoke-stained buildings house beggars 
with wet coughs from the constant moisture. Rats 
scuttling through glassless windows provide one of 
the few free food sources for the locals. It isn’t an 
attractive place to live, and visitors who show weak-
ness are likely to be preyed upon by the locals.
 The Plaza of Vision: This abandoned plaza is sur-
rounded by vacant buildings. The githzerai living in 
Sayre have taken over one of them, reinforcing it and 
using it as a temporary headquarters.
 Lowbridge: The local temple to Tiamat, worshipped 
in her role as Goddess of Greed and Envy, is located in 
an abandoned warehouse across the street from the last 
bridge in Sayre. Beggars congregate in this area each 
morning before heading out across the city. The beggars, 
strangely, won’t speak to anyone while near Lowbridge. 
They won’t ask for money until they’ve gone to other parts 
of town, as they’re careful not to draw attention to the 
activities of the Filth King (leader of the city’s beggars).

Approaching Sayre

You hear the distant sound of church bells long before you 
actually see Sayre. It lies in the valley below you, nestled 
between three rivers. Sunlight reflects from the city’s canals. 
Although it has roughly the same number of inhabitants as 
Overlook, Sayre is a very different city. It is said to be a city 
of artists, artisans, and scholars, and you can see why. The 
sunlight filtering through the hills gives a golden glow to the 
entire valley. From where you stand, you can see mansions and 
palaces rising up from islands between the rivers, university 
halls jutting upward, numerous monuments and large statues, 
and the smoke from smithies rising into the air. Mist from a 
huge waterfall swirls along the southern edge of the city.
 A guardhouse stands in front of the great bridge that 
leads over the river into the city. A throng of people bustle 
about—buskers, salesfolk, travelers, beggars, and guards. 
Even a few rich nobles can be seen, riding in open-top 
carriages in their finery.
 A servant comes up, haltingly. “Excuse me,” he says, “but 
by any chance are you the Heroes of Elsir Vale?” 

If the PCs say yes, he smiles widely. 

“My master will be so pleased! You’re quite famous; he was 
just talking about you today at tea. Would you do me the 
honor of allowing me to introduce you?” 

If they say no, the servant looks disappointed and says 
that his master Lord Telicanthus would be sorry not 
to offer them hospitality. If they say yes, he looks even 
happier and leads them through the throng to a dark-
doored wooden carriage with remarkable stained 
glass windows. The carriage is pulled by two horses. 
The servant knocks once and opens the door. 

“My Lord Telicanthus, may I please introduce the famous 
Heroes of Elsir Vale.” 
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A tall, spindly man steps out into the sunlight. Lord 
Telicanthus is a githyanki.
 He’s quite unlike any githyanki that the PCs have 
seen before, however. Lord Telicanthus has a warm, 
quick smile and eyes that make it clear he’s very 
interested in whomever is speaking. He wears very 
fashionable, expensive clothing and has no githyanki 
jewelry or weaponry whatsoever. His handshake is 
firm, his voice is clear, and he has only the faintest 
trace of an accent when he addresses the PCs. 

“It’s such a pleasure to meet you. We’ve received some news 
of our friends to the north, but I never expected to meet the 
heroes in person! Some travelers have brought word of your 
many battles. It’s very rare to meet living heroes, so this is 
quite a moment for me. Are you just arriving here in Sayre?”

If the answer is yes, then Telicanthus continues. 

“Well, allow me to provide you with some most humble 
shelter! The finest inn in the city is the River Jewel, right by 
the bridge in our Glassworks District. Pennel?” He turns 
to his secretary, just exiting the carriage. “Run ahead to the 
Jewel and book . . .” He looks at you and counts. “Rooms for 
each of them. Put it on my account there, meals included. 
Let them know that their guests are people of honor, and 
are to be treated as such.” The secretary nods and hurries 
off. “It’s so rare to get people of the world here, artists aside.” 
He considers. “Would you do me the honor of coming to tea 
tomorrow? All the elite in the city, from the mayor on down, 
would doubtlessly be honored to meet you. You’ll be the toast 
of the town. Tomorrow, at my estate—I’ll have Pennel leave 
details for you in the morning, and I’ll send a carriage.”

If he observes them with the githzerai, his attitude 
tightens a little. A DC 23 Insight check reveals that he 
doesn’t like githzerai much, but that he’s working to be 
polite. If they accuse him of being a githyanki, he smiles.

“Of course I am! I’m not associated at all with those 
murderous fellows in the Astral Sea, though. No, I left 
that life years ago and I’ve never regretted it once. I’m a 
glassmaker now, and a loyal citizen of this fine city. We 
can’t help how we’re born, but we can choose how we live 
our lives. Something that everyone really ought to learn.” 

Telicanthus is lying, but he’s told this lie so much that 
it f lies off his lips easily. Have him make a Bluff check 
with a +5 bonus (+28 total) if the PCs attempt to dis-
cern whether or not he’s lying. Odos and his fellow 
githzerai, on the other hand, are openly angry that a 
githyanki lives in the city. Odos manages to refrain 
from attacking Telicanthus on sight, only because he 
doesn’t want to risk his people being thrown out of 
Sayre for attacking one of the city’s residents—and 
a wealthy one, at that. Odos gathers his people and 
leaves the area immediately without another word, 
his wrath evident in every curt gesture.

What’s Happening

Telicanthus knew the PCs were approaching from 
one of his agents who saw the PCs and the githzerai 
while traveling. Telicanthus sees the heroes as a 
potential enemy, one that would certainly be opposed 
to his mission if they found him out, but he is too 
egotistical to see them as an actual, credible threat. 
He is confident that he’ll manage to convince the 
adventurers that he’s harmless, just as he’s done to 
everyone else in the city. He believes that if he shows 
them kindness, f latters their egos with deference and 
attention, and buys them expensive gifts, they will 
underestimate him and become his unwitting allies 
without even realizing they have done so. He knows 
of General Zithiruun’s defeat, as well as their pursuit 
of Sarshan, but doesn’t believe overcoming any innate 
dislike of his race will cause him any more of an issue 

than it has with the residents of Sayre. Telicanthus 
is so accustomed to racism that it doesn’t even cause 
him to blink anymore. 
 His invitation to tea is a high honor, as anyone in 
town can tell the PCs. Telicanthus’s invitations are 
hotly contested, and the local social scene can revolve 
around who is invited and who is not. People in 
town know that Telicanthus is a kind and important 
merchant, and he is immensely popular. They’d be 
surprised if told that his fellow githyanki are respon-
sible for the attacks on nearby settlements. In fact, 
most of Sayre’s citizens are so well insulated from the 
outside world that few are aware a war is underway 
just beyond their walls.

Entering the City

Once the PCs and Telicanthus part ways, the adventur-
ers quickly discover a new problem. Their githzerai 
allies are being turned away at the gates, helped not 
at all by their curt and now angry leader Odos. The 
city guards refuse to allow the githzerai to cross the 
bridge into the city. They are extremely rude, explain-
ing that “their kind isn’t welcome here” since all they 
do is “steal and cause trouble.” If the PCs intervene, a 
DC 18 Diplomacy check can get the githzerai inside; 
a githzerai attempting Diplomacy does so with a –5 
penalty to the check. A DC 18 Perception check while 
this negotiation takes place shows Telicanthus watch-
ing from his carriage window as it passes by into Sayre. 
His expression is one of amusement, and a DC 23 
Insight check reveals a certain cruel satisfaction in 
the githzerai’s predicament. Feel free to give the PCs 
a bonus on their check for roleplaying the scene well 
(for example, if they bring up the unprovoked attack at 
Akma’ad). Once successful, the guards grudgingly let 
the githzerai pass.
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 If the adventurers fail, the githzerai are not 
allowed in through this gate. They will need to walk 
south along the Singing River to reach the southern 
bridge into Riverdown, the worst section of Sayre.

The PCs have the choice of heading directly to the 
River Jewel, accompanying the githzerai to their lodg-
ing in Riverdown, or finding lodging of their own. The 
party is most likely entering the city from the east if 
they have come from Akma’ad. Entering the city here 
will take them through the broad, paved streets of the 
University. They will walk next to academic buildings 
and past marble statues of long-dead deans, topping 
the hill and heading down toward the central fork of 
the river. Following the river northwest brings them 
into the Glassworks and right to the door of the River 
Jewel, the finest inn in Sayre. Telicanthus’s secretary 
Pennel will have arrived here before the PCs, and their 
rooms will be ready. They are offered baths, food, and 
the finest amenities, all at Telicanthus’s expense.
 Following the east fork of the Singing River south-
ward brings them into Riverdown. The quality of 
the buildings begins to degrade quickly once they 
are away from the university, and an oily mildew 
covers the stone walls. Constant mist from the nearby 
waterfall fills the air here. If it is daytime, the streets 
boast less wealthy individuals running errands, packs 
of unsupervised children, stray dogs, and people of 
questionable repute. There are a large number of beg-
gars living in Riverdown, and anyone with the sort of 
wealth and stature that the PCs have will be watched 
carefully. While the characters are watched, a DC 
23 Streetwise check reveals that, strangely enough, 
no beggars approach them once they’re in this dis-
trict, whereas they’re approached freely elsewhere in 
Sayre. While a hastily organized ambush from local 
gang members is possible if the PCs put themselves 

in an especially vulnerable situation, the local toughs 
aren’t suicidal, and no one would attack a combina-
tion of the PCs and so many githzerai.

The Githzerai Sanctuary

PCs accompanying the githzerai arrive at the Plaza 
of Vision, an open area in Riverdown only accessible 
by winding through back alleys that branch off of 
tertiary streets. It’s an isolated and dark plaza sur-
rounded by abandoned and rotting warehouses. A 
corroding statue of a skyward-staring wizard stands 
in an empty fountain in the middle of the square. It 
isn’t uncommon to find a beggar or two loitering here. 
Finding the Plaza of Vision will require some hunting 
by the PCs, but isn’t a particularly difficult challenge. 
Odos knows that the githzerai living in Sayre live in 
a red building alongside the plaza, and he leads the 
group there directly.
 Odos is appalled that the githzerai aren’t living 
somewhere better. Riverdown is extremely poor, par-
ticularly when compared to the university district they 
walked through earlier, and Odos feels that this area 
is beneath the dignity of the githzerai. He is fuming 
by the time they arrive, particularly when he sees that 
the building used by the githzerai is an old warehouse 
painted with flaking, peeling red paint. A githzerai at 
the door readily admits them, and a DC 15 Percep-
tion check reveals raised voices coming from deeper 
inside the building. The words are unintelligible, but it 
sounds like githzerai voices raised in anger.

Kark’din, the Low Sanctuary

There are thirty-five githzerai currently inside the 
makeshift “Low Sanctuary,” an open warehouse that 
has been divided into sleeping, meeting, and eating 
sections. The structure is rough and dilapidated, 

but clean and organized. Its well-lit interior is a nice 
counterpoint to the slums outside.
 The current state of the githzerai community 
in Sayre could best be described as fractious. The 
githzerai have splintered into two groups who believe 
they should proceed in very different ways. One of 
the leaders, Aziff, urges patience and caution. She 
is convinced that the locals’ feelings are temporary. 
She has lived in Sayre for many years, and the recent 
change in public opinion about the city’s githzerai 
citizens has distressed her a great deal (although she 
doesn’t reveal anything but a stoic demeanor openly). 
Aziff has the backing of the other local githzerai, and 
also of a friend the PCs will recognize (see “An Old 
Friend” below).
 The other leader, an atypically fiery githzerai 
named Gal’ott, is urging action. Young and angry, 
he wants to take the fight to the streets, organizing 
what amounts to a githzerai gang. Gal’ott and several 
other githzerai are refugees from cities and monaster-
ies from elsewhere in the world. Many have traveled 
several hundred miles to get to Sayre after seeing 
githyanki destroy their homes, and they’re appalled 
that nothing is being done here to combat the threat. 
These githzerai wear red armbands and never travel 
alone, only adding to the local residents’ fears of 
exactly what Gal’ott is asking his fellows to do. 
 At the time the PCs arrive, the two local lead-
ers are debating the best path with great passion 
and volume. The arrival of the PCs and the refugee 
githzerai from Akma’ad disrupt any disagreements 
or discussions happening inside the building, as 
the githzerai gather around the newcomers seeking 
news of the summit that was supposed to happen at 
Akma’ad. 
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Local Problems

In addition to discussing what happened at Akma’ad, 
the local githzerai relate the problems that they have 
been having here in Sayre. They are not sure why, 
as they have done nothing to provoke the response, 
but the people of the city have turned against them. 
As a result, even arriving as they have with Odos, 
the two arguing leaders cease all discussion as soon 
as the adventurers enter the room. Only after Odos 
has spoken up on their behalf—something he does 
immediately—are the PCs informed of what’s been 
happening to githzerai in the city since their arrival. 

Guards harass them and limit their movements, 
beggars attack them and spy on them, and any rob-
bery or attack that occurs in the city is being blamed 
on the githzerai. Even more worrisome, four githzerai 
out on their own at night have been brutally slain by 
someone using knives. The other githzerai have been 
unable to locate the killer, and the city guard seems 
disinterested in helping, claiming that other githz-
erai are committing the crimes as they “turn on one 
another like a pack of rabid dogs.” The racism and 
hatred is growing. They blame the githyanki Telican-
thus for this, although they have no solid proof and he 
publicly urges moderation against the githzerai.

An Old Friend

Amyria heard that the PCs arrived in town in the 
company of Odos and the githzerai refugees of 
Akma’ad, so she headed to Riverdown to wait their 
arrival. Amyria will not seek out the PCs at the River 
Jewel. If the adventurers have parted ways with Odos 
and do not come with him to Riverdown, a street 
urchin soon arrives at their inn with a message from 
the githzerai leader requesting their presence.

THE GITHZERAI DEBATE

Through decisions made by the githzerai leadership, the 

PCs have the opportunity to influence how thousands 

of githzerai interact with the defenders of the mortal 

world during the upcoming war. Do they stay neutral? 

Help humans? Assassinate Telicanthus and flee the city, 

leaving the PCs to pick up the pieces? The githzerai 

elder Odos will ultimately decide his people’s course 

of action, and it’s up to the PCs to help convince him. 

During the skill challenge and discussion, here are the 

individuals who hold strong opinions on the subject.

 Amyria. Amyria is wise, quiet, and completely sin-

cere. The deva has dark gray skin with faint purple 

markings, and is vehemently opposed to assassinating 

Telicanthus. Not only does she think it would be a death 

sentence for the martyrs who attempted it, she fears 

that the political backlash from all of his friends would 

put every githzerai in the city at risk. Worse, assuming 

it is he behind a possible githyanki communication 

web, she isn’t sure that killing him would stop it; he 

might be completely innocent. She is in favor of more 

investigation, and revealing Telicanthus as a fraud and 

traitor before dealing with him publicly. That way the 

githzerai can’t possibly be blamed. She will also point 

out that Sayre hasn’t been attacked by githyanki yet, 

and that may be because Telicanthus is alive, although 

they have no way to know for sure.

 Gal’ott. Gal’ott is a young githzerai leader with a fiery 

temper and great pride. He is tired of being mistreated 

by the other races, whom he considers inferior to the 

githzerai. The very fact that they would allow a githyanki 

in their midst makes them suspect. He is mistrustful, and 

thinks that he should lead a small group of githzerai into 

Telicanthus’s mansion to kill him.

 Azitt: This younger, female githzerai has grown quite 

close to Amyria in the short time she has known her. 

She has lived in Sayre for a while and remembers a time 

when githzerai were not treated so poorly. While she 

doesn’t have much of a voice in the proceedings, she 

represents a large enough faction of local githzerai that 

Gal’ott has been forced to recognize her.

 Chend. Chend is an elderly githzerai who favors 

leaving the humans and the githyanki to their war. 

He thinks they should leave the plane until the war 

is decided, then deal with the survivors. Odos knows 

Chend from long ago and values the elder’s views.

 Gallia. This githzerai from Akma’ad is a traitor, as 

a githyanki destroyed her soul when it possessed her 

body months ago. In the unlikely event that she hasn’t 

yet been revealed, she will side with Chend and favor 

the githzerai abandoning the mortal plane. In this case, 

allow the PCs another DC 21 Insight check to see if 

they notice Gallia’s possession yet.

 Most Exalted Odos from the House of Reprisal: 
Now that he has had time to calm down after the siege 

of Akma’ad, Odos remains neutral as to what the githz-

erai should do. He personally favors killing Telicanthus 

and then abandoning the plane, but is willing to listen 

to each argument before he makes his decision. He 

knows that Amyria wishes him to join her Coalition, but 

is not sure that he wants anything to do with the mortal 

world and its defense against the githyanki threat. All 

the githzerai respect Odos’s final decision, as the last 

remaining principal elder on the mortal world. But if 

the PCs fail in “The Debate” skill challenge and the 

githzerai leave the city for parts unknown, Azitt stays 

behind to act as a companion and assistant to Amyria 

in her work with the Coalition.
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However they arrive, once they reach the githzerai 
settlement, Amyria emerges from a back chamber, 
concealed in a heavy, f loor-length cloak. 
 Roleplaying Encounter: Reconnecting with 
Amyria (page 87).

Convincing Odos

Bringing Odos around to Amyria’s point of view is 
the first task she gives the PCs in Sayre. She knows 
she needs another ally on the Coalition who will echo 
her call for solidarity, as well as the importance of 
discovering the githyanki’s means of communication 
and expanding the breadth of the Coalition to include 
other cities and regions of the world. This skill chal-
lenge should happen shortly after the characters have 
caught up with Amyria and been able to observe the 
fractured state of the githzerai community in Sayre.

Skill Challenge: SC1. The Debate (page 89).

Interpreting Clues

The PCs don’t have enough information yet to reach 
any conclusions about Telicanthus, but it may be 
worthwhile for them to consider what clues they do 
have. If they have convinced Odos (see “The Debate” 
on page 89), he might have brought up the idea of 
using ritual magic to aid their investigation. Alter-
natively, they might think of this tactic themselves. 
However, there are other ways to learn about Telican-
thus. Possible leads include the following:

The magical piece of blue stained glass held by 
the githyanki captain at Akma’ad.
The magical green stained glass held by Gallia.
Amyria’s dream of a web, with the spider inside of 
Sayre (see “Reconnecting with Amyria on page 87).
The odd fact that Sayre’s beggars seem to hate 
githzerai, despite no provocation.

Someone in the city killing githzerai.
Some of these clues can be investigated in Sayre; 
for instance, the PCs already have an invitation to 
Telicanthus’s mansion for tea the next afternoon, 
and they can easily learn more about the beggars in 
the city by tailing one back to Covet House (see “The 
Debate” on page 89 for details).

Ambush in the Plaza

Secretly hired by Telicanthus to attack and kill 
anyone emerging from Kark’din, a trained band 
of beggars waits in the plaza outside the githzerai 
sanctuary. These are not the city’s normal cadre of 
beggars. Telicanthus hired a group of mercenaries 
known as the Laughing Shadows to do his dirty work 
for him. Composed of an assortment of spies, thieves, 
and strongarms, the Laughing Shadows now pose as 
Telicanthus’s household guards, as well as beggars 
tasked with eliminating any githzerai they encounter 
singly in the city. The Laughing Shadows have been 
so effective at infiltrating Sayre’s beggar population 
that most of the native beggars don’t even realize that 
they’ve been compromised. But they’ve certainly all 
bought off on the fun of singling out the githzerai as a 
target of scorn and fear. 
 The Laughing Shadow beggars attack the PCs 
when they leave the building, unless they exit with a 
large group of githzerai as well. After a successful or 
unsuccessful attack, any surviving beggars scatter. 
 Tactical Encounter: P1. Ambush in the Plaza 
(page 90).

Covet House

If the attack by the beggars in “The Ambush” 
encounter doesn’t make the PCs suspicious enough 
to investigate, the mention of a spice house in “The 
Debate” might. The spice house referred to in the 
divination (see “The Debate” on page 89) is a ware-
house in Lowbridge that was abandoned a decade ago 
but still smells faintly of exotic spices. The faded and 
chipped paint over the boarded main doors specifies 
“Ridolfi and Sons, Spice Merchants.” This building 
is the secret entrance to Covet House, a Temple of 
Tiamat kept up by the city’s beggars. The PCs can find 
it with a DC 18 Streetwise check. If the adventurers 
didn’t perform the ritual, they can still find the spice 
house after the “Ambush” tactical encounter. All the 
“beggars” who attack the heroes smell strongly of old 
spices. A successful Streetwise check is sufficient to 
point the characters in the direction of Covet House.
 A young homeless child sits across the street from 
Covet House. If she sees the PCs investigating the 
doorway, she shuff les over and asks them for money. 
If she’s convinced that they plan to break in, she 
departs and goes around the side of the house to a 
cleverly concealed rope pull coming out of the build-
ing’s foundations. She gives the rope three short pulls, 
the signal for trouble. No beggars in Covet House or 
the Temple will be surprised if she has this chance 
to warn them. The PCs can determine her intentions 
with a DC 18 Insight check.
 The door to Covet House appears to be boarded up. 
In truth, it’s locked with a combination of nails and 
knotholes that need to be manipulated in a certain 
order to open it. A DC 23 Thievery check is sufficient 
to unlock the door, although failing the check sounds 
an internal alarm bell, warning those inside.
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T1. Entry

The spice house’s interior is 20 feet by 30 feet, and is 
mostly unlit. Dim light is provided by light that seeps 
in through cracks in the wooden exterior. The build-
ing lacks any staircase to the upper f loors, as it rotted 
out years ago. The actual f loor is covered with rubble, 
and the sound of squeaking rats can be heard. The 
smell of spices is very strong inside the building. A 
DC 21 Perception check reveals a clear trail through 
the rubble. This trail ends at a hidden trapdoor in the 
f loor. The trapdoor is trapped.

Daggerspring Floor Level 13 Lurker
Trap 800 XP

The ceiling above the trapdoor is rigged to collapse if the trap 
on the trapdoor isn’t first disarmed. If triggered, a pile of old 
garbage, debris, and disease-ridden rats is dropped on the trap-
door square and all adjacent squares. Any character in one of 
the affected squares is subject to the trap.

Perception
 DC 23: The character discovers the trap on the trapdoor.

Trigger
Any creature that attempts to open the trapdoor without first 

disabling the trap sets it off.

Attack
Standard Action Close burst 1

Targets: All creatures in burst

Attack: +16 vs. Reflex

Hit: 2d10 + 8 damage. On a critical hit, the target is knocked 

prone and subject to the secondary attack. All affected 

squares become difficult terrain.

Secondary Attack: +16 vs. Fortitude; 5 damage, and the target 

is infected with cackle fever (see Dungeon Master’s Guide 

page 49).

Miss: Half damage.

Countermeasures
 A character adjacent to the trapdoor can disable the trap 

with a DC 23 Thievery check.

This trapdoor opens into a short pit 5 feet deep. This 
pit is the entrance to a narrow tunnel only 4 feet 
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tall that must be navigated on hands and knees by 
Medium characters. The tunnel runs for 30 feet east 
under the street, and ends in a second trapdoor in the 
f loor of the tunnel. It is completely dark.

T2. The Entrance

This counterweighted trapdoor in the tunnel from 
area T1 opens downward, and is effectively punched 
into the ancient roof of a buried building. Carved into 
the wood of the trapdoor are the words “Give, and you 
will be given to” in Common. The door can only be 
opened on this side by sliding a coin into a slot next to 
the door, or with a DC 23 Thievery check.

A rope ladder hangs beneath the trapdoor, leading 
20 feet down onto the filthy f loor of one of Auger’s 
original buildings. This stone-walled building used to 
have interior f loors as well, but they have rotted away. 
If the warning bell has been rung by the girl outside, 
or the PCs failed to correctly pick the door lock the 
first time and set off the alarm, there will be several 
Laughing Shadows scrabblers here.
 Tactical Encounter: T2: The Entrance (page 92).

T3. Ancient Street

This area was once an open street in the old city of 
Auger, but it was completely filled with mud and silt 
when the city was destroyed. This section of the street 
was excavated several generations ago, and has since 
served as a sleeping place and shelter to generations 
of beggars. Stopped up by silt and soil on either end, 
this 50-foot-long section of roadway is lined with 
ancient cobblestones and filled with sleeping pal-
lets and the meager possessions of dozens of people. 
Another forgotten building, this one choked with 
rubble, stands next to the one from which the PCs 
have just emerged. Across the street is the excavated 

entrance to what was once a grand temple of Ioun. 
The icon of Ioun above the doorway has been ripped 
off, however, leaving no sign as to whom the temple is 
now dedicated.

T4. Temple Doors

The outer doors to the temple are unlocked. The ves-
tibule is 10 feet long, and the walls of either side have 
an amateurish painting of a beautiful woman stand-
ing on a mountain of wealth, holding out her arms 
invitingly. A DC 18 Religion check reveals this to be 
a painting of a human aspect of Tiamat, goddess of 
greed and envy. 
 The inner door is closed, trapped but not locked. 
Several worshipers are engaged in worship when 
the PCs crash Covet House, and if no one from area 
T2 has escaped to raise the alarm, no one inside the 
temple will notice the adventurers’ approach. The 
inner door has the painted image of a five-headed 
dragon on it, crouched over a mound of treasure. The 
mound is worn down by the passage of many greedy 
hands.

T5. Covet House Temple

This temple of Ioun was built hundreds of years ago 
and was badly damaged when Auger was destroyed 
by githyanki 400 years ago. It has since been exca-
vated and restored by Sayre’s population of beggars. 
The Filth King, a corrupt human who rules the 
beggars of the city, found it when digging into the 
undercity almost fifteen years ago. A devotee of 
Tiamat already, he repurposed the chapel into a 
church to the goddess of greed. The purpose of the 
temple is to remind these worshipers that everyone 
else has a better life than they do. The temple inspires 
envy, even as it provides a place to worship it. As such, 

every single pew appears more comfortable to sit in 
than the place you are actually sitting. A subtle magi-
cal effect makes everyone else in the room seem more 
wealthy and attractive, and causes the viewer to view 
himself as shabbier that he really is.
 The room is octagonal, with nine pews facing an 
altar. Rough paintings on the walls show beggars star-
ing through windows, watching rich people eat a feast 
on golden plates. Behind the altar is a pit that runs the 
length of the room. It is 10 feet wide and 20 feet deep. 
The bottom of the pit is empty except for more than a 
dozen failed thieves’ skeletons, along with a handful 
of coins that fell when being tossed over onto the pile 
of treasure (area T6). There is no ladder up from the 
bottom of the pit; anyone who falls in must climb up 
the sheer walls (Athletics DC 23). For anyone stand-
ing in the room, the glittering pile of wealth lying 
across a black gulf of the pit has an almost unmistak-
able attraction, even with a rough statue of Tiamat 
looking down on it.
 Unless he has been alerted of their approach, the 
Filth King is leading a devotional prayer to Tiamat as 
the PCs enter. 
 Tactical Encounter: T5. Covet House Temple 
(page 94).
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T6. The Guardian of Greed

On the far side of the pit, a large pile of wealth beck-
ons the greedy. This contains many, many coins along 
with a handful of art objects. After the Filth King and 
his followers in Covet House have been defeated, it is 
likely that the PCs will cross the pit onto this pile of 
wealth at T6. This activates the coin golem, guardian 
of Tiamat’s tribute.
 Tactical Encounter: T6. The Guardian of Greed 
(page 97).

T7. Secret Corridor

This corridor hasn’t been entered since the temple 
was first converted to Tiamat. At that time, beggars 
descended this corridor and heard the sounds of 
scratching from room T8. They f led back up the cor-
ridor and built the statue in front of the secret door. 
Later generations have forgotten that this corridor 
even exists. 

The ramp slopes steeply downward. It ends in a 
small pile of stone rubble that has fallen from the 
ceiling and blocked the door behind it. This rubble 
can be moved easily. The door behind it leads into the 
Vault of Knowledge. The door is stuck and requires a 
DC 18 Strength check to pull open. A faint, f lickering 
light can be seen from beneath the doorway once the 
rubble is clear.

T8. Vault of Knowledge

When the githyanki attacked the town of seers, many 
people were unable to escape. In the vaults beneath 
the temple of Ioun, a senior librarian and his research 
aides were sealed in the vault of knowledge. After the 
dragon attack burst the dam and a wall of water and 
silt hit the city, a fallen ceiling block trapped them 
in the undervault of the library. The librarians were 
unable to pry open the door, and no help came for 
them. In the light of magical lanterns, trapped under-
ground and buried under water and rubble, they 
slowly starved to death.
 “Read,” advised the Senior Librarian, and so they 
read as they died. They kept reading even after life 
had left them. After two hundred years, when the 
books and scrolls were starting to disintegrate, what 
was once the senior librarian declared that they must 
preserve the words for all eternity. At his instruc-
tion, and with nothing to carve with except their 
own finger bones, the aides began to transcribe every 
sentence from every scroll onto the rock walls of the 
secret library. It took them more than a hundred 
years to finish, and the last of their sanity ebbed away 
with their f lesh. Now the archivists and bone scribes 
wait and read the words written on the walls, desper-
ate for new information to consume and document.
 When the PCs pry open this door, they begin a tac-
tical encounter.
 Tactical Encounter: T8. Vault of Knowledge 
(page 98).

After Covet House

The PCs might wish to return to their inn or return 
to the githzerai sanctuary of Kark’din. If night hasn’t 
fallen, they can also explore the city and research Tel-
icanthus, the Bitter Glass, and the location of Auglos’s 
tower in Auger. They now have enough knowledge to 
understand that a device in the city is allowing the 
githyanki to communicate with one another. They 
may not yet have proof that Telicanthus is involved, 
however. 
 The PCs may proceed however they like until 
Amyria brings them to meet members of her Coali-
tion the next morning. If they seem frustrated or 
uncertain how to proceed, allow Amyria to come by 
and urge their patience, since more will become clear 
after the meeting with her Coalition.
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THE COALITION

Members of the Coalition that Amyria has managed 
to put together are in Sayre, but she’s disappointed 
that they’ve spent days bickering and disagreeing 
about the best way to shatter the githyanki military 
alliance. (In fact, they haven’t even been able to agree 
on a name for the group, which is why Amyria refers 
to the group as the Coalition. She hopes something 
more inspiring will come out of their talks that will 
help bind the leaders together.) She hopes that the 
PCs’ reputations (all the members have heard about 
the successful defense of Elsir Vale at this point), their 
investigation of Telicanthus and the Bitter Glass, and 
the membership of their new githzerai ally, Odos, will 
help the alliance find focus.
 The deva meets the PCs fairly early at their inn, 
waking them if necessary. Odos is with her. The 
weather is beautiful outside, and Amyria suggests that 
they walk over to the meeting place for the Coalition 
in the center of the city. It takes about 15 minutes 
for the group to reach a beautiful old building in the 
March. Amyria mentions that the building was once 
used for town meetings, but not currently. She has 
rented it for use as a central meeting place for her 
allies.
 The PCs walk up a large marble staircase to the 
second f loor, where Amyria opens a set of double 
doors into a circular room dominated by a large 
semicircular table. The room is filled with strangers 
of various races, all swept up in the heat of argument. 
They all look up when Amyria enters, and she intro-
duces everyone to the PCs and Odos.

 The Coalition is divided, much as the githzerai had 
been the day before. A reactive nature and a lack of 
clear leadership has led them to second guess their 
best strategy.
 Skill Challenge: SC2. The Coalition (page 100).

The Members

Amyria has not finished forming her group to oppose 
the githyanki, but has made great progress. Members 
of the Coalition include:
 Kalad: Last seen in “Siege of Bordrin’s Watch” 
when he was rescued by the PCs, this heavily muscled 
dwarven paladin no longer looks quite as haunted as 
he did in the tunnels of Bordrin’s Watch. He is gruff 
but friendly, and a staunch ally of the PCs. Kalad also 
has spoken to Amyria several times, and he backs 
her unflinchingly. Unfortunately, his seemingly blind 
willingness to support the deva makes him look 
intractable and foolish to the more politically savvy 
members of the Coalition, and his staunch support 
has almost proved a liability from time to time. If 
Kalad didn’t survive “Siege of Bordrin’s Watch” in 
your campaign, that’s okay. The priest of Moradin in 
Overlook called in several favors and had Kalad’s body 
sent across the land to have a ritual of Raise Dead 
performed on it. He has been tasked with representing 
Overlook’s interests in Amyria’s Coalition.
 Fariex the Scalehammer: This adult copper 
dragon has an unhealthy interest in the activities 
of humans. He has spent his life in human or elven 
form, living in human cities and studying their ways. 
He is light-hearted by nature, and knows more jokes 
than most jesters. He is far from a buffoon, however, 
and expects respect. His one weakness is a tendency 
to weigh the facts of a problem instead of quickly 
making up his mind.

 Fariex has the ability to assume the shape of a 
human, and he does this at all Coalition meetings—or 
anywhere else he’s encountered in the city, for that 
matter. He does not openly reveal his true nature, but 
passes himself off as a powerful merchant with inter-
ests in various cities. Fariex does not represent a city 
or other political body, but was invited because of his 
connections to many far-reaching settlements, town-
ships, and ports, and the wealth and military might 
they represent. In meetings, Fariex is mostly quiet, 
but will occasionally interject a pointed question, 
especially if the topic of conversation touches on his 
area of expertise (namely, money and its movement 
through business affairs). He also has an interesting 
sense of humor, and will sometimes try to openly 
catch others in duplicity or engage in some word play 
over a statement he perceives as absurd. The richest 
member of the Coalition, Fariex is a key player to ally 
with, since he can fund many of the operations the 
Coalition is ambitiously interested in pursuing.
 Caliandra of the Stagrunners: This ancient elf 
can trace her descendants back to elves who migrated 
from the Feywild almost eleven of her generations 
ago. She leads not only her own tribe, the Stag-
runners, but has also been named the voice of all the 
tribes that live in the wild reaches to the north and 
west of Elsir Vale. All told, she speaks for a group of 
twenty-five tribes.
 Fierce, wild, and haughty, she is stubborn and 
opinionated, and isn’t afraid to engage in a pro-
tracted argument about aspects of history that most 
people have long forgotten. She holds inf luence 
with many gnome, elf, and eladrin leaders, much 
as a respected grandmother and advisor might. In 
a crisis, she leans toward solutions that provide the 
most safety for the most people. She seems to expect 
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subservience, making Caliandra nearly intolerable 
to deal with. But she also has tremendous in-roads 
among the  barbarian tribes she represents, making 
her a valuable asset.

One of the naysayers of the Coalition, Caliandra 
automatically assumes her age and experience make 
her the voice everyone else should listen to. She talks 
loudly, fiercely, and often, but she doesn’t mince 
words. She gets to her point quickly. She favors action 
of some sort, but is like a ship in need of a pilot. If 
given a course that she can approve of—something 
that will let her lead her people to glorious battle 
against the invaders who have killed so many of her 
people—she will fight honorably and without hesita-
tion. But she demands respect, and is fond of rejecting 
someone else’s idea out of hand, only to bring it back 
up minutes later as a concept all her own.
 Lord Divian Torrance: The ruler of Sayre, 
elected by a fellowship of scholars and merchants, 
is a potent and skilled politician. His goal, first and 
foremost, is to see that his city comes out ahead in 
the war. He’s not willing to side with the githyanki 
invaders, but his goal is to lead this Coalition so that 
his small city is given due representation. He knows 
that Sayre’s leadership wouldn’t have been consulted 
if not for the good fortune of hosting the first meet-
ing and the absence of a representative from Nefelus, 
Amyria’s first choice to host the meeting. But he plans 
to make the most of the opportunity and makes it 
clear at every opportunity how relevant and impor-
tant Sayre is to the coming conflicts. Lord Torrance 
can be wooed if he firmly believes Sayre will continue 
to be an important player. He is opposed to any plan 
that deals with bringing Nefelus into the Coalition, 
although he won’t openly say so. He’s worried that if 
Nefelus brings their magical expertise and knowledge 

to the Coalition, Sayre’s position as a center of knowl-
edge will be dramatically weakened. Thankfully, this 
isn’t an issue that is likely to rear its head . . . yet.
 Quelenna Entromiel: The female eladrin 
Quelenna Entromiel rules over the mercantile settle-
ment of Dornaithos, which trades both fine craftwork 
(including goods from the Feywild) and everyday 
items. She has dealings with the Elsir Consortium, 
a group of merchants from the Elsir Vale, and with 
traders in every major settlement across this corner of 
the mortal world. Gregarious and shrewd, Quelenna 
is well known for her business acumen and efficiency. 
It’s rumored she’s not afraid to resort to bribery if 
doing so will get a project or deal finished quickly. 
Quelenna wants Dornaithos’s fortunes to continue 
and thinks running the Coalition is a way to make 
herself more prominent and secure better deals for 
Dornaithos to provide war material. While the Coali-
tion’s first order of business is not to determine a 
leader, she already has her sights set on the position.
 Inogo Dravitch: A priest of Erathis, Inogo hails 
from the distant city of Sherrbyr. This city lies far 
to the northeast, beyond Elsir Vale by at least three 
weeks’ travel. Inogo is the current leader of this city of 
temples. A theocratic city state, Sherrbyr also boasts 
a massive college of divinity, where worshipers of 
nearly any deity can openly practice their faith. 
 As a result of its varied populace, the city’s lead-
ership is formed of a council of priests of the most 
worshiped deities in the city. The council changes as 
the population changes. Some deities fall out of favor 
while others rise. But Erathis’s worshipers have been 
a power in the city for years, and Inogo is the most 
recent in a long series of Erathis-worshiping council 
leaders known as Deacons. 

 Sherrbyr is a city accustomed to nearly endless 
debate, thanks to efforts to accommodate every faith 
represented on the ruling council. As someone long 
schooled in this approach to government, Deacon 
Dravitch is well out of his league in a group that needs 
to make decisions quickly and decisively. He repre-
sents a powerful city, however, in terms of both its 
military and divine might. Sherrbyr could field a veri-
table army of healers, as well as a mounted corps of 
paladins. Inogo is mostly quiet in Coalition meetings, 
speaking up only when a plan of action is proposed. 
He is, at first, unwilling to commit any resources 
without first “exploring other options” or his personal 
favorite, “negotiating with these githyanki to help 
them see reason.” Odos despises Inogo immediately, 
and Inogo reciprocates. As Sherrbyr has yet to experi-
ence anything like the githzerai have at the hands 
of the invaders (in fact, Sherrbyr has been entirely 
spared, to this point), it’s an understandable attitude.
 Odos: The githzerai leader firmly believes that Tel-
icanthus is up to no good, and while he is mostly quiet 
in all proceedings, when the issue of the githyanki 
noble inevitably surfaces, he doesn’t hesitate to make 
his opinion known. This is true whether or not the 
characters succeeded in “The Debate” skill challenge 
(see page 89). If the PCs failed at the skill challenge, 
Odos can still be persuaded here, but he calls for 
Telicanthus’s head at these opportunities rather than 
backing Amyria’s call to investigate the powerful mer-
chant. This drives Lord Torrance to distraction, and 
Odos quickly finds himself on the outs with many 
other members of the Coalition. But Odos represents 
githzerai all over the mortal world and beyond, and 
he knows the githyanki tactics and agendas. He’s per-
haps the singlemost important ally in the defense of 
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the world, and most of the other Coalition members 
know this—even if they won’t admit it openly.

Amyria: Not a member of the Coalition, the 
extremely passionate and charismatic deva paladin 
has rallied these leaders to meet in Sayre to discuss 
the invasion. While she doesn’t have a vote on a 
course of action, she has the right to speak freely—
something she hesitates to take advantage of in this 
first meeting. When she does speak, Amyria almost 
glows with her inspiration and belief in what is right.

TEA PARTY

For his invitation to tea, Telicanthus will send a car-
riage to pick up the PCs at their inn in the early 
afternoon, after their meeting with the Coalition. 
The carriage will arrive at Telicanthus’s mansion on 
Prospect Hill at exactly the proper time. Telicanthus 
himself comes out to warmly greet his guests. If the 
PCs are inappropriately dressed or bear weapons, 
he looks a bit surprised, but is too polite to mention 
it. Telicanthus invites the heroes into his home and 
ushers them into the tea room, where he introduces 
them to the other guests.
 Telicanthus’s home is beautiful. It is tastefully 
decorated with the finest art that comes out of Sayre’s 
robust artistic community. Paintings of local nature 
and city scenes hang on the walls next to beautiful 
tapestries; his porcelain and dishware are exquisitely 
crafted, and his food the finest available. Superb 
stained glass fills many of his windows, most of which 
he modestly claims that he crafted himself. Excep-
tionally talented musicians behind screens play light 
background music that invariably delights guests. 
Even the air smells nice, scented by exotic perfumes 

that Telicanthus buys in the Glassworks. Everything 
about his residence denotes taste and class.

The Guests

Several other guests have been invited to partake 
in Telicanthus’s party, in addition to the Heroes of 
Elsir Vale.
 Lord Divian Torrance (Governor of Sayre): A 
brilliant half-elven politician, Torrance keeps the 
city safe by circumventing or misdirecting any true 
threat before it can even manifest. Lord Torrance 
is an elected official, brought to power by power-

ful merchants and scholars who don’t have political 
ambitions, but want to be free to conduct their busi-
ness with minimal government interference. This 
arrangement has worked surprisingly well, as most 
merchants police their own organizations to prevent 
criminal or underhanded dealings from disturbing 
the peace of Sayre. The Lord suspects that Telicanthus 
is more than he seems, but he also suspects that Teli-
canthus’s presence in the city is keeping it safe from 
attacks. That’s not something he wants to risk without 
good cause. Telicanthus is too important politically 
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and socially for the Lord to accuse of a crime unless 
he has incontrovertible proof.
 Of course, the characters have already met Lord 
Torrance at their meeting that morning, but Teli-
canthus is unaware of this. For his part, Divian acts 
ignorant of the characters, although if they bring 
up their meeting, he acknowledges that he knows 
them with a gracious nod. Telicanthus takes in the 
exchange without expression, regardless of how the 
PCs behave.
 Lady Catherine Torrance (Lord Torrance’s wife): 
Lady Catherine is human, and just as sharp as her 
husband. Her polite and informal banter usually 
hides piercing, meaningful questions. She hopes that 
a light laugh and a quick smile are enough to deflect 
any interest in her husband’s business . . . or her own. 
Any information she does learn she passes on to her 
husband, and she may be used as the intermediary if 
Lord Torrance wishes to pass any messages or infor-
mation to the PCs.
 General Alvro Taramin (Commander of the 
city guard): Taramin is an elderly tief ling soldier who 
is keenly aware that he doesn’t have enough troops 
under his direct command to protect the city in the 
case of an invasion. He questions the PCs closely 
about the tactics that were used at Overlook and 
Akma’ad, so that he has some hope of countering 
invaders if worse comes to worst. He doesn’t know 
that Telicanthus has quietly encouraged Lord Tor-
rance to reduce funding to Sayre’s military, but he 
would be furious with Torrance if told.
 Archdean Isabelle Grimaldi (Archdean of the 
Sayre University): The archdean of the university is 
a middle-aged, attractive human woman with a keen 
mind for magical research. She’s a bit absentminded 
when it comes to small talk, and she tends to turn 

conversations toward subjects with which she’s more 
familiar. That means that any conversation with 
her might suddenly turn to monster dissection and 
alchemical theory. She’s not shy about being single, 
and can be somewhat forward to men she finds 
attractive. Unfortunately, she tends to develop crushes 
on war heroes. 
 Baranor the Black: This retired human adven-
turer has kept his riches even as the years have 
weakened his combat prowess. Now in his eighties, 
he’s happy to regale his listeners with astonishing 
tales of his youth, even if they don’t always sound 
factual. He has a little more trouble remembering the 
names of his new friends. Almost completely deaf, 
Baranor carries a horn to aid his hearing and a cane 
to help with his aching knees. He also lives next door 
to Telicanthus, in a smaller and less elaborate home.

Telicanthus’s Mansion

The mansion grounds are described below. When the 
PCs arrive at the party, feel free to provide them with 
the details of the mansion as they wander around, but 
also proceed to the skill challenge.
 Skill Challenge: SC3. Telicanthus’s Tea Party 
(page 105).

M1. The Hedge and Front Gate

Telicanthus’s estate is mostly bordered by an 8-foot-
tall hedge, enough to keep out the casual burglar 
while still appearing attractive. The front gate is 
guarded by two human guards, 24 hours a day. These 
sentries are members of the Laughing Shadows, and 
are tougher than any of the mercenaries hired by othe 
merchants or nobles. 
 Servants and workmen enter through the rear 
gate (M20) instead of this one, but during the day, a 

servant stands here with an appointment book. He 
consults this book when visitors arrive to determine 
who has a legitimate appointment to see Telicanthus 
and who does not. If there is a conflict or confusion 
about a possible appointment, he often sets up a 
potential appointment several hours hence and then 
confirm with Telicanthus before the visitors’ return. 

M2. Vestibule

This vestibule has a cloakroom and two lavatories. 
Doors are typically locked at night (Thievery DC 21) 
unless Telicanthus is hosting a party, but are unlocked 
during the day.

M3: The Great Hall

This domed room is a full 90 feet across, and has a 
balcony circling it 20 feet off the ground. The f loor 

Laughing Shadow Sentry Level 11 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 600

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +13

HP 47; Bloodied 23

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 22, Will 23

Speed 5
m Halberd (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d10 + 4 damage, and the target is 

marked until the end of the sentry’s next turn.

M Halberd Sweep (immediate interrupt; usable when a target 

the sentry has marked leaves a square within reach; at-will) 

 Weapon
 Reach 2; +16 vs. Fortitude; 1d10 + 4 damage, and the 

target’s movement ends and it slides  2 squares. 
M Halberd Trip (standard; requires halberd; at-will)  Weapon
 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d10 + 4 damage, and the target is 

knocked prone.

R Crossbow (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 15/30; +16 vs. AC; 2d8 + 2 damage.

Alignment Unaligned Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Streetwise +11

Str 18 (+9) Dex 15 (+7) Wis 16 (+8)

Con 16 (+8) Int 11 (+5) Cha 13 (+6)

Equipment scale armor, halberd, crossbow with 20 bolts
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is polished marble tile, and beautiful paintings and 
statues ring the room. This is the room used for grand 
balls and parties. During the day, the room usually 
has only a paucity of furniture in it.

M4. Porch

This outside porch overlooks the gardens, and has 
comfortable chairs and small tables.

M5. Tea Room

The area where Telicanthus takes tea looks out onto 
well tended gardens and features a table large enough 
to sit several guests. Windows line the walls, and a dis-
creet lavatory stands at one corner of the room.

M6. Parlor

The parlor is where musicians typically play during 
teatime. This room has formal furniture, a portrait 
of Telicanthus over the fireplace, and a wall of books 
about many different religions that have probably 
never been read.

M7. Portrait Gallery

This portrait gallery ostensibly has portraits of several 
generations of Telicanthus’s family, both male and 
female relatives of all ages. In truth, Telicanthus com-
missioned one artist to paint every single portrait, 
taking aspects of Telicanthus’s facial features to man-
ufacture images of realistic-looking relatives. 

M8. Library

The library is a comfortable room with stained glass 
on the upper windows. The walls are lined with 
bookcases. Most of the books are on either stained 
glass manufacture or the history of Sayre and Auger, 
including quite a few tomes that include rough maps 
of the ancient city. Other subjects include archi-
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tecture, mining, books about good manners, racial 
customs, the social registry of Sayre, and more.

M9. Reading Room

This reading room has a small bar, several very com-
fortable chairs, and a small table.

M10. Pennel’s Office

This is the office for Telicanthus’s secretary and 
bodyguard, Pennel. The door to the office is locked 
(Thievery DC 21 to open), although the PCs might 
have the key (see “Telicanthus’s Tea Party” on page 
65). The desk is piled with paperwork detailing 
the various expenses and purchases that the estate 
makes. A DC 21 Streetwise check reveals that the 
estate burns through a truly impressive amount of 
money each month. A DC 21 Insight check reveals 
that Telicanthus seems to be paying for substantially 
more food on a daily basis than his household staff 
could eat, even taking into account the parties he 
throws. It appears to be enough for an additional 
15–20 people each day.
 In addition, a DC 21 Perception check reveals a 
key to Telicanthus’s office in the top drawer of Pen-
nel’s desk.

M11. Pennel’s Bedroom

This is Pennel’s bedroom. The door is unlocked. He 
lives very sparsely; little in this room shows any sort 
of personality. Compared to the rest of the house, the 
room seems bare. In reality, Pennel is both a body-
guard and assassin in addition to being a top-notch 
secretary. Telicanthus has set him to stalk and kill 
githzerai in his spare hours, a task that Pennel read-
ily accepts. He keeps spare cash locked in a small 
chest within his wardrobe (DC 23 Thievery to pick), 

along with his preferred knives and any clothing he’s 
recently bloodied. If the characters poke around here, 
a DC 23 Heal check indicates the blood currently 
staining Pennel’s clothing—which has a peculiar tint 
that a DC 18 Arcana check can identify as githzerai 
blood—is no more than two days old. This is the date 
of the most recent attack on a githzerai.

M12. Telicanthus’s Bedroom

Telicanthus’s bedroom is just as richly decorated 
as the rest of his house, but a DC 21 Insight check 
reveals that there are no memories of the Astral Sea 
or the githyanki homeland. This may seem unusual, 
and stems from Telicanthus’s obsession with main-
taining his cover. 
 His wealth is kept in off-site strongrooms else-
where in the city, and Telicanthus’s bedroom is mostly 
filled with an extravagantly large bed and wardrobes 
full of fine clothing.

M13. Hidden Corridor

This narrow corridor is hidden between the walls and 
accessible only from Telicanthus’s office. This narrow 
hallway is less than 5 feet wide. The stairs at its end 
lead down to area U1.

M14. Telicanthus’s Office

This is Telicanthus’s office and sitting room, where 
he often sits to discuss business with associates. The 
door to the room is locked (Thievery DC 23 to pick 
the lock unless the PCs have the key from Pennel’s 
office). The windows are yellow stained glass that let 
in the sun, and his wide desk is clear of most paper. 
Telicanthus is careful not to keep anything incrimi-
nating here; he keeps the door locked and the papers 
on his desk for show. On his desk is a large journal 

detailing guest lists for parties. Other papers include 
designs for stained glass projects. A small tray on his 
desk holds attractive shards of stained glass.
 A DC 23 Perception check reveals that this room 
seems slightly narrower than it should be based on 
the hallway, and that a secret door (leading to area 
M13) is hidden behind a full length mirror attached 
to the wall. The mirror is magical, and can be opened 
by touching it with a piece of stained glass. Discov-
ering this requires a successful DC 21 Arcana or 
Thievery check. When activated, the mirror becomes 
fully permeable for 5 rounds and allows passage 
through to area M13. The passageway in M13 can 
also be entered by breaking the mirror (Strength DC 
15), of course, but that leaves very visible evidence 
that intruders have passed by.

M15. Workshop

This is Telicanthus’s workshop for making stained 
glass. He has raw materials, dyes, and a small furnace 
here. A DC 21 Perception check reveals that this 
workshop has not been used in some time—several 
weeks at least, and possibly several months. The 
githyanki smuggles his “work” into the city. It’s all 
constructed in Tu’narath to help Telicanthus keep up 
his front.

M16. Storage

This storage area holds furniture and paraphernalia 
often used for parties.

M17. Kitchen

This kitchen has a pantry and store-room attached 
to it. It is large enough to handle food preparation 
for more than a hundred people. The cooks on duty 
refuse to discuss Telicanthus’s private business. If 
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convinced with a DC 18 Intimidate check, however, 
they admit that they’ve grown used to cooking more 
food each day than the household needs. They believe 
that Telicanthus quietly takes it out of the house and 
donates it to the poor each day, but they have no evi-
dence to this effect. Pennel simply comes for the food 
and carries it away each day. In truth, this extra food 
goes to the githyanki workers in the excavations.

M18. Servant Quarters

These houses provide shared lodging for the man-
sion’s staff. Between cooks, maids, and butlers, 
Telicanthus employs eight servants.

M19. Stable

This stable holds Telicanthus’s carriages and horses.

M20. Rear Gate

This rear gate is where workers, craftsmen, and deliv-
eries come each day. It is less strictly guarded than 
the front gate, and the guard who is always supposed 
to be stationed here often takes short breaks to chat 
with the local help. The gate is typically locked (DC 
21 Thievery to open). The guard is also a member of 
the Laughing Shadows.

Excavations

Telicanthus has unearthed a section of the tower that 
holds the Bitter Glass beneath his mansion.

U1. Entrance Tunnel

This downward-sloping tunnel runs relatively straight 
from the stairs that lead to area M13. It is carved into 
the dirt and reinforced with wooden crossbeams, and 
ends at a short ladder that leads to the actual excava-
tions below. The ceiling height here is only 5 feet.

U2. False Tunnels

These side tunnels were dug by githyanki while 
searching for Auglos’s tower. They are empty other 
than loose dirt and the remains of broken tools.

U3. Work Gear

A pile of shovels, picks, and wheelbarrows sits here, 
abandoned after the tower was found and cleared. 

U4. Sleeping Githyanki

This open, excavated cavern with an 8-foot-tall ceil-
ing is where the githyanki excavators sleep between 
shifts. An additional githyanki sleeps nearby in one 
of the tunnels. The area has a table with four chairs, 
piles of food stuffs, casks of liquid, and small piles of 
belongings. Wooden braces hold up the ceiling.
 Tactical Encounter: U4. Sleeping Githyanki 
(page 107).

U5. Leisure Time

This is the second of three teams of githyanki ritual-
ists. They have recently finished their shift inside the 
Bitter Glass and are sitting around a small fire, drink-
ing. This area is set off for githyanki who are awake 
but not performing the ritual, and there is little else 
for them to do. The area is partially occluded by piles 
of rubble (difficult terrain). One of these githyanki is 
Kle’th, the sage brought in to clean and activate the 
Bitter Glass.
 The githyanki are sitting next to the ruins of 
Auglos’s tower. The building is ancient and battered, 
broken off at the top and badly abused. The walls and 
f loor are dirt. The small alcove at the top of the map 
is a makeshift privy.
 Tactical Encounter: U5. Leisure Time (page 108).

U6. Auglos’s Tower

The ground f loor seems to have originally been one 
solid piece of stone. It shattered and fell into the 
basement when the tower was attached, creating a 
makeshift ramp that angles downward at a sharp 
angle. Anyone descending must make a DC 21 
Acrobatics check or fall, possibly tumbling into the 
chasm at the bottom of the ramp. Fighting on this 
slope requires this Acrobatics check when struck in 
combat. 

U7. Chasm

This chasm has opened up under the tower’s base-
ment. The narrow crack descends 30 feet downward. 
The bottom is filled with rubble.

U8. Stained Glass Workshop

This area is Telicanthus’s workshop for creating magi-
cal stained glass, used as communication devices 
after being attuned within the Bitter Glass. Delicate, 
beautiful panes of glass are stacked here. The furnace 
is a magical device with an intense, smokeless f lame 
that will gutter out if the forge is moved. Anyone 
moved forcibly into this space takes 4d8+6 fire 
damage before the f lame is extinguished. While not a 
true craftsman, Telicanthus has enough skill to create 
these rudimentary pieces.
 From this area, faint chanting can be heard 
coming from the Bitter Glass.

U9. Staircases

These two wooden staircases lead up from the f loor of 
the basement to the doorways on the side of the Bitter 
Glass. The doorways are not locked.
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U10. Inside the Glass

The Bitter Glass is a f loating glass sphere exactly 30 
feet in diameter. It’s clear that someone has recently 
patched and repaired an older, more beautiful, ver-
sion of the device. It is made up of stained glass the 
color of the evening sky, and glowing lights f licker 
within it. The glass can be entered by two doors along 
its equator. A 10-foot wide, 30-long glass balcony 
stretches across the inside middle of the glass. A ritual 
circle sits in the exact center of the sphere. 
 Tactical Encounter: U10. Inside the Glass (page 
110).

Destroying the Glass

The Bitter Glass will continue to function even after 
the ritual is stopped. While it is invulnerable to 
damage from the outside, the inside panes of glass 
are simple to break. Causing 200 points of damage to 
the interior of the Bitter Glass destroys it once more. 
Any linked communication glasses crack and shat-
ter when this happens, but the change might not be 
immediately obvious to Telicanthus, since he doesn’t 
carry a piece of the glass with him.

Confronting Telicanthus

Attacking or slaying Telicanthus without prior proof 
of his guilt will be looked upon very poorly by the 
leadership of Sayre. It’s still possible, however, and 
as the DM you should not go to extreme efforts to 
discourage the PCs should they prefer to handle him 
that way.
 Confronting him publicly in order to accuse him 
in front of his peers, however, offers a more satisfying 
conclusion. This is the solution both Lord Torrance 
and Amyria propose. Telicanthus is a social person, 
and he is likely to have at least one member of Sayre’s 
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social elite visiting at whatever time the PCs want to 
find him. This scene is most effective if Telicanthus 
is with a great number of people at the time: hosting 
a masquerade party at his mansion, handling deli-
cate business negotiations while at tea, or throwing a 
dinner party for his friends in the city.
 He laughs off any accusations, hoping that his rep-
utation will see him through. Instead of fighting back, 
he initially tries to preserve his cover and f lees. If the 
PCs offer proof that the Glass is destroyed, however, 
he realizes that he no longer needs to keep his cover 
and will attack with every weapon he possesses. His 
secretary and bodyguard will attack as well, fighting 
in and among any guests while he uses them as cover. 
 Tactical Encounter: Z1. Exposing Telicanthus 
(page 112).

CONCLUDING THE
ADVENTURE

With Telicanthus dead or on the run, and 
Lord Torrance shown the ruins of the Bitter 
Glass, the PCs have finished the adventure. 
The PCs receive a mixed response in Sayre 
if they killed Telicanthus. Until the word 
gets out that he was actually a spy, they will 
be treated coldly. But after a few days, 
when the truth is known, the locals will 
be more accepting.
 Torrance seizes ownership of Telican-
thus’s mansion and everything in it for the 
city, and will be pleased to house the PCs 
there for as long as they require lodging. 
If the PCs turn him down, he offers use 
of the house to Odos and the githzerai. 
(He finds more suitable housing for them 
regardless.) He prefers to have them 
nearby; with Telicanthus dead or f led, 
he isn’t sure how long it will be before 
Sayre is attacked by the githyanki. He 
immediately increases the city guard and 
plans for various contingencies. In addi-
tion, with the githyanki invaders reeling 
from the loss of their communication web, 
the Coalition acts quickly and turns to their 
prime sources of information—Amyria and 
the adventurers—for input on the next course 
of action. Of course, Amyria has a plan that 
requires the active participation of the 
heroes . . .
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MEETING TOKK’IT

Roleplaying Encounter
Encounter Level 11

Running this Encounter

Thie roleplaying encounter begins when the charac-
ters approach the Conqueror, the crashed githyanki 
airship.
 As the PCs approach the ship, read the 
 following aloud:

The warship leans to one side, and it has clearly been in a 
fight. Its sails are ragged, and the stern of the ship is charred 
from intense fire. A humanoid with greenish skin and gray 
robes stands by the rail, hands held open, waiting for you to 
approach. He speaks loudly enough for you to hear him at 
a distance.
 “My apologies for the method of my arrival. My name 
is Tokk’it, and I come asking for help. At this moment, my 
people are under attack by githyanki. I have heard that 
there are those in this city of Overlook who are familiar with 
the githyanki. I seek to stop the githyanki before they breach 
our fortress and exterminate my brethren. Please, can you 
tell me where to find those of your people who know of this 
danger, and if they can help me? Please.”

Tokk’it’s manner is stiff and formal, as he is uncom-
fortable asking for help from outsiders. His first 
move is to ask for “those who defended this city, the 
Overlook, from General Zithiruun.” If the adven-
turers identify themselves, Tokk’it looks at them 
suspiciously, refusing to believe that so few could have 
made such an impact. A DC 16 Diplomacy check is 
sufficient to convince him, however.

 Once the PCs have assured Tokk’it of their 
authenticity, in his halting manner he explains his 
situation and asks for immediate help to return with 
him. Still in some disbelief that the characters could 
have accomplished so much, he initially insists on 
more troops from Overlook. Captain Dauralis, silent 
until this point, leans over to the nearest PC and says 
that she knows the council will not approve such a 
move in the wake of the attack on Overlook.

What Tokk’it Knows

Tokk’it can relate the following:

The githzerai fortress of Akma’ad is some 140 
miles southwest of Overlook, and 20 miles north 
of the city of Sayre.
Akma’ad currently houses close to 100 githzerai 
trained to fight, as well as several dozen 
noncombatants. (He does not yet share that 
githzerai religious and political leaders were 
effectively in the middle of a war council.)
He isn’t sure how many githyanki are attacking. He 
saw three war galleons and at least three lancers, so 
he guesses two to three hundred troops.
Tokk’it stole a githyanki ship by waiting until 
all the githyanki troops had disembarked, then 
sneaking aboard and slaying the captain. War 
galleons are designed to be f lown with only a 
one- or two-person skeleton crew, with psychic 
echoes of possessed githyanki sailors that 
actually man the sails and rudder. 
Tokk’it’s stolen ship was chased and attacked 
by githyanki lancers mounted on dragons, but 
he was able to outpace them before they could 
destroy the vessel; the ship f lies faster than the 
dragons. 

Some elements of the attack clearly bother Tokk’it, 
and others just haven’t completely clicked in his mind 
yet. Some insight and prodding by the PCs can reveal 
more.
 Insight (DC 16): The fortress already has a defense 
against just this sort of siege attack, but it wasn’t triggered. 
The fortress is built into a cliff and has a prepared landslide 
arranged above it, set to crush any foes that stand before 
the citadel when the landslide is set off. Tokk’it doesn’t 
know why it wasn’t activated, but he believes that the 
githyanki probably killed the githzerai troops responsible 
for activating it.
 Diplomacy (DC 16): Tokk’it is happy to help fight. He 
admits to some combat ability, mostly as a scout. (He seems 
uncomfortable as he says this; Tokk’it’s role in the githzerai 
hierarchy is currently in question, as explained below.)
 Insight (DC 16): Tokk’it has no doubt that his 
attackers are still chasing him, and he takes several 
opportunities to glance over his shoulder in the direction of 
Akma’ad. This is the primary reason he wants to start back 
immediately—before Overlook realizes he’s brought more 
githyanki right to their doorstep.
 Perception (DC 16): While the galleon is damaged 
from the fight and the rough landing, Tokk’it believes that it 
will reach Akma’ad once again.
 Diplomacy (DC 21): If asked for payment, Tokk’it 
can pledge the service of githzerai troops to help guard 
Overlook during the coming war. He is not of high 
enough rank to work out the details, but is certain that 
they an accommodation can be reached with his Abbot 
once the citadel is saved. A follow-up DC 16 Insight 
check reveals that Tokk’it is genuinely hopeful such an 
agreement can be reached, but that he’s not sure if such a 
thing is really possible. He doesn’t have the authority to 
make such a guarantee.
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If the character’s take the time to check on Captain 
Dauralis’s claim that Overlook will be unwilling 
to spare any troops, they can gain an immediate 
appointment with Councilor Fellstone, a male dwarf. 
He echoes the Captain’s words almost verbatim. 
Overlook’s council is unwilling to pledge troops 
so soon after the battle, but he does encourage the 
heroes to assist. Tokk’it doubts that so few people will 
be able to accomplish much but hides any disappoint-
ment. Any help is better than none. 

Development

This encounter should convince the adventurers that 
Tokk’it is exactly what he appears: a very concerned, 
tenacious, and somewhat reckless githzerai monk 
who desperately wants to return to his home with aid. 
His fear and anger are genuine, and he is tremen-
dously grateful for any help the heroes can provide.

ROLEPLAYING TOKK’IT

More pessimistic and morose than most githzerai, 

Tokk’it has never entirely fit in at Akma’ad. He is a 

loner at heart who has had trouble focusing his mind 

and purging it of chaotic emotions. He seldom com-

mands respect, and his peers have difficulty socializing 

with him since he has imperfectly integrated himself 

into the community. Even Gallia, the githzerai woman 

he loves and who left him several months ago, has 

acknowledged his imperfection of soul. (Tokk’it does 

not realize that Gallia left him because she was pos-

sessed by a githyanki, and is now a spy with no hope 

of regaining her original personality.)

 Akma’ad was playing host to some of the most 

important political and religious leaders of the githze-

rai, and Tokk’it’s Abbot did not want him embarrassing 

the monastery with his disordered thinking. As a result, 

Tokk’it was on a fasting vigil outside of the fortress 

when the githyanki swooped in to attack. 

 Tokk’it followed the best strategy he could conceive 

of: He waited until a githyanki war galleon landed and 

disgorged its troops, snuck on board, and slew the 

pilot. He then stole the ship. Realizing too late what 

was happening, the githyanki attacked it as it departed, 

but Tokk’it had the element of surprise and a githyanki 

galleon that was slightly faster than the githyanki’s 

red dragon troops. The ship was badly damaged by 

the vengeful githyanki as it fled, but Tokk’it managed 

to outdistance them and escape. He aimed the ship 

toward the strongest potential ally nearby, the city of 

Overlook, home of combatants with experience fight-

ing githyanki. But he did this knowing that githyanki 

dragon troops were certainly chasing him.

 Now that he has arrived, he’s wondering if he should 

have piloted the ship to the city of Sayre instead, even 

though it is farther away. Overlook has clearly been 

attacked recently and may not have any troops that 

are willing to help. He is determined to do his duty 

and try, however. Perhaps he will distinguish himself 

in this matter and find his place. Perhaps his attempt 

to be heroic will return Gallia to him. 
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D1: REPOSSESSION TEAM

Encounter Level 12 (3,600 XP)

Setup

2 pact dragons (D)
2 githyanki lancers (L)

Two githyanki lancers on specially bred red dragons 
have been dispatched to retrieve their lost githyanki 
war galleon. They have been ordered to come back 
with the stolen ship or to not come back at all. 

The PCs might be able to spot the approaching 
enemies several rounds before they come into combat 
range of the ship. Have any PC above decks make a 
Perception check. A character in the crow’s nest gets 
a +5 bonus on the check. A result of 27 or higher 
will allow the character to see the approaching foes 
emerge from a cloud 3 rounds before they close with 
the ship. For every three points lower on the Percep-
tion check, the githyanki get 1 round closer to the 
ship before being seen, up to only one round’s notice 
if the PCs only achieve DC 21. This may give the PCs 
a chance to gain surprise attacks using ranged weap-
ons or the ship’s ballistas. 
 If the PCs spot the attackers, read:

Your damaged ship sails through wispy clouds. Suddenly 
you see movement ahead of you. Two red shapes fly out of a 
cloud, changing direction and speeding up as they move in 
your direction. You see two red dragons, each with a rider 
strapped on its back.

2 Adult Pact Dragons (D)  Level 13 Skirmisher 
Large immortal magical beast (dragon, mount) XP 800 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +15; darkvision

HP 134; Bloodied 67; see also bloodied breath
AC 27; Fortitude 26, Reflex 25, Will 25

Resist 10 fire, 10 psychic

Speed 7, fly 10 (hover), overland flight 14

m Bite (standard; at-will)

 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d6 + 7 damage; see also skirmish.

m Aggressive Charger (when mounted by a friendly rider of 

13th level or higher; at-will)  Mount
 When it charges, the pact dragon makes a bite attack in 

addition to its rider’s charge attack.

C Breath Weapon (standard; recharge 5 6 )  Fire
 Close blast 5; +15 vs. Reflex; 2d12 + 12 fire damage, and 

the target takes ongoing 5 fire damage (save ends).

C Bloodied Breath Weapon (free, when first bloodied)  Fire
 The dragon’s breath weapon recharges, and the dragon uses 

it immediately.

Astral Jaunt (minor; encounter; recharge 6 )  Mount, 
Teleportation

 The pact dragon disappears into the Astral Sea, teleporting 

10 squares. Its rider teleports with it.

Pledged Rider (when mounted by a friendly rider of 13th level 

or higher; at-will)  Mount
 Any damage dealt to the pact dragon can be redirected to 

its rider, and vice versa.

Skirmish +2d6
 If, on its turn, the pact dragon ends its move at least 4 

squares away from its starting point, it deals 2d6 extra 

damage with its melee attacks until the start of its next 

turn.

Alignment Evil Languages Deep Speech, Draconic,  

  telepathy 20

Skills Endurance +17, Insight +15

Str 24 (+13) Dex 20 (+11) Wis 18 (+10)

Con 22 (+12) Int 15 (+8) Cha 16 (+9)

2 Githyanki Lancers (G) Level 14 Skirmisher
Medium natural humanoid XP 1,000 each

Initiative +15 Senses Perception +10

HP 134; Bloodied 67

AC 28; Fortitude 26, Reflex 26, Will 25

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; also see telekinetic tether
m Psychic Lance (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Reach 2; +19 vs. AC; 2d10 + 5 psychic damage, and if the 

githyanki lancer charged, the target is pushed 2 squares.

M Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage, and 

the githyanki lancer or its mount can shift 1 square.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Will; 2d8 + 5 psychic damage.

Telekinetic Tether (move or immediate reaction when falling; 

encounter)

 The githyanki lancer can fly up to 10 squares, fly back to 

its mount’s saddle, or fall to the ground without taking 

falling damage.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Acrobatics +16

Str 19 (+11) Dex 18 (+11) Wis 16 (+10)

Con 14 (+9) Int 15 (+9) Cha 11 (+7)

Equipment scale armor, silver longsword

Tactics

The pact dragons carry the githyanki lancers into 
battle, soaring over their enemies and charging down 
like thunderbolts, then teleporting upward so as to 
charge again in the next round. The dragons fight 
from the air for 3 rounds or until one of the charac-
ters drops (whichever happens first), at which point 
they land on the deck of the ship for 2 rounds before 
taking back to the air. They follow this attack routine 
throughout the battle.
 The githyanki lancers use mindslice while their 
mounts are maneuvering. When charging, the 
 lancers use psychic lance to try and knock targets off 
the deck. They do not dismount unless the battle is 
definitively won.
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Features of the Area

 Illumination: This encounter takes place in 
bright sunlight. 
 Masts: A character standing next to a mast can 
use it to gain cover. 
 Crenellations: The Conqueror’s railings are 
equipped with crenellations, giving defenders on the 
decks of the ship cover against attacks that don’t come 
from higher ground. 
 Stairs: Stairs to upper decks are difficult terrain to 
climbing characters, but normal terrain to descending 
characters.
 Ballistas: The squares occupied by ballistas are 
considered difficult terrain, and characters in those 
squares can use the siege weapons to gain cover.
 The Conqueror: See the description of the ship 
beginning on page 43 for details on individual areas, 
if necessary.
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A1: DRACONIC
CHAMPION 

Encounter Level 12 (3,600 XP)

Setup

Xirakis, pact dragon
Thaggriel, githyanki dragonknight

Thaggriel is a scarred veteran of a dozen wars 
against the githzerai. He is impatient and over-
confident; his commander is keeping him in reserve 
during the siege of Akma’ad, and he yearns for an 
actual combat that challenges him. His dragon 
Xirakis is even more headstrong, looking for any 
opportunity to attack so long as it doesn’t go against 
the commander’s express orders.
 Since they are responsible for patrolling and pick-
ing off any escaping githzerai, Thaggriel and Xirakis 
will be soaring over the mountain when the PCs’ ship 
appears. Eager for combat, the two close quickly on 
the ship to see who controls it. The PCs can open fire 
with ballistas as soon as Xirakas and Thaggriel come 
within range, although this causes the pair to maneu-
ver above or below the ship in such a way that they 
can’t easily be attacked.
 Read the following aloud:

The red dragon closing on your ship is larger than the two 
you just fought. There seems to be one githyanki riding it.

Use the map of the Conqueror below for this battle.

Xirakis,   Level 13 Elite Skirmisher 
 Adult Pact Dragon
Large immortal magical beast (dragon, mount) XP 1,600

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +15; darkvision

HP 268; Bloodied 134; see also bloodied breath
AC 29; Fortitude 28, Reflex 27, Will 25

Resist 10 fire, 10 psychic

Saving Throws +2

Speed 7, fly 10 (hover), overland flight 14

Action Points 1
m Bite (standard; at-will)

 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d6 + 7 damage; see also skirmish.

m Claw (standard; at-will)

 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 7 damage; see also skirmish.

M Ripping Charger (when mounted by a friendly rider of 13th 

level or higher; at-will)  Mount
 When it charges, Xirakis can make two claw attacks and 

one bite attack; each must be against a different foe; see 

also skirmish.
M Wing Buffet (immediate reaction, when an enemy moves to 

flank Xirakis)

 Targets triggering enemy; +15 vs. Fortitude; 1d10 + 7 

damage, target is knocked prone, and the dragon shifts 

2 squares.

C Breath Weapon (standard; recharge 5 6 )  Fire
 Close blast 5; +15 vs. Reflex; 3d12 + 12 fire damage, and 

the target takes ongoing 5 fire damage (save ends).

C Bloodied Breath Weapon (free, when first bloodied)  Fire
 The dragon’s breath weapon recharges, and the dragon uses 

it immediately.

Astral Jaunt (minor; encounter; recharge 6 )  Mount, 
Teleportation

 Xirakis disappears into the Astral Sea, teleporting 10 

squares. Its rider teleports with it.

Pledged Rider (when mounted by a friendly rider of 13th level 

or higher; at-will)  Mount
 Any damage dealt to Xirakis can be redirected to its rider, 

and vice versa.

Skirmish +2d6
 If, on its turn, Xirakis ends its move at least 4 squares away 

from its starting point, it deals 2d6 extra damage with its 

melee attacks until the start of its next turn.

Alignment Evil  Languages Deep Speech, Draconic, 

 telepathy 20

Skills Endurance +17, Insight +15

Str 24 (+13) Dex 20 (+11) Wis 18 (+10)

Con 22 (+12) Int 15 (+8) Cha 16 (+9)

Thaggriel,  Level 14 Elite Skirmisher
 Githyanki Dragonknight 
Medium natural humanoid XP 2,000

Initiative +16 Senses Perception +11

HP 272; Bloodied 136

AC 28; Fortitude 27, Reflex 27, Will 26

Saving Throws +2; +4 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic tether
Action Points 1

m Psychic Lance (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Reach 2; +19 vs. AC; 2d10 + 5 psychic damage, and if the 

githyanki dragonknight charged, the target is pushed 2 

squares.

m Silver Bastard Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d10 psychic damage, 

and the dragonknight or its mount can shift 2 squares.

r Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

M Knightly Prowess (standard; at-will)

 The githyanki dragonknight can make two basic attacks. 

If the dragonknight charged and made a psychic lance 

attack, the dragonkight or its mount can instead shift 

2 squares, then the dragonknight makes a silver longsword 

attack.

M Hatred’s Juggernaut (standard; recharge 6)  Psychic
 Reach 2; the githyanki dragonknight moves up to it or its 

mount’s speed, making a psychic lance against any enemy 

that comes within reach.

Telekinetic Tether (move or immediate reaction when falling; 

encounter)

 The githyanki dragonknight can fly up to 12 squares, fly 

back to its mount’s saddle, or fall to the ground without 

taking falling damage.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Athletics, Acrobatics

Str 21 (+12) Dex 20 (+12) Wis 18 (+11)

Con 16 (+10) Int 16 (+10) Cha 14 (+9)

Equipment scale armor, silver longsword, overcoat
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Tactics

Thaggriel and Xirakis use the sky to their advantage, 
moving above and below the ship to avoid exposure to 
the ballistas. They seldom stop moving, attacking the 
ship to disable the sails if they can’t easily reach and 
attack a PC. Xirakis tries to charge multiple enemies 
as often as possible to make maximum effect of rip-
ping charger. It even provokes opportunity attacks if 
necessary to set up another charge. Xirakis uses its 
breath weapon whenever it recharges. Thaggriel uses 
knightly prowess as often as possible to keep Xirakis 
free of melee to set up another charge.
 The two land on the ship only if they believe all 
accessible foes have been disabled.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: This encounter takes place in 
bright sunlight. 
 Masts: A character standing next to a mast can 
use it to gain cover. 
 Crenellations: The Conqueror’s railings are 
equipped with crenellations, giving defenders on the 
decks of the ship cover against attacks that don’t come 
from higher ground. 
 Stairs: Stairs to upper decks are difficult terrain to 
climbing characters, but normal terrain to descending 
characters.
 Ballistas: The squares occupied by ballistas are 
considered difficult terrain, and characters in those 
squares can use the siege weapons to gain cover.
 The Conqueror: See the description of the ship 
beginning on page 43 for details on individual areas, 
if necessary.
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A2: BOARDING THE
SACRIFICE

Encounter Level 14 (4,950 XP)

Setup

10 githyanki myrmidons (Y)
2 githyanki mindslicers (M)
Captain Iquel (I)

Whether she comes to the PCs or the PCs come to 
her, Captain Iquel quickly loads some of her troops 
and turns her ship to face the PCs as soon as she’s 
aware of them. This takes several minutes, giving the 
PCs enough time to complete encounter A1. Iquel’s 
ship is identical to the Conqueror other than being less 
damaged. Her helmsman steers the ship while she 
musters the troops on deck. She attempts to impale 
the Conqueror with the Sacrifice’s ramming spike 
before ordering her troops to go swinging and jump-
ing onto the Conqueror’s deck. 
 Both the Sacrifice and the Conqueror have multiple 
ropes and lines that make it easy for sailors to swing 
from one vessel to another. Using a rope to swing 
from one deck to another requires a DC 10 Acrobat-
ics check. Githyanki receive a +5 bonus on these 
checks due to their training. These ropes also provide 
a last-minute chance for a falling character to save 
themselves, granting a +5 bonus to saving throws 
made to avoid falling to the ground.
 Iquel is cautious, particularly if she has seen the 
PCs destroy Thaggriel and Xirakis. Her primary 
goal is to make sure that her troops succeed. While 
she wishes to keep her ship intact, she would rather 
sacrifice it than let the PCs swing the tide of the 
battle below.

Read the following aloud:

A ship identical to your own is moving to intercept you. You 
can see troops moving on its deck.

10 Githyanki Myrmidons (Y) Level 12 Minion
Medium natural humanoid XP 175 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 28; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 24

Speed 5
m Silver Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 7 damage, plus an extra 5 psychic damage if 

the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil  Languages Common, 

Deep Speech

Str 16 (+9) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 12 (+7) Int 12 (+7) Cha 10 (+6)

Equipment chainmail, silver short sword

2 Githyanki Mindslicers (M) Level 13 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid XP 800 each

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +11, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, overcoat, silver longsword

Iquel,  Level 13 Elite Soldier (Leader)
 Githyanki Captain (I)
Medium natural humanoid XP 1,600

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +10

HP 256; Bloodied 128

AC 29; Fortitude 26, Reflex 25, Will 25

Saving Throws +2, +4 against charm effects

Speed 5; also see astral engagement and telekinetic leap
Action Points 1
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d10 + 6 damage plus 1d10 psychic damage, 

plus an extra 2d10 psychic damage against an immobilized 

target.

r Mindhook (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage, and the 

githyanki captain or an ally of the captain’s choice marks 

the target (save ends).

M/R Double Attack (standard; at-will)

 The githyanki captain makes two basic attacks.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki captain or an ally within range 

can fly up to 8 squares.

C Psychic Upheaval (standard; recharges when first bloodied) 

 Psychic
 Close burst 3; targets enemies; +16 vs. Fortitude; 2d10 + 4 

psychic damage, and the target is immobilized (save ends). 

Allies within the area gain 10 temporary hit points.

Astral Engagement (move; recharge 4 5 6)  Teleportation
 The captain teleports 6 squares to a square adjacent to an 

enemy, and one ally within 5 squares of the captain’s start 

or end point can charge the same enemy.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills: Arcana +15, History +17

Str 21 (+10) Dex 12 (+7) Wis 19 (+10)

Con 16 (+9) Int 18 (+10) Cha 16 (+9)

Equipment: plate armor, silver greatsword, Bitter Glass 

communication device
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Tactics

Myrmidons are culled from the mass of githyanki 
troops—lesser warriors who are trained to surge 
toward enemies in battle. They work in tandem and 
have good communication. Half the myrmidons use 
telekinetic grasp on the first round of combat while the 
other half attacks targets immobilized by their peers. 
The second round of combat allows the shock troop-
ers to switch roles, the rear lines moving forward to 
attack newly immobilized foes.
 Captain Iquel is a commander who prides herself 
on her organization and tactics. She is angry that 
several mistakes have been made during the course 
of the battle, and is desperate for success so that she 
is not punished upon her return. Once the ships are 
locked together, she swings across to the Conqueror 
at the beginning of round 3. She stands proudly with 
her troops, protecting the mindslicers as long as possi-
ble. She uses psychic upheaval as soon as she can catch 
at least two targets in the burst, and tries to focus her 
melee attacks against more lightly armored foes if 
possible. She directs her myrmidons to concentrate 
their attacks on single targets as much as possible.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: This encounter takes place in 
bright sunlight. 
 Masts: A character standing next to a mast can 
use it to gain cover. 
 Crenellations: The Conqueror’s railings are 
equipped with crenellations, giving defenders on the 
decks of the ship cover against attacks that don’t come 
from higher ground. 
 Stairs: Stairs to upper decks are difficult terrain to 
climbing characters, but normal terrain to descending 
characters.
 Ballistas: The squares occupied by ballistas are 
considered difficult terrain, and characters in those 
squares can use the siege weapons to gain cover.

Development

Regardless of the outcome of any ramming attempts, 
the Sacrifice takes enough damage in this fight that it 
is no longer airworthy, making it unsuitable if the PCs 
want to use it to f ly to Sayre.
 Captain Iquel carries a communication device 
almost identical in size and shape to the one carried 
by the githzerai Gallia, although hers is dark blue, 
rather than green.
 The Conqueror: See the description of the ship 
beginning on page 43 for details on individual areas, 
if necessary.
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A3: FALLING ROCK

Encounter Level 14 (4,900 XP)

Setup

4 githyanki mindslicers (M)
2 githyanki warriors (W)
2 githyanki myrmidons (Y)

The sloping cliff overlooking the fortress of Akma’ad 
was turned into a defensive death trap by githzerai. 
Hundreds of tons of rock and debris were piled and 
balanced, held in place by heavy chains and two 
stout guard towers. The intent was that if an army 
ever threatened Akma’ad, the githzerai could release 
the chain and drop a massive landslide on top of the 
heads of the attacking army. 

This would have worked perfectly had the 
githyanki not first scouted the area. Before the main 
attack occurred, the githzerai in the guard towers 
were quietly slain and the towers were seized by a 
githyanki strike force. Now the force is split between  
the two towers, forbidden to take part in the battle 
below. They are bored and frustrated that they’ve 
been relegated to a simple guard duty, to the extent 
that several of them are loitering on the edge of the 
cliff, looking down at the fighting below.
 In order to release the landslide, the PCs must 
pull two large levers inside either guard tower. Pull-
ing each lever is a standard action. This releases the 
chains and starts the lethal landslide. After the land-
slide has fallen, visibility on the battlefield of Akma’ad 
is reduced to 2 squares due to dust until the end of 
the encounter. 

Read the following aloud:

From your ship, it’s clear that two squat guard towers perch 
on top of this steep cliff. Chains are stretched between them, 
holding back what must be hundreds of tons of rock and 
rubble. You can see a dead githzerai on the ground, and 
several githyanki guarding the towers.

4 Githyanki Mindslicers (M) Level 13 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid XP 800 each

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +11, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, overcoat, silver longsword

Tactics

Once alerted, these githyanki form up into two well-
organized groups, one for each tower. If one tower is 
under attack, reinforcements are sent from the other 
tower, always leaving behind at least one githyanki. 
These githyanki give their lives to make sure that the 
landslide is not dropped.
 Once engaged in melee, the warriors and shock 
troopers concentrate on immobilized foes, while the 
mindslicers work in tandem to remove enemy artillery.

2 Githyanki Warriors (W) Level 12 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 700 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +12

HP 118; Bloodied 59

AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +17 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d6 psychic damage, plus 

an extra 3d6 psychic damage if the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; sustain minor; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +9, Insight +12

Str 21 (+11) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 12 (+7) Cha 13 (+7)

Equipment plate armor, silver greatsword

2 Githyanki Myrmidons (Y) Level 12 Minion
Medium natural humanoid XP 175 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 28; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 24

Speed 5
m Silver Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 7 damage, plus an extra 5 psychic damage if 

the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common,  

   Deep Speech

Str 16 (+9) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 12 (+7) Int 12 (+7) Cha 10 (+6)

Equipment chainmail, silver short sword
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Features of the Area

Illumination: This encounter takes place in 
bright sunlight. 
 Buildings: Two low, squat towers f lank the rubble. 
Both have had their doors broken open when the 
githyanki seized control of the area, and so are no 
longer useful for defense. Each tower is fairly barren 
and spare, dominated by two thick wooden levers that 
control the landslide winch.
 Rock Pile: A character can move onto the piled 
rocks from either tower. The boulders and rocks com-
prise difficult terrain.

Development

If the characters successfully defeat the githyanki 
here, one character in each tower can pull the mas-
sive wooden levers to trigger the landslide. If this 
happens, read the following:

With a tremendous, deafening roar, a cascade of rock—from 
pebbles the size of a pea to boulders the size of a mule—
tumbles down onto the githyanki army massed outside the 
walls of Akma’ad. At first, all you see is a blinding cloud of 
dust, but as the wind clears it from the field, you see that 
hundreds of githyanki troops have been pulverized by the 
rock, and the rest are scattered or fleeing outright. 

Triggering the landslide effectively destroys enough 
of the githyanki ground forces that further siege is 
almost impossible. Combined with the destruction of 
the githyanki air forces (see encounters A1 and A2) or 
the squads penetrating the walls (encounters A4 and 
A5), this almost certainly guarantees victory.
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A4: SIDE ENTRANCE

Encounter Level 14 (5,000 XP)

Setup

Githyanki mindslicer (M)
4 githyanki warriors (W)
8 githyanki myrmidons (Y)
3 githzerai cenobites (C)

This encounter occurs whether or not the landslide 
from encounter A3: Falling Rock has been dropped. If 
it has, this group is a band of githyanki that survived the 
landslide trying to penetrate the fortress. If not, this is a 
strike force attempting to use a ritual to gain entrance. 
This small band of githyanki are led by a specially 
trained mindslicer in the midst of a Passwall ritual.
 If the ritual is completed, all nearby githyanki 
storm the opening. While the ritual is performed, 
the githyanki crouch in the area between a downed 
githyanki ship and the wall, hoping they won’t be 
attacked until the ritual is complete. 

Read the following:

Over the shouts and sounds of fighting, you hear the sound 
of chanting. Protected from githzerai attack by the side of 
the crashed ship and the angle of the walls, a small group of 
githyanki appears to be performing some sort of ritual next 
to the walls. Shock troopers guard the group.

Tactics

The mindslicer focuses on the ritual until attacked. 
She will complete the ritual within 7 rounds or unless 
she’s interrupted. Any successful attack that deals 
damage to the mindslicer disrupts the ritual. The 
warriors and myrmidons do their best to stop the PCs 

from interfering, leading the battle away from the 
mindslicer as much as possible.
 The githzerai cenobites only come into play if the 
ritual is completed. If that happens, they fight from the 
gap, attacking only those enemies who step within reach.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: This encounter takes place in 
bright sunlight unless the landslide from encounter 
A3 has been dropped. In that case, dust reduces vis-
ibility to 2 squares.
 Buildings: The ritual is taking pace between 
the walls of Akma’ad and a crashed githyanki ship. 
Climbing the walls requires a DC 16 Athletics check.
 Rubble: If the landslide from encounter A3 has 
been triggered, this entire area is full of rubble, 
making each square except those on the canted deck 
of the ship difficult terrain.

 Crashed Ship: The crashed ship is leaning against 
the walls of the fortress at a fairly steep angle. Any 
character making a melee attack on the deck of the 
ship must first make a successful DC 10 Acrobatics 
check or take a –2 penalty to the attack roll.

Githyanki Mindslicer (M) Level 13 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid XP 800

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +11, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, overcoat, silver longsword

4 Githyanki Warriors (W) Level 12 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 700 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +12

HP 118; Bloodied 59

AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +17 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d6 psychic damage, plus 

an extra 3d6 psychic damage if the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; sustain minor; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +9, Insight +12

Str 21 (+11) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 12 (+7) Cha 13 (+7)

Equipment plate armor, silver greatsword

8 Githyanki Myrmidons (Y) Level 12 Minion
Medium natural humanoid XP 175 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 28; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 24

Speed 5
m Silver Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 7 damage, plus an extra 5 psychic damage if 

the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common,  

   Deep Speech

Str 16 (+9) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 12 (+7) Int 12 (+7) Cha 10 (+6)

Equipment chainmail, silver short sword
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Githzerai Cenobite Level 11 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 600

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +13

HP 108; Bloodied 54

AC 27; Fortitude 22, Reflex 23, Will 23; see also iron mind
Speed 7; see also inescapable fate
m Unarmed Strike (standard; at-will)

 +17 vs. AC; 2d8 + 3 damage.

M Stunning Strike (standard; at-will)

 +14 vs. Fortitude; 1d8 + 3 damage, and the target is 

stunned until the end of the githzerai cenobite’s next turn.

Inescapable Fate (immediate reaction, when an adjacent 

enemy shifts away from the githzerai cenobite; at-will)

 The cenobite shifts to remain adjacent to the enemy. The 

cenobite cannot use this power if the enemy shifts using a 

movement mode the cenobite does not possess.

Iron Mind (immediate interrupt, when the githzerai cenobite 

would be hit by an attack; encounter)

 The githzerai cenobite gains a +2 bonus to all defenses 

until the end of its next turn.

Trace Chance (standard; recharge � )

 Ranged 5; no attack roll required; the next melee attack 

made against the target gains a +5 power bonus to the 

attack roll and, if it hits, it is automatically a critical hit.

Alignment Unaligned Languages Common,  

   Deep Speech

Skills Acrobatics +15, Athletics +9, Insight +13

Str 15 (+7)  Dex 17 (+8) Wis 16 (+8)

Con 12 (+6) Int 10 (+5) Cha 11 (+5)
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A5: WALL BREACH

Encounter Level 14 (4,550 XP)

Setup

4 githyanki warriors (W)
10 githyanki myrmidons (Y)
10 githzerai cenobites (C)

The githyanki have breached the wall on the east 
side of the tower. Githzerai are trying to prevent their 
entry, but are being pushed backward and will fall 
unless the PCs intervene.

Read the following aloud:

Surviving githyanki have managed to break through a 
wall on the east side of the fortress. Githzerai defenders 
are trying to hold them back, but one falls even as you’re 
watching. 

4 Githyanki Warriors (W) Level 12 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 700 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +12

HP 118; Bloodied 59

AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +17 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d6 psychic damage, plus 

an extra 3d6 psychic damage if the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; sustain minor; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +9, Insight +12

Str 21 (+11) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 12 (+7) Cha 13 (+7)

Equipment plate armor, silver greatsword

10 Githyanki Myrmidons (Y) Level 12 Minion
Medium natural humanoid XP 175 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 28; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 24

Speed 5
m Silver Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 7 damage, plus an extra 5 psychic damage if 

the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common,  

   Deep Speech

Str 16 (+9) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 12 (+7) Int 12 (+7) Cha 10 (+6)

Equipment chainmail, silver short sword

Tactics

This combat should be described as a brutal back-
and-forth between the githzerai and the githyanki. 
The githyanki are trying to establish a beachhead 
within the fortress. To do so, they are concentrating 
their attacks on a handful of githzerai every round, 
taking them down before they move on to the next 
targets. If the warriors are slain, the remaining shock 
troopers become much less organized. Two cenobites 
fall each round. All the githzerai are badly injured, 
while the githyanki are relatively fresh thanks to their 
superior numbers.
 Similar to encounter A4, the cenobites don’t play 
much of a factor here. Assume that as a unit, they deal 
10 points of damage to a nearby warrior at the end 
of each round. If you’d like them to play a more sub-
stantial role in the encounter, refer to the statistics on 
page 83.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: This encounter takes place in 
bright sunlight unless landslide from encounter A3 

has been dropped. In that case, dust reduces visibility 
to 2 squares.
 Buildings: The wall of Akma’ad rises 30 feet 
at this point. One of the massive doors has been 
destroyed.
 Rubble: This area is littered with dead bodies. If 
the landslide from encounter A3 has been triggered, 
it is also covered with rubble, making every square 
difficult terrain.
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NEGOTIATING 
WITH ODOS

Roleplaying Encounter
Encounter Level 13

Running this Encounter

The adventurers have the potential to interact with 
Odos and both earn his trust and gain some valuable 
information in the process. As stated on page 48, the 
githzerai leader is not especially forthcoming. Odos 
can reveal much about the strength of his character. 
You should feel free to communicate to the players 
that he cares a great deal about his people, and that 
only his tremendous inner strength is keeping him 
from total despair.

While running this encounter, each piece of infor-
mation Odos has to share is associated with a skill, a 
DC, and sometimes another, related condition. This 
encounter is not a skill challenge. Feel free to award 
the characters the pieces of information (or not) based 
solely on how they roleplay this encounter and the 
questions they ask. Alternatively, feel free to require 
the recommended skill checks, providing bonuses as 
indicated depending on the PCs’ behavior. The skills, 
DCs, and possible bonuses are simply tools to guide 
the encounter.

Check Modifiers

The adventurers gain bonuses while speaking 
with Odos by mentioning their exploits against the 
githyanki or impressing the githzerai leader with 
their sincere desire to help. The following examples 
grant the heroes the indicated bonus on skill checks 
made during this roleplaying encounter with Odos.

Event Bonus
The characters uncover and prove that +1 
Gallia is possessed by a githyanki spy 
The characters mention that they were  +1 
responsible for the defeat of General Zithiruun 
The characters mention the defeat of +1 
githyanki working for Sarshan 
The characters make an offer to escort Odos +1 
and his survivors to Sayre 

What Odos Knows

Odos can tell the adventurers several pieces of impor-
tant information. Feel free to reward good roleplaying 
without requiring a skill check if you’d like. 
 Insight (DC 21): Odos is concerned greatly about 
his people and their future. He worries that Sayre is only a 
temporary solution, and doesn’t know if there’s anyone he 
or the githzerai can trust other than themselves. Odos is a 
good and just leader, and his taciturn nature is a reflection 
of the hardships his race has endured, exacerbated by the 
recent attacks.
 Diplomacy (DC 23): The githyanki attacked without 
warning, and they sent strike teams to the personal 
chambers of all the githzerai leaders, as if they knew exactly 
who to attack and where they were staying. He’s convinced 
someone fed them information on the layout of Akma’ad, 
as well as the names of the leaders present. He was spared 
only because he stepped outside for a walk and heard the 
team of assassins in his room on his way back. He surprised 
the squad of three and defeated them single-handedly.
 Insight (DC 18): Attacks of this sort have been 
happening to githzerai enclaves and monasteries all over 
the mortal realm. Most have fled to a refuge in Sayre, a 
nearby city. Odos wants to take his people there now.
 Perception (DC 23): One of the githyanki assassins 
in his room had a small device that could be held in her 
hand. She was speaking into this object when he surprised 

the assassins in his room. It was green and looked reflective. 
If the characters have already revealed Gallia as a spy, 
Odos can identify the device she carries as identical to the 
one used by the githyanki who tried to assassinate him. If 
Gallia has not yet been identified as a spy, a character who 
makes a successful DC23 Insight check when Odos reveals 
this information notices Gallia pay special attention and 
attempt to feign indifference. The githyanki possessing 
her wants to make sure none of these devices falls into the 
hands of their enemies.
 Diplomacy (DC 21): (only available after one other 
success). Odos and the other githzerai had planned this 
meeting at Akma’ad to discuss whether or not to accept an 
invitation in Sayre to meet with a newly formed coalition 
of leaders from other regions of the world concerned with 
the extent of the githyanki invasion. Each comes from a 
homeland ravaged by the githyanki, and they’re all looking 
for aid and support from their regions. Odos is bitter that 
the “humans” (he has a tendency to call all non-githzerai 
and non-githyanki “humans”) sound divided over political 
issues when there’s so much at stake. He was against going 
to the meeting, but now feels that going to Sayre is the only 
choice for his people.

Development

As a result of this interaction, the characters should 
want to escort the githzerai to Sayre. The adventur-
ers should also, hopefully, view Odos as an important 
ally. He’s the last surviving githzerai elder on the 
mortal realm, and so all the githzerai of this world 
follow his lead in the coming negotiations and 
conflicts.
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S1: AMBUSH

Encounter Level 12 (3,800 XP)

Setup

Brann’ot, githyanki gish (B)
2 githyanki warriors (W)

This ambush can occur at any point during the trip 
to Sayre, but is most likely to occur at night. Brann’ot 
is a gish assassin who singlehandedly slew several of 
the githzerai leaders at the beginning of the battle. 
Hounded through the fortress by furious githzerai 
guards who eventually discovered him, he was forced 
to retreat from injuries before the PCs arrived.

Alongside two githyanki warriors he ran across, 
he now shadows the retreating githzerai through the 
wilderness. Brann’ot is looking for his opportunity 
to assassinate Odos and eliminate the troublesome 
adventurers. 

Read the folliowing aloud:

The githzerai camp is quiet tonight. Even the wounded seem 
to have found some peace in the wilderness. Suddenly, the 
peace is shattered as a githyanki emerges straight out of the 
ground at your feet, a silvery longsword poised to strike.

Tactics

Brann’ot tries to catch one or two PCs alone on one 
of the lower decks of the ship, if the assault happens 
aboard the Conqueror. If on land, Brann’ot waits until 
nightfall to strike, hoping to catch one or more of the 
PCs away from the githzerai and other allies. Brann’ot 
attacks and then f lees a short distance, hoping to 
draw the PCs into an ambush set by his allies (the 
githyanki warriors).
 Brann’ot darts in and out of combat, using astral 
stride to move through otherwise impassable obsta-
cles, and mixing double attacks with force bolts. The 
warriors use telekinetic grasp to slow the approach 
of the PCs in the first two rounds, taking advantage 
of an immobilized foe if possible with their silver 
greatswords.
 If the fight lasts for more than 5 rounds, allow 
Odos a DC 28 Perception check (his bonus is +20) 
to hear the combat. If successful, he comes running, 
arriving 2 rounds later at the beginning of round 7. 
Odos can make the same check at the beginning of 
each round until he hears the battle or the fight is 
over. Other githzerai aren’t aware of the battle. If the 
characters sound a general alarm, it still takes Odos 
until round 5 to react as he calms his people. For their 
part, the exhausted githzerai form up defensively 
around their numerous wounded, and wait for an 
enemy to show itself.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: Brann’ot attacks in the dim light of 
twilight or early dawn, when most all the exhausted 
travelers have fallen asleep.
 Rough Ground: Assume that if the PCs aren’t 
aboard an airship, the site of the ambush Brann’ot 
tries to draw the PCs into is riddled with areas of dif-
ficult terrain at inopportune places. He wants to limit 
the characters’ mobility while capitalizing on his own.

2 Githyanki Warriors (W) Level 12 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 700 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +12

HP 118; Bloodied 59

AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +17 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d6 psychic damage, plus 

an extra 3d6 psychic damage if the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; sustain minor; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude;  

the target is immobilized (save ends).

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within  

range can fly up to 5 squares.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +9, Insight +12

Str 21 (+11) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 12 (+7) Cha 13 (+7)

Equipment plate armor, silver greatsword

Brann’ot,  Level 15 Elite Skirmisher 
Githyanki Gish (B)
Medium natural humanoid XP 2,400

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +14

HP 226; Bloodied 113

AC 31; Fortitude 28, Reflex 29, Will 29

Saving Throws +2 (+4 vs charm effects)

Speed 5; see also astral stride
Action Points 1
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 3 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

M Double Attack (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 The githyanki gish makes two silver longsword attacks.

R Force Bolt (standard; recharge 6 )  Force
 Ranged 10; +18 vs. Reflex; 3d6 + 4 force damage.

R Storm of Stars (standard; encounter)  Fire
 The githyanki gish makes four attacks, no more than  

two of them against a single target: ranged 5; +20 vs. AC; 

2d8 + 4 fire damage.

Astral Stride (move; at-will)  Teleportation
 The githyanki gish teleports 6 squares and gains the 

insubstantial and phasing qualities until the start of  

its next turn.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech,  

  Draconic

Skills Arcana +16, History +13, Insight +14

Str 16 (+10) Dex 14 (+9) Wis 14 (+9)

Con 17 (+10) Int 19 (+11) Cha 17 (+10)

Equipment chainmail, silver longsword
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RECONNECTING 
WITH AMYRIA

Roleplaying Encounter
Encounter Level 12

Encounter Details

The PCs might be surprised and pleased to see 
Amyria, whom they haven’t seen since they parted 
from her in Overlook. Amyria is overjoyed to see the 
characters. In this encounter, establish the strength 
of Amyria’s character, her resolve to save the region 
from the githyanki attacks, and her commitment and 
faith in the characters. Amyria is suspicious of a great 
deal. She knows of the githyanki’s ability to possess 
people and use them as puppets and spies. But she 
trusts the PCs implicitly for reasons she can’t quite 
communicate. She is clearly eager to see them again 
and share her knowledge. That said, the deva is tired 
and worried, and seems to be carrying a great burden 
on her shoulders.
 In this encounter, the adventurers have the oppor-
tunity to reconnect with Amyria and gain some 
information in the process. There are no skill checks 
in this encounter. Amyria’s purpose in this encoun-
ter is to strengthen her bond with the adventurers 
and secure them as allies in the tests to come. She 
does not dismiss the three githzerai leaders when 
she speaks with the characters. If the PCs ask Aziff, 
Gal’ott, and Odos to leave, Amyria will ask that they 
be allowed to hear what she has to say. Only if the 
characters insist will she grudgingly ask the other 
NPCs to be sent away.

What Amyria Knows

She has spent a great deal of time in the weeks 
since she parted with the adventurers traveling 
outside Elsir Vale, seeking out the extent of 
the githyanki invasion. In the process, she has 
established connections in most of the cities 
nearby. She has also learned that githyanki attacks 
have come at the worst times for the defenses of 
every region. Only Elsir Vale has been spared—at 
least thus far—thanks to the PCs’ actions in 
defeating General Zithiruun. She knows it is only 
a matter of time until the githyanki try again.
Amyria has an agent in the household of Lord 
Torrance and is suspicious of his connection (as 
well as that of other prominent citizens) to Lord 
Telicanthus. The githyanki, whom she went out of 
her way to meet at a social event the week before, 
seems genuine, but a githyanki operating so openly 
just seems wrong to Amyria. A DC 18 Insight check 
also reveals that Amyria is ashamed of her feelings 
about Telicanthus. She wants to believe that not all 
githyanki are evil ravagers intent on conquest, but 
she is suspicious nonetheless. She is too quick to 
deflect questions about Telicanthus, his motives, and 
his possible operations. Her own self doubt gets in 
the way of her instincts about the githyanki, which is 
why she cautions the githzerai of acting too hastily.
Amyria learned that two leaders in other nearby 
cities are seeking out allies. She feels that forming 
a more concrete alliance—she calls this group the 
Coalition—between all the besieged communities, 
city-states, and regions will help them all, so she 
has been spending a great deal of time fostering 
this idea. She has been marginally successful in 
putting together the war council, which holds its first 
meeting in Sayre in the morning. But Amyria herself 

has little more than a voice in the proceedings. She 
has no home community and represents only herself 
and her god, Bahamut. She is being allowed in the 
proceedings because she organized the event and 
chose Sayre as the site of the meeting. She can tell 
the adventurers the names of the members of the 
Coalition (see page 63 for their descriptions).
Amyria chose for the council to meet in Sayre 
because, like Odos, who grunts and nods when 
she mentions this, she suspects that the githyanki 
have some means of communication that surpasses 
any sort of magic that she is aware of. They seem 
able to react almost instantaneously to threats 
that marshal to meet them, and they strike when 
their enemies are at their most vulnerable. Only 
regions such as Elsir Vale (on a state of perpetual 
heightened alert), are having luck defending against 
the attacks. She also tells the PCs that she tried to 
get to the island nation of Nefelus, off the distant 
coast, but there’s some sort of blockade preventing 
any ships from sailing there. The knowledge of 
magic possessed by the sages of Nefelus is said to be 
nearly unsurpassed, but the University of Sayre is a 
worthy rival. She hopes to convince the war council 
that they should ask the scholars of the university to 
turn all their efforts toward uncovering the nature 
of the githyanki’s communication network.
Finally, Amyria has one other reason for coming 
to Sayre. She had a dream recently that had the 
weight of significance behind it. She won’t use 
words like “prophetic,” but when she recounts 
the dream, her eyes grow distant and her voice 
soft as she relates what she saw.
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If the PCs ask Amyria about her dream, read the 
following aloud.

“In my dream I was standing in the midst of raw elements. 
Waves crashed around me and fires flared, and I was 
looking down through clouds onto a dark blue night’s sky. 
Stretching across the sky was a giant spider’s web that was 
woven between planes. It was silver and sparkled with stars, 
and at the end of each web line was a githyanki. As each 
githyanki spoke, the web sparkled, and a fat spider in the 
middle listened to everything that anyone said. The spider 
was beautiful, but you could tell it was evil, just like the 
people talking through it. It scuttled around, fixing frayed 
lines and tossing out new lines to new people. Most were 
githyanki, but some were not. One of the lines went to a 
githzerai.” She looks troubled.

“I looked harder at the spider, and I knew it was here in 
Sayre. I could see the city around it. So I came here. I think 
someone in Sayre is helping the githyanki, but we don’t know 
for sure who it is, although we have our suspicions. And we 
don’t have an easy answer about what to do about it.”

If the three githzerai leaders are still present, Gal’ott 
speaks up:

“Of course we do. We find your spider. We find him and kill 
him. We kill him and return to our homes.”

To which Amyria replies:

“You think that’s going to solve the problem, Gal’ott? We 
know of whom you speak. And he’s politically connected 
to everyone who could help the githzerai! Kill him and get 
executed as murderers and traitors. I say we need to prove 
what he’s up to, and then discredit him. It’s the only way to 
help the githzerai.”

At this point, the PCs can step in and help Amyria 
persuade the brash githzerai to show some restraint 
with a successful DC 21 Diplomacy or Intimidate 
check. If successful, Gal’ott bows his head and says:

“I will comply with the majority. For one week. After that 
time, my people will take matters into their own hands.” 

He then stands, nods to Odos and Azitt, and leaves.
 Failure, however, results in Gal’ott standing 
 suddenly, sending his chair toppling to the f loor.  
His voice shaking, he says:

“You want to help us? You aren’t even of our race! The 
guards here treat us as thieves, and even the beggars attack 
us! This is no fit place for a githzerai. We should abandon 
this plane and leave the humans to their fate. We’ll simply 
clean up when they’re done.”

Allow good roleplaying to influence this interaction 
with Amyria and the githzerai. If one or more players 
are particularly eloquent or sound convincing in their 
promises to do what they can to aid the githzerai, you 
might consider foregoing skill checks entirely.

Development

The rest of the githzerai excuse themselves shortly 
after Gal’ott leaves to speak with their people. When 
gone, Amyria also stands to leave and rest. She thanks 
the characters, but makes it clear to the PCs that 
there is a divide in the githzerai community, and that 
she has been unable to heal the rift. She asks for their 
continued help in convincing Odos that the githzerai 
should stay in Sayre long enough to solve the riddle of 
her dream, and that they should expose Telicanthus 
publicly instead of murdering him without proof. 
She also plans to introduce Odos as a member of her 
Coalition, and she asks the PCs to attend the meeting 

as her guests. She makes it clear to them that she will 
be able to speak and hopefully influence the events of 
the meeting, but that she will not have a vote.

Amyria Level 13 Elite Soldier (Leader)
Medium immortal humanoid, deva XP 1,600

Initiative +15 Senses Perception +13

Aura of Recovery aura 2; allies that start their turn in  

Amyria’s aura gain a +1 bonus to all saves until the start  

of their next turn.

HP 254; Bloodied 127

Resist necrotic 11, radiant 11

AC 29; Fortitude 23, Reflex 25, Will 28; +1 to all defenses 

against bloodied enemies

Saving Throws +2

Speed 8
Action Points 1
m Longsword (standard; at-will)  Radiant, Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 7 damage, and the target is marked  

until the end of Amyria’s next turn. While so marked,  

if the target doesn’t attack Amyria, the target takes 7 

radiant damage.

M Double Attack (standard; at-will)  Radiant, Weapon
 Amyria makes two longsword attacks.

M Crusader’s Assault (standard; requires longsword; at-will)  
Radiant, Weapon 

 +20 vs. AC; 1d8 + 7 damage plus 1d8 radiant damage, and 

one of Amyria’s allies within 10 squares can make a basic 

attack as a free action against the same target.

R Bahamut’s Accusing Eye (standard; at-will)  Cold, Radiant 
 Ranged 10; +18 vs. Reflex; 2d8 + 7 cold and radiant 

damage, and ongoing 5 cold and radiant damage and the 

target is slowed (save ends both).

Memory of a Thousand Lifetimes (free, when the Amyria 

makes an attack roll, a skill check, or an ability check and 

dislikes the result; encounter)

 Amyria adds 1d6 to the triggering roll.

Alignment Lawful good Languages Common, Draconic, 

    Supernal

Skills Diplomacy +14, Religion +17

Str 11 (+6) Dex 13 (+7) Wis 24 (+13)

Con 15 (+8) Int 19 (+10) Cha 17 (+9)
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SC1: THE DEBATE

Encounter Level 13 (4,000 XP)

Setup

Amyria, Gal’ott, Azitt, Chend, and even Gallia (if she 
is still around) will chime in with their opinions and 
their own arguments for or against what the PCs are 
saying. Refer to the descriptions of these NPCs and 
familiarize yourself with their personalities and moti-
vations before beginning the skill challenge. The goal 
for the PCs here is to convince Odos to come to the 
Coalition meeting and to not order an assassination 
attempt on Telicanthus.

The Debate Level 13
Skill Challenge XP 4,000

“I see no reason why the githzerai should not just leave the 
mortals to their own devices, and perhaps attack the githyanki 
once they are weakened from your conquest. I fail to see how 
you can convince me otherwise, but I am willing to listen to 
arguments.”

Complexity
3 (requires 8 successes before 3 failures).

Primary Skills
Bluff, Diplomacy, History, Insight, Intimidation, Religion, 

Streetwise

Victory
The party convinces Odos to investigate Telicanthus instead of 

just leaving the mortal plane after having him assassinated.

Defeat
The party is unable to convince Odos to change his opinion. 

He makes plans to leave, and gives instructions to his 

subordinates that Telicanthus should be slain whether he is 

guilty or not.

Bluff
DC 22 A successful check counts as a success on the skill 

challenge.

The PC paints a vivid picture of the hatred toward githzerai 
that might occur if Telicanthus is assassinated, or how 
important the githzerai are to the war cause, using just the 
right amount of exaggeration.

Diplomacy
DC 22 A successful check counts as a success on the skill 

challenge.

 The PC stresses how much stronger every realm will be if they 
stand united against the githyanki threat.

History
DC 26 A successful check counts as a success on the skill 

challenge.

 Recalling the details of past warfare between the githyanki and 
githzerai, the PC inflames Odos’s anger and reminds him how 
important it is to stop his ancient foe. History can also be used 
to remind Odos how laws tend to punish the guilty, and that 
Telicanthus will likely be publicly humiliated if exposed.

Insight
DC 22 A success on this check does not count as a success on 

the skill challenge, but does grant a +2 bonus on any other 

skill checks made in the same round. Failure imposes a –2 

penalty on any other skill rolls in the same round. Only one 

insight check can be attempted per round.

 Noticing the listeners’ subtle reactions, the group tailors their 
responses to be more convincing.

Intimidation
DC 26 A successful check counts as a success on the skill 

challenge.

 It is difficult to intimidate Odos, but he might be impressed by 
the PC’s strength and commitment as he tries to convert others 
to the cause of the war.

Religion
DC 22 A successful check counts as a success on the skill 

challenge.

 The PC describes how a githyanki victory could spell doom for 
the githzerai’s introspective path of enlightenment, and quotes 
passages that mention bringing order out of chaos.

Streetwise
DC 22 A successful check counts as a success on the skill 

challenge.

 The PC reminds Odos that murdering a beloved figure often 
causes great hatred and racism against the murderers, and 
would paint a false image of the githzerai.

Development

If the PCs succeed in convincing Odos, he quiets the 
fractious githzerai and unites them behind his will. 
He agrees to accompany the PCs to meet Amyria’s 
Coalition, and the PCs gain a +2 bonus to all checks 
that target Odos during The Coalition skill challenge 
(see page 100). Odos decides that Telicanthus should 
be investigated before taking more extreme measures.
 In the interim, Odos wants to know how Telican-
thus is connected to this web that Amyria foresaw. 
He asks if any of the PCs know how to cast the ritual 
Consult Mystic Sages. 
 If so, Odos asks them to perform the ritual to find 
out how Telicanthus is connected to Amyria’s dream. 
If none of the PCs currently possesses the ritual, Odos 
gives them a ritual scroll and asks them to use it. If 
none of the PCs possesses the Ritual Casting feat, 
Odos orders Chend to do so. The ritual results in a 
brief verse instead of a simple answer.

Read the writing on the wall
You are not far from a place where knowledge turns to greed
Beneath the spice house lurks the profane
And knowledge lies trapped behind the guardian

Odos asks the PCs to investigate. A DC 21 Streetwise 
check reveals that while a number of spice merchants 
have shops in Sayre, only one location is nearby: a 
ruined warehouse that held rare spices, years ago. This 
is the spice house referred to in the divination. The 
same check can be made during a visit to any spice 
store in the city to reveal that the Ridolfi family used to 
have a warehouse near Lowbridge, in Riverdown.
 If the PCs fail this check, they can still learn this 
information the hard way in encounter P1. Ambush 
in the Plaza (page 90).
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P1: AMBUSH IN 
THE PLAZA

Encounter Level 14 (5,200 XP)

Setup

4 Laughing Shadow streetfighters (F)
10 Laughing Shadow scrabblers (S)

Telicanthus has gotten word to his ally, the Filth King, 
that additional githzerai have come to town, and they 
need to be slain or harassed. A vindictive and cruel 
servant of Tiamat, the Filth King decides to take mat-
ters in his own hands. 
 Telicanthus long ago recruited the services of the 
Filth King when he planted members of the Laughing 
Shadow mercenary outfit among the King’s beggars. 
With the arrival of Odos, Telicanthus sent word to the 
Filth King to step up efforts to kill the githzerai and their 
allies. The Filth King has taken things one step further 
by setting up an ambush to catch and kill the next 
group to emerge from Kark’din, the githzerai sanctu-
ary. Unfortunately, he didn’t tell his troops to target only 
githzerai, and the PCs are inadvertent targets.
 As the PCs leave the githzerai sanctuary and 
enter the Plaza of Vision, read:

As you leave the building and move into the plaza, you 
notice that there’s movement at the mouths of the alleys 
around you. Ragged beggars emerge from the shadows 
brandishing bright, new weapons—and wearing chainmail! 
The attackers appear well fed, despite the rags and dirt that 
cover them, and more than proficient with the weapons 
they’re wielding.

4 Laughing Shadow Level 13 Soldier
Streetfighters (F)
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 800 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 128; Bloodied 64

AC 29; Fortitude 26, Reflex 25, Will 24

Speed 6

m Katar (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage (crit 18 + 1d6), and the target 

is slowed until the end of the streetfighter’s next turn.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +19 vs. AC; 2d4 + 4 damage.

M Cheap Shot (immediate interrupt; usable when a slowed 

target leaves an adjacent square; requires katar; at-will)  

Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage, and the target’s  

movement ends.

C Streetfighter Flourish (standard; requires katar;  

recharge 5 6)

 Close burst 1; targets enemies; +19 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 

damage, and the target is slowed (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Bluff+13, Intimidate +13, Stealth +15

Str 21 (+11) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 17 (+9)

Con 16 (+9) Int 11 (+6) Cha 10 (+8)

Equipment chainmail, katar, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

10 Laughing Shadow Level 13 Minion
Scrabblers (S)
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 200 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9 

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 24

Speed 6

m Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 8 damage, and the scrabbler can shift 2 

squares, ignoring difficult terrain.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +18 vs. AC; 7 damage.

Combat Advantage
 The scrabbler deals an extra 5 damage against any target  

it has combat advantage against.

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Skills Bluff+10, Stealth +15

Str 19 (+10) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 14 (+8) Int 10 (+6) Cha 8 (+5)

Equipment chainmail, short sword, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

Tactics

The Laughing Shadows reveal themselves when the 
PCs are roughly in the middle of the square, closing 
in from every side. The scrabblers enter the plaza 
from alleys, as do three of the four streetfighters. The 
last streetfighter hides next to the dry fountain. He 
holds a magic gem provided by the Filth King. See 
“Features of the Area” for details.
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Features of the Area

Illumination: This encounter can take place 
during the day or night. If during the day, the area is 
well lit by diffuse sunlight, with shadows (dim light) 
in the alleys. If at night, the plaza is in shadow (dim 
light), and the alleys are shrouded in darkness.
 Rubble: The rubble in the plaza qualifies as dif-
ficult terrain.
 Fountain: The fountain is dry and cracked after 
decades of disuse. The lip of the empty water bowl 
rises 10 feet (2 squares) off the ground; rising from 
the bowl is a weathered statue of an ancient sage 
gazing up toward the stars. Climbing the fountain 
requires a DC 16 Athletics check, and it’s large 
enough to provide cover or superior cover depending 
on positioning.
 Alleys: There are seven alleys opening into the 
Plaza of Vision, each narrow and dark. 
 Buildings: The buildings range from two to six 
stories (4 to 12 squares) in height. Climbing the walls 
requires a DC 16 Athletics check.
 Glowing Gem: The gem held aloft by one of the 
streetfighters is imbued with a temporary magical 
effect—a blessing of Tiamat—that lasts for the duration 
of the encounter. At the end of each of the characters’ 
turns, he or she slides 1 square closer to the square 
the gem is in. The Laughing Shadows are immune to 
this effect. Even if the streetfighter holding the gem 
is slain, the magic persists. Only smashing the gem 
(defenses 20; 20 hp) ends the slide effect.
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T2: THE ENTRANCE

Encounter Level 12 (3,800 XP)

Setup

Gluttonous cube (G)
2 Laughing Shadow streetfighters (F)
3 Laughing Shadow scrabblers (S)

This encounter does not occur if the beggars have 
no warning that the PCs are coming. If the PCs have 
avoided setting off any alarms, boards criss-cross the 
room 10 feet above the ground, allowing characters to 
descend the rope ladder and reach the door safely. The 
five scrabblers who would be defending here are found 
inside encounter T5: Covet House Temple instead. 
 The Filth King, the priest of Tiamat who leads Sayre’s 
beggars, has left a hidden surprise in this room for 
anyone who would try to invade. A stronger than normal 
gelatinous cube has been placed on the floor beneath 
the trap door in the ceiling that leads down into this 
room. The cube has learned to remain perfectly still 
beneath the rope ladder, waiting for unsuspecting crea-
tures to descend directly into its clutches.
 If the alarm has been given and the beggars expect 
trouble, the boards criss-crossing the room 10 feet 
above the f loor have been removed, and five beggars 
are hiding on rag-covered platforms that are affixed 
to the walls. They hold their attacks until they are dis-
covered or the PCs are engaged with the cube.
 Crossing the room without the boards is chal-
lenging even if the PCs discover the cube and don’t 
descend to the f loor. They must traverse the platforms 
attached to the walls with DC 10 or DC 20 Athlet-
ics checks (10 for the adjacent platform, 20 for those 
with a 5-foot gap between them). Failure means the 

unlucky PC falls to the f loor (provided the  character 
also fails her saving throw), takes 2d10 points of 
damage, and lands prone.

Read the following aloud if the alarm has not 
been sounded. 

Looking down from the trapdoor, you see a filthy rope ladder 
that dangles almost all the way to floor, stopping 10 feet 
above the ground. The room beneath you is otherwise mostly 
empty. Several platforms jut from the walls—remains of the 
floors of this multi-story building that appear to have been 
reinforced. Each platform is covered in piles of rags, the 
nearest of which is 5 feet below you and attached to the north 
wall. The remaining platforms are each 5 feet across and 
descend in regular intervals along the walls of the room to 
either side. Across the room to the south is another door, but 
it’s strangely 10 feet above the ground floor, above another 
platform attached to the south wall.

If the alarm was sounded, the PCs can make Percep-
tion checks to notice the Laughing Shadows hiding 
in piles of rags on five of the platforms. Have the 
attackers make a Stealth check with a +5 bonus (for 
a total bonus of +20). If the PCs spot them, read the 
following:

Skulking on some of the platforms are several more beggars 
like those from the plaza. Hiding in the piles of rags, they 
throw off their disguises and rise to attack when they realize 
they’ve been discovered!

If undiscovered, the Laughing Shadows get a surprise 
round to attack the PCs.

Gluttonous Cube (G) Level 13 Elite Brute
Large natural beast (blind, ooze) XP 1,600
Initiative +9 Senses Perception +10; tremorsense 10

HP 324; Bloodied 162

AC 27; Fortitude 26, Reflex 23, Will 24

Immune gaze; Resist 15 acid

Saving Throws +2

Speed 4, see also engulf
Action Points 1
m Slam (standard; at-will)

 +15 vs. Fortitude; 2d6 + 5 damage, and the target is 

immobilized (save ends).

Engulf (standard; at-will)  Acid
 The gluttonous cube attacks one or two Medium or smaller 

targets; +14 vs. Reflex (automatically hits an immobilized 

creature). On a hit, the target is grabbed and pulled into 

the cube’s space; the target is dazed and takes ongoing 

15 acid damage until it escapes the grab. A creature that 

escapes the grab shifts to a square of its choosing adjacent 

to the cube. The cube can move normally while creatures 

are engulfed within it.

Translucent 
 A gluttonous cube is invisible until seen (Perception 

DC 29) or until it attacks. Creatures that fail to notice 

the gluttonous cube might walk into it, automatically 

becoming engulfed. 

Alignment Unaligned Languages —

Skills Stealth +14 

Str 18 (+10) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 18 (+10)

Con 22 (+12) Int 1 (+1) Cha 1 (+1)
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2 Laughing Shadow  Level 13 Soldier
Streetfighters (F)
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 800 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 128; Bloodied 64

AC 29; Fortitude 26, Reflex 25, Will 24

Speed 6

m Katar (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage (crit 18 + 1d6), and the target 

is slowed until the end of the streetfighter’s next turn.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +19 vs. AC; 2d4 + 4 damage.

M Cheap Shot (immediate interrupt; usable when a slowed 

target leaves an adjacent square; requires katar; at-will)  

Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage, and the target’s movement 

ends.

C Streetfighter Flourish (standard; requires katar; recharge 

5 6)

 Close burst 1; targets enemies; +19 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 

damage, and the target is slowed (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Bluff+13, Intimidate +13, Stealth +15

Str 21 (+11) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 17 (+9)

Con 16 (+9) Int 11 (+6) Cha 10 (+8)

Equipment chainmail, katar, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

3 Laughing Shadow Scrabblers (S) Level 13 Minion
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 200 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9 

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 24

Speed 6

m Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 8 damage, and the scrabbler can shift 2 

squares, ignoring difficult terrain.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +18 vs. AC; 7 damage.

Combat Advantage
 The scrabbler deals an extra 5 damage against any target it 

has combat advantage against.

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Skills Bluff+10, Stealth +15

Str 19 (+10) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 14 (+8) Int 10 (+6) Cha 8 (+5)

Equipment chainmail, short sword, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

Tactics

In the event that the alarm was sounded, the Laugh-
ing Shadows’ plan is simple: Wait for the intruders 
to descend to the f loor, and once they’re engaged 
with the cube, attack with their shuriken. If a PC 
leaps to a platform adjacent to a Laughing Shadow, 
the mercenary attempts an Athletics check (+11 for 
streetfighters, +10 for scabblers) to leap to that plat-
form and bull rush (+11 for streetfighters, +10 for 
scrabblers) the character off to the f loor below. A suc-
cessful Athletics check but a failed bull rush attempt 
by a Laughing Shadow or PC means the attacker is 
pushed back onto his platform. Running jumps are 
not possible in this room.
 The cube waits until a creature has descended to 
the f loor, one way or the other, before attacking. If no 
one is on the f loor, the cube positions itself directly 
beneath a battle, hoping someone will fall on top of it. 
Any creature that falls onto the cube—whether adven-
turer or Laughing Shadow—is automatically engulfed. 
The cube doesn’t distinguish between PCs or Laugh-
ing Shadows, and attacks the most convenient target 
each round.
 Unknown to them, the Laughing Shadows have no 
easy way to escape, as the Filth King has locked the 
door behind them. They might discover this the hard 
way (see Development).

Features of the Area

 Illumination: Dim light is provided by a lantern 
on a platform attached to the south wall if the alarm 
has not been sounded. Otherwise, the room is dark.
 Exit Door: The Filth King has locked this wooden 
door behind the scrabblers in this room. It requires a 
DC 23 Thievery check to open. It leads to the under-
ground street (area T3).

 Walls: Climbing the walls requires a DC 20 Ath-
letics check. This is the only way to get off the f loor 
and to the lowest platform 10 feet up, just in front of 
the door to area T3.

Development

If all but one of the Laughing Shadows is killed, the 
survivor tries to f lee to the door. There, he discovers 
that the door is locked and turns to fight to the death, 
cursing the Filth King all the while. The Laughing 
Shadows pride themselves on their discipline, and 
will not willingly surrender.
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T5: COVET HOUSE
TEMPLE

Encounter Level 14 or 15 (5,600 XP)

Setup

The Filth King (K)
Laughing Shadow groveler (G)
2 Laughing Shadow streetfighters (F)
6 Laughing Shadow scrabblers (S) 

The Filth King is the nominal leader of the beggars 
in Sayre. More of a spiritual leader than a temporal 
one, he works to keep his f lock safe and regularly cuts 
deals with locals to avoid their property or harass 
their competition.
 The Filth King was hired by Telicanthus some time 
ago to harass the githzerai population of the city. Teli-
canthus doesn’t know that the Filth King recognized 
him (see Development below). The githyanki also 
supplemented the Filth King’s beggars with members 
of the Laughing Shadows mercenaries.

Read the following if the beggars are not yet 
aware of the PCs:

You open the doors into an old temple. You can tell it was 
once sacred to Ioun, but those days are long past. The pews 
are filled with beggars, all with their backs to you, and a 
filthy and bedraggled priest across the room stands before 
an altar.

Read the following if the beggars expect the PCs:

You open the doors into an old temple. You can tell it was 
once sacred to Ioun, but those days are long past. The pews 
are filled with beggars, all facing you, and a filthy and 
bedraggled priest across the room stands before an altar. 
“Get them!” he hisses.

6 Laughing Shadow Scrabblers (S) Level 13 Minion
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 200 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9 

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 24

Speed 6

m Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 8 damage, and the scrabbler can shift 2 

squares, ignoring difficult terrain.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +18 vs. AC; 7 damage.

Combat Advantage
 The scrabbler deals an extra 5 damage against any target it 

has combat advantage against.

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Skills Bluff+10, Stealth +15

Str 19 (+10) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 14 (+8) Int 10 (+6) Cha 8 (+5)

Equipment chainmail, short sword, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

Tactics

The Filth King stays to the rear as much as possible. 
His devotion to Tiamat has been repaid over the 
years with several unique abilities, which he uses in 
devout service to his queen. He begins a battle with 
vitrioloic spray, spewing acid over as many PCs as 
possible. He’s willing to allow himself to be f lanked 
if doing so puts him in good position, relying on the 
Laughing Shadows and f lanker strike. He also tries to 
spread his melee attacks out early in the fight, hoping 
to poison as many foes as possible.
 If the remaining Laughing Shadows are all slain, 
or if the Filth King is bloodied, he attempts to surren-
der. He’s made lots of money off Telicanthus, but his 
loyalty is not so deep that it’s worth his life. If the PCs 
refuse to offer quarter, he continues to fight, relying 
on vengeful return to keep him safe.
 The Laughing Shadows all fight to the death.

Development

If captured alive or his corpse is subjected to ritual 
magic such as Speak with Dead, the Filth King can 
shed some light on recent activity in the city. A few 
weeks back, the Filth King was approached by a 
stranger in a cloak. While he didn’t see the man’s 
face, the stranger offered to pay substantially if the 
beggars would harass the githzerai at every opportu-
nity. He even offered the services of mercenaries in 
his employ—the Laughing Shadows—and a bounty on 
dead githzerai. The Filth King gladly accepted.
 If asked and able to lie, he denies that this was 
Telicanthus (an Insight check opposed by the Filth 
King’s Bluff check indicates that he is lying), and adds 
that Telicanthus is publicly known for supporting the 
presence of the githzerai in the city. The Filth King 
recognized Telicanthus’s voice, though, even though 
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Laughing Shadow Groveler (G) Level 13 Lurker
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 800

Initiative +14 Senses Perception +9

HP 103; Bloodied 51

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 26, Will 25; +2 to all defenses 

against marked enemies

Speed 7

m Katar (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage (crit 18 + 2d6).

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +18 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage.

M/R Covert Attack (immediate reaction; when an ally attacks 

an enemy the ally has marked because of cringe; requires 

katar or shuriken; at-will)  Weapon
 Targets the enemy the triggering ally attacked; the groveler 

makes a katar attack against an adjacent enemy or a 

shuriken attack against a nonadjacent enemy. Hit: 4d6 + 6 

damage (with katar, crit 30 damage + 2d6).

Cringe (standard; requires an ally in the area; at-will)

 Close burst 10; the groveler chooses up to one ally in the 

area per enemy in the area. The enemy is considered to be 

marked by the chosen ally until the end of the groveler’s 

next turn. Each ally can mark only one enemy in this way. 

The groveler gains +2 to all defenses against marked 

enemies.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Bluff+16, Stealth +15

Str 12 (+7)  Dex 22 (+10) Wis 17 (+9)

Con 19 (+10) Int 12 (+6) Cha 20 (+11)

Equipment leather armor, katar, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

2 Laughing Shadow  Level 13 Soldier
Streetfighters (F)
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 800

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 128; Bloodied 64

AC 29; Fortitude 26, Reflex 25, Will 24

Speed 6

m Katar (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage (crit 18 + 1d6), and the target 

is slowed until the end of the streetfighter’s next turn.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +19 vs. AC; 2d4 + 4 damage.

M Cheap Shot (immediate interrupt; usable when a slowed 

target leaves an adjacent square; requires katar; at-will)  

Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage, and the target’s  

movement ends.

C Streetfighter Flourish (standard; requires katar;  

recharge 5 6)

 Close burst 1; targets enemies; +19 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 

damage, and the target is slowed (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Bluff+13, Intimidate +13, Stealth +15

Str 21 (+11) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 17 (+9)

Con 16 (+9) Int 11 (+6) Cha 10 (+8)

Equipment chainmail, katar, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

Filth King (K) Level 14 Elite Controller
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 2000

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +15

HP 278; Bloodied 139

AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 26, Will 27

Saving Throws +2

Speed 6

Action Points 1
m Festering Scratch (standard; at-will)  Poison
 +19 vs. AC; 1d4 + 2 damage, and ongoing 10 poison 

damage (save ends).

r Awaken Greed (standard; at-will)  Implement, Psychic
 Ranged 10; +18 vs. Will; 2d8 + 6 psychic damage, and the 

target slides 4 squares and is slowed until the end of the 

Beggar King’s next turn.

M Driving Sickness  Poison
 The Beggar King makes two festering scratch attacks. If 

both hit the same target, on its next turn, the target must 

move away from the Beggar King or the ongoing damage 

increases by 5 points (maximum 15).

M Flanker Strike (immediate reaction; usable when an enemy 

flanks the Beggar King; at-will)  Poison
 The Beggar King makes a festering scratch attack against 

the triggering enemy.

C Vitriolic Spray (standard; encounter)  Acid, Implement
 Close blast 3; +16 vs. Fortitude; 1d10 + 4 acid damage, 

and target is blinded until the end of the Beggar King’s 

next turn.

Vengeful Return (when the Filth King is reduced to 0 hp; daily) 

 For 5 minutes, the Beggar King appears dead and gains all 

the effects of the unconscious condition, but he cannot 

die. He can still see and hear. After 5 minutes, his body is 

restored, and he regains 20 hit points.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Draconic 

Skills Bluff +18, Intimidate +18, Stealth +14, Thievery +14

Str 10 (+7) Dex 15 (+9) Wis 17 (+10)

Con 19 (+11) Int 20 (+12) Cha 23 (+13)

Equipment hide armor, holy symbol of Tiamat, beggar’s garb
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the githyanki was doing an excellent job concealing 
his accent. The greedy Filth King has been sitting on 
this information, waiting for an opportunity to use it to 
extort the powerful and wealthy githyanki merchant. 
He’s unwilling to part with his knowledge, thinking of 
it as his retirement fund, unless the PCs catch him at 
his lie.
 If the PCs drop the Filth King, his vengeful return 
ability activates. If the characters are still present in 
the area 5 minutes after his “death,” he remains com-
pletely motionless. A Heal check made by a character 
who examines his body can be opposed by the Filth 
King’s Bluff check. Success reveals he is alive. Oth-
erwise, he waits until all the PCs move to the other 
side of the pit before making a stealthy escape. If the 
PCs engage the treasure golem (see “The Guardian of 
Greed” on page 97), the Filth King likewise attempts 
to escape, even if not all the characters move to the 
other side of the pit. If combat begins with the trea-
sure golem, the king gains a +5 bonus on a Stealth 
check to escape in the middle of the fight.

Features of the Area

Illumination: The room is filled with bright light 
from torches along the walls.
 Pews: A pew can be used to gain cover.
 Pit: A 20-foot deep, 10-foot wide pit separates the 
main temple from a vast pile of wealth that sits before 
a statue of Tiamat. This wealth forms the accumu-
lated offerings of the city’s beggars to Tiamat over the 
past several generations. Any interaction with this 
treasure triggers its guardian (see tactical  encounter 
T6 for details).
 The bottom of the pit is littered with the skeletal 
remains of would-be thieves, making the bottom of 
the pit difficult terrain.
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T6: THE GUARDIAN 
OF GREED

Encounter Level 14 (5,000 XP)

Setup

Treasure golem (G)

The vast mound of treasure on the far side of the pit is 
actually a treasure golem created to serve Tiamat, an 
animated guardian made from the treasure it guards. 
It is the embodiment of greed, and it blindly attacks 
thieves. It formd instantly if even one of its coins is 
picked up.
 The golem’s weakness to be pacified by tribute is not 
obvious. A DC 23 Religion check indicated that ancient 
historical texts often pictured worshipers throwing vast 
quantities of coins to an enraged coin golem.

When a PC touches the pile of treasure, read the 
following:

The coins begin to slide and clink, moving by themselves as 
they surge upward. In seconds, a five-headed dragon made 
entirely out of treasure stands before you. Its hiss is the sound 
of coins rubbing together, and its heads snap forward to attack.

Tactics

Once formed, the treasure golem attacks as long 
as anyone remains standing on its side of the pit, 
although it uses gleamshard to attack enemies that 
target it from the other side of the pit. It will not 
pursue enemies that retreat to the far side of the pit 
unless those enemies continue to attack it from range. 
It will not pursue enemies beyond the door to the 
temple for any reason. 

Features of the Area

 Illumination: The room is filled with bright light 
from torches along the walls.
 Pews: A pew can be used to gain cover.
 Pit: A 20-foot deep, 10-foot wide pit divides the 
room. Bones litter the bottom of the pit, making all 
those squares difficult terrain.
 Sculpture: A rough, handmade statue of Tiamat 
sits behind the pile of coins. The statue has clearly 
been assembled by an inexpert artist, made from 
cast-off junk and scavenged portions of other statues. 
The statue sits in front of a secret door that is easily 
found (Perception DC 18) once the statue is moved or 
inspected closely. The statue can also provide cover.

Development

If the PCs are wise, they might retreat from the golem 
and take an opportunity to replenish their abilities 
with an extended rest. Of course, the Filth King tries 
to slip away if combat begins with the treasure golem, 
gaining a +5 bonus on a Stealth check to do so in the 
middle of the fight.

Treasure Golem (G) Level 14 Solo Brute
Large natural animate (construct) XP 5,000

Initiative +5  Senses Perception +6; darkvision, 

tremorsense 5

HP 700; Bloodied 350; see also berserk attack
AC 26; Fortitude 30, Reflex 24, Will 23

Immune disease, poison

Saving Throws +5

Speed 6; can’t shift

Action Points 2

m Slam (standard; at-will)

 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d10 + 6 damage, and the target  

slides 2 squares or is knocked prone.

r Gleamshard (standard; at-will)  Force
 Ranged 20; +26 vs. AC; 3d6 + 7 force damage, and the 

target slides 2 squares or is knocked prone.

M Double Attack (standard; at-will) 

 The treasure golem makes two basic attacks.

M Berserk Attacks (immediate reaction; usable when damaged 

by an attack while bloodied; at-will)

 The treasure golem makes two basic attacks against  

random targets.

C Hoard Blast (standard; recharge 5 6)

 Close burst 3; +22 vs. Fortitude; 2d10 + 7 damage, and 

prone targets cannot stand until the end of the golem’s 

next turn. Miss: Half damage. Effect: The golem bursts 

into its component pieces, filling the area and gaining 

insubstantial until the start of its next turn, when it 

reappears within 5 squares of its last space.

C Weight of Greed (standard; recharges when first bloodied) 

 Psychic
 Close burst 3; +15 vs. Reflex; 1d10 + 7 psychic damage, 

and the target is dominated until the end of the golem’s 

next turn. Miss: Half damage.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —

Str 22 (+13) Dex 10 (+7) Wis 8 (+6)

Con 25 (+13) Int 3 (+3) Cha 3 (+3)
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T8: VAULT OF 
KNOWLEDGE

Encounter Level 13 (4,000 XP)

Setup

3 archivists (A)
5 bone scribes (B)

The Vault of Knowledge was once a library of Ioun 
hidden beneath the ancient temple in Auger. When 
the city was destroyed, the sages were trapped inside 
and never rescued. They have read the same books 
and the same scrolls for centuries, and now crave only 
fresh information. They’re happy to devour it from the 
PCs’ brains if necessary.
 The Vault used to be full of tomes. Now the series 
of small rooms are completely empty, and every inch 
of wall space is covered with crisscrossing lines of text 
from a multitude of books, all carved into the walls.

Read the following aloud:

When you pry open the door, you see a large stone room. 
It looks like it was once a library, but any books have long 
since rotted away. Instead, the walls are covered with 
thousands of lines of carved text, filling the space. 
 Rising from the ground around the room is a group of 
pale, emaciated creatures. They immediately begin to lurch 
your way. Their fingers are missing any flesh that might 
have once been there, and each fingerbone is sharpened into 
a point.

5 Bone Scribes (B) Level 13 Minion
Medium natural humanoid (undead) XP 200 each

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +11; darkvision

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.

AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 26, Will 24

Immune disease

Speed 7

m Mind Touch (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 +16 vs. Will; 4 psychic damage, and the target takes a  –2 

penalty to Will and is slowed until the end of the bone 

scribe’s next turn. The bone scribe can shift 1 square.

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Str 10 (+10) Dex 14 (+9) Wis 8 (+6)

Con 20 (+11) Int 23 (+12) Cha 19 (+10)

3 Bone Archivists (A) Level 14 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid (undead) XP 1,000 each

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +19; darkvision

HP 109; Bloodied 54

AC 26; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 26

Immune disease; Resist 10 psychic; Vulnerable 5 radiant

Speed 6

m Mind Touch (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 +19 vs. Will; 1d10 + 6 psychic damage, and the target 

takes a –2 penalty to Will and is slowed until the end of the  

bone archivist’s next turn. The bone archivist can shift  

3 squares.

r Siphon Memory (standard; at-will)  Psychic
  Ranged 10; +19 vs. Will; 2d4 + 6 psychic damage, and the 

target can make only basic attacks or use at-will powers 

until the end of the bone archivist’s next turn.

A Knowledge Barrage (standard; encounter)  Psychic
 Area burst 2 within 10; targets enemies; +17 vs. Will;  

3d6 + 6 damage, and the target is dazed (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Str 12 (+8) Dex 15 (+9) Wis 10 (+7)

Con 19 (+12) Int 23 (+13) Cha 20 (+12)

Tactics

Eager for sustenance, the bone scribes move forward 
to attack while the archivists stay around the edges 
of the combat. The bone scribes uses their sharpened 
fingerbones to scrape thoughts from their targets’ 
head, weakening them for the attacks of the archi-
vists. When a scribe uses mind touch or siphon memory, 
memories from their target etch themselves as words 
across the bone scribe’s papyrus-like skin. The archi-
vists target foes struck by the scribes first.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: The room is completely dark, but 
the undead give off a soft glow. This is the equivalent of 
dim light.
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Development

All the original scrolls and books have turned to dust, 
but the contents of the original books are transcribed 
on the wall of the library . . . somewhat. Many of the 
sentences are in no discernable order. As the librar-
ians grew more insane and the walls began to fill up, 
they wrote sentences anywhere they could find room. 
The result can be confusing and time-consuming to 
comprehend.

This room can be useful to PCs hoping to research 
some subject. A researcher gains a +1 bonus to any 
Arcana, History, or Religion skill check made in the 
room for every full hour spent researching here, up to 
a maximum of +5. The check is made at the end of the 
research time. All the text on the walls is in Common.
 In addition, research in this chamber reveals infor-
mation specifically related to the Bitter Glass. Show 
the accounts from Auglos’s journal from the sidebar to 
the players if the characters try to look into communi-
cation devices or the destruction of Auger here.
 No matter what the characters research in this 
room, show them the information in the second 
sidebar. Although originally recorded in a scroll over 
four hundred years ago, this message from a long-ago 
prophet is meant for the characters’ eyes.
 In it, he warns against trusting Telicanthus, urges 
the characters to seek out the Bitter Glass in the ruins 
of Auglos’s tower beneath Telicanthus’s mansion, gives 
clues as to where the tower can be found, and warns 
of a great threat. He also encourages the characters to 
trust Amyria and follow her lead to bring together the 
Coalition. Allow the characters to form their own con-
clusions from the message, but feel free to give them 
some direction through roleplaying or skill checks 
(such as Streetwise to learn of the dwarven Scrollstone 
brothers of Deep Cartography; see page 54).

WRITING ON THE WALLS

“A matrix of blown glass can be formed into a mathemat-

ically perfect sounding chamber, then used to amplify 

magical resonance. In theory, disconnected sheets of 

a similar substance can be attuned to the master. This 

would allow communication at unlimited distance. The 

question is: How can one handle the planar boundary? 

When I began this research in  Nefelus, I never expected 

that this would be a concern…”

“A problem has developed. I need some method for 

shunting away the psychic residue cast off during com-

munication. This seems to be quite toxic. I believe that 

I can redirect it into the Astral Sea, where it should do 

no harm to anyone…”

“The final Glass is more beautiful than I could have hoped. 

My apprentices have outdone themselves. A full 30 feet in 

diameter, it has anchored itself into the very nature of our 

plane, and hangs in space. Our ritual went flawlessly and 

it has taken on a life of its own; as thoughts travel from 

one external pane to another, the Glass shimmers like the 

night sky. It is quite beautiful. It seems to be invulnerable 

from the outside, as I intended, but the same protections 

have not transferred into the interior. This worries me.”

“The interior of the Glass becomes a psychic maelstrom 

if the information flow is not redirected. I have suc-

ceeded in rerouting the rogue energies to the Astral Sea. 

So long as no one is bothered by them, I see no risk; and 

in such a plane, what are the chances that they will be 

discovered? So small as to be infinitesimal...”

“I am making only a few select panes linked to the glass, 

but it would be just as simple to make many. I expect 

that selling these to far-flung allies could make me a rich 

man indeed. I will need to consider it.”

 —from the diaries of Auglos of Nefelus

MESSAGE FROM THE PAST

“You’re watching me. I can see you, but you don’t know 

that. You’re listening to my words even though I’m long 

dead. No, not you! Idiot. You’re just writing down my 

words because you were told to by the old man with a 

beard and a magic glass. I’m talking to the other people, 

the ones reading this on the wall. They know I’m dead. 

Oh yes, dead, mud in my mouth, river arisen! I sing of a 

ship that sails the air, that brings swords and fire. You’ve 

fought it, too, but it’s worse for you. We’re just going to 

die. They’ll kill us all because of what the bearded man 

does, talking through the mirror. They’ll just flood the 

room, and that will solve their problem until he finds it 

again. He’s been looking for it a long time. You think he 

likes you but it’s a lie. There was digging, you see, and 

cleaning, and many false leads. He’ll use it to conquer you 

all, but no one will believe you. You’ll have to prove him a 

liar. They can talk through it, you see. They’ve managed 

to do it, and the armies whisper through the blue dark-

ness in a way that no one else can hear. You’re dead if you 

don’t stop it. Even now they are discussing you. “Distract 

them,” he is told, “this is too important to ruin.” But you 

can. Boy! Boy, I demand a goose! Pluck it and ruin it and 

save yourself if you find the right spot. Look for the old 

tower when no one expects you. It isn’t where they think 

it is. Ask the dwarves if you like, the brothers who dream 

of maps. Because in the days to come SHE will spread 

herself, and none will be safe from HER reach, so you may 

wish to trust the speech of the Bladed Girl. Trust, trust her 

if no one else. If her people do not come together, they 

will certainly be ripped apart. Like my goose? I am so very 

hungry. I could use some tea. Boy!”

 —verbatim account from the recorded visions of 

Graiden Brackenhaus, oracular guest of Seer Auglos of 

Auger, as scribed by Brother Pinnot from the Church 

of Ioun.
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SC2: THE COALITION

Encounter Level 14 (5,000 XP)

Setup

Begin by reading the following:

After meeting Amyria just after dawn at your inn, you’ve 
accompanied her to a building on the University of Sayre’s 
campus. The small lecture hall you’ve entered looks like it 
has previously been used as a place to learn about the more 
esoteric elements of arcane magical theory. A long table 
has been placed in the middle of the room, and most of 
the benches that normally occupy the space pushed to the 
walls. Already seated at the table are six members of the 
Coalition.

If the PCs successfully convinced Odos to attend, 
continue:

Just as Amyria begins to look nervous at Odos’s absence, 
the githzerai walks smoothly into the room—navigating the 
furnishings despite his blindness—and takes a seat nearest 
the door. “Am I late?” he asks with an arched eyebrow.

The goals of the PCs in this skill challenge are clear, 
assuming they continue to follow Amyria’s lead. On 
the way to the event, she outlines what she hopes 
will happen, and begs the PCs’ aid in bringing her 
plans to fruition. At this point, the PCs don’t know 
who they’ll be dealing with, other than Odos, and are 
likely to follow the deva’s lead. If the characters show 
resistance to some portion of Amyria’s plan, feel free 
to adapt to any changes to the meeting. If the PCs see 
fit to add to Amyria’s agenda, she’s eminently open 
to their ideas—she really wants their support, and 
respects their experience and wisdom a great deal. 
She does stress the importance of Coalition sanc-

tioning their activities, however. As she puts it, “No 
government will take you seriously without the Coali-
tion’s backing. You’ll need their support, but that will 
also open doors for you, and enable you to get places 
and see things you wouldn’t have before.” 
 Free-spirited adventurers still might not under-
stand how being part of the Coalition is beneficial, 
but Amyria points out that all the military and 
financial aid represented in the room is vital to coor-
dinating the defense of the world. She also mentions 
that without the Coalition, the githyanki will be able 
to continue picking off individual, strategically impor-
tant cities and areas as they see fit, and that not every 
region is as fortunate as Elsir Vale to have such stal-
wart champions willing to protect its borders.
 Amyria’s goals in the meeting are as follows:

Transfer control of military units under 
command of Coalition members to the Coalition 
council.
Vote on a Coaltion leader.
Vote on the relevance and importance of 
Amyria’s dream, and whether it warrants 
investigation.
Name the Coalition.
Investigate Telicanthus and find the githyanki 
communication hub.

The last goal is Amyria’s most pressing, since it’s 
something immediate she can (hopefully) get the 
Coalition members behind. She knows that without 
a solid goal to pursue, the Coalition runs the risk of 
fracturing before it ever even fully forms.

Why the PCs?

If the PCs ask why they’re included in this meeting, 
Amyria explains that news of their defeat of General 
Zithiruun has spread across the land. In addition, 
Amyria herself has spoken glowingly of the heroes in 
all her individual meetings with the Coalition mem-
bers. The adventurers are considered honored guests 
of Sayre and of the Coalition. They have been sum-
moned (at Amyria’s guidance) as material experts on 
githyanki tactics and motivations, as well as defensive 
strategies to employ against the attackers.

Rules of the Gathering

The Coalition is an open forum, and everyone invited 
can speak freely. But only the seven members of the 
Coalition have a final vote on the body’s actions. An 
idea put forth for a vote must be seconded, then a vote 
will be taken. Simple majority rules. Amyria, as Lord 
Torrance points out, is not given a vote, although all 
the members are interested in what she has to say. 
 In this skill challenge, the PCs can try to work 
toward the success of all five of Amyria’s goals. The 
skill challenge is only considered successful, however, 
if the PCs can convince the Coalition to pursue an 
investigation into the githyanki’s means of commu-
nication. They can do this by winning over any three 
members of the Coalition, other than Kalad (who is 
already on their side). The skill challenge is set up to 
run in a format that encourages the characters to plead 
their case to each member of the Coalition, trying to 
win them over one at a time. Each Coalition member 
responds to different proposals—some of the topics 
interest them greatly, others less so. So in essence, in 
this skill challenge, the PCs are attempting to find 
common ground with three of the members. Failure at 
this ultimate goal results in a challenge failure.
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As such, each Coalition member represents a mini-
skill challenge of complexity 1 within the larger, more 
complex skill challenge. Gaining 4 successes before 3 
failures against a Coalition member brings that NPC 
to the PCs’ side. However, indivudal failures against 
a single Coalition member do not count as failures 
toward the overall skill challenge. Instead, the PCs 
accrue an overall failure only if they fail to win over a 
Coalition member by failing the mini-skill challenge 
targeting that member.
 In addition, as the characters make successes that 
pertain to each of Amyria’s five goals, track those 
successes separately from the successes needed to 
complete the skill challenge (both the challenge at 
large and the one represented by each member). Each 
goal requires three successes to complete, which you’ll 
note totals fifteen successes (three more than the PCs 
need to succeed at the overall skill challenge). In effect, 
even after the PCs have the backing of the Coalition, 
they might still not have pushed their complete agenda 
through. The PCs can continue to argue for their agen-
das after they’ve achieved overall success. Failing the 
skill challenge means the PCs are dismissed, leaving 
some goals potentially unresolved. Finally, failures that 
accrue to accomplish goals after the overall challenge 
is successful do not retroactively cause the skill chal-
lenge to fail.
 As you run the skill challenge, feel free to award 
bonuses to skill checks if the PCs are inventive in 
their arguments or roleplay especially well. In addi-
tion, if the PCs find a creative use for a skill not on 
the list below, feel free to allow them the check (for 
example, using Acrobatics or Athletics to reenact a 
dramatic battle against General Zithiruun).

Convincing the Coalition Level 14
Skill Challenge 5,000 XP

As you find seats on the benches along the walls, the members 
of the Coalition take a moment to consult notes, size each oth-
er up, and otherwise prepare themselves for the proceedings.

The party attempts to convince the Coalition of the wisdom of 

Amyria’s goals.

Complexity 

5 (12 successes before 3 failures; see above)

Primary Skills
Arcana, Bluff, Diplomacy, History, Insight

Secondary Skills
Intimidate, Nature, Perception, Religion

Victory
The party earns the respect of the Coalition and gains their 

approval to act as their agents in the fight against the 

githyanki. Letters to this effect are hastily drawn up for 

each character. Any of Amyria’s goals that are successfully 

completed are likewise acted on.

Defeat
The party does not receive sanctioning to act on the Coalition’s 

behalf at this time. Any other of Amyria’s goals that the 

characters fail to accomplish (see Setup, above) are likewise 

not acted on by the Coalition. The group continues to 

squabble and jockey for power for several more days until 

the leaders leave for their homes. The Coalition is not dead, 

however—it’s start is just delayed, which proves costly (see 

Development, below).

Each of the Coalition members is associated not only with the 

skills that will sway them to the PCs’ side, but also those 

of Amyria’s goals that interest them. When the PCs target 

a member of the Coalition, they should know which skills 

will impact the member, as well as to which of Amyria’s 

goals they’d like to credit any success (with the ultimate 

goal of 12 total successes and three successes for each 

smaller goal). 

For convenience, here are Amyria’s goals once more.

  Transfer Control of Military

  Coalition Leader

  Amyria’s Dream

  Name the Coalition

  Investigate Telicanthus

Arcana (DC 18)

 Transfer Control of Military: The PC makes a compelling 

case for coordinating the efforts of Sayre, the githzerai, 

and other networks controlled by the Coalition in an 

effort to thwart the magic of the githyanki. Specifically 

mentioning the githyanki’s flying ships or their connection 

to red dragons results in a +2 bonus to the check made to 

complete this goal.

 Amyria’s Dream: The PC mentions that the Coalition 

member being addressed must have some knowledge 

that can help interpret Amyria’s dream and help them all 

understand what it means.

 Investigate Telicanthus: The PC brings up the green glass 

device spotted by Odos in the attack at Akma’ad (and 

possibly the same device used by the possessed spy 

Gallia), positing that the master glass merchant might have 

information about these devices, if he’s not responsible for 

their creation.

Bluff (DC 23)

 Coalition Leader: The PC flatters the Coalition member, 

appealing to her ego and suggesting that she could use her 

immense wisdom to help select the appropriate leader for 

the august assembly in the room. (A follow-up free DC 18 

Insight check, not applicable to the challenge, reveals that 

Fariex sees through this attempt but is so amused by the 

attempt that he’s swayed in spite of himself, while Inogo’s 

ego is genuinely moved by this plea.)

 Investigate Telicanthus: The PC exaggerates the threat 

of having a githyanki operating openly in an area near so 

many attacked regions. If a character attempts this check 

against Lord Torrance, it is made with a –2 penalty.

Diplomacy (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military: The PC makes a compelling 

case for coordinating the efforts of all the military groups 

in the room, assuaging concerns about a single individual 

controlling the actions of the united military efforts by 

reminding the Coalition that everyone will still have a 

vote in how the new military structure is utilized. If the 

coordinated efforts of the PCs and city defenders at 

Overlook are mentioned, Kalad speaks up and aids this 

check, giving the PCs a +2 bonus.

 Coalition Leader: In a compelling gesture, the PC 

congratulates all the members of the Coalition for their 

foresight in forming this group, while simultaneously 

indicating that while all in the room are clearly capable 

leaders, someone must have the ability to make a final say 

on matters of import. If the PC mentions Amyria for this 

position, the check is made with a –2 penalty.

 Name the Coalition: The PC mentions that the Coalition 

will gain more respect and be likely to gain more members 
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and support with a name other than “the Coalition.” If the 

PC makes a suggestion for a name, the check is made with 

a +2 bonus.

 Investigate Telicanthus: The PC lays out the case against the 

githyanki noble in a compelling and organized fashion. If 

the characters interrogated the Filth King and the PC brings 

up the information from that interview, the check is made 

with a +2 bonus.

History (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military: The PC references other 

ancient battles in which allies merged their military forces 

to great effect.

 Name the Coalition: The PC makes a compelling historical 

case for the power of names to inspire and engage their 

members. If the PC or PCs are members of an organization 

already and use this as an example of their own success, the 

check is made with a +2 bonus.

Insight (DC 23)

 Transfer Control of Military: With this check, the PC 

recognizes that this goal has the members of the Coalition 

most uneasy, enabling them to better couch their words to 

assuage the members’ fears. Success on this check grants 

the PCs a +5 bonus on the next skill check made in the 

challenge.

 Amyria’s Dream: The PCs recognize that Inogo and Odos 

have a fascination with Amyria’s dream based on common 

ground, as both believe in signs from higher powers. 

This helps the characters better reconcile the differences 

between the two leaders, granting the PCs a +2 bonus on 

the next skill check made in the challenge.

 Investigate Telicanthus: A successful check reveals that 

Lord Torrance is not only nervous about the prospect of 

investigating one of his city’s most prominent citizens—

he’s actually afraid that revealing any dirty laundry in 

Telicanthus’s activities will reflect poorly on his judgment 

as a leader and anger the githyanki, making Sayre a more 

prominent target. He believes that Telicanthus’s presence 

gives Sayre some protection against attack. If this check is 

successful, the PCs can soothe Lord Torrance’s fears. The next 

check made that targets Lord Torrance gains a +5 bonus.

Intimidate (DC 23)

 Transfer Control of Military: The PC bullies Inogo, all but 

calling him a coward for not being willing to risk his city’s 

troops for the greater good.

 Name the Coalition: Shaming the indecisive Deacon, the 

PC calls for action on at least this “one simple task.”

 Coalition Leader: As with the Coalition’s name, the PC 

makes a point of calling out Inogo for being unwilling to 

even agree that a leader is necessary.

Nature (DC 21)

 Amyria’s Dream: The PC calls on Caliandra’s wisdom and 

knowledge of the natural world to aid the characters in 

their interpretation of the dream.

 Name the Coalition: The PC asks if perhaps the name of the 

Coalition could be something that reflects the strength and 

tenacity of the mortal world, calling on Caliandra to use her 

insight to help them find a suitable title.

Perception (DC 23)

 Coalition Leader: The PC recognizes that Kalad, Fariex, 

Inogo, and Odos are not interested in the position—but 

that the other three members are all quite interested in 

becoming the Coalition’s first leader. Success here means 

the PCs can use this knowledge to gain a +2 bonus on the 

next check made against Quelenna, Caliandra, or Lord 

Torrance.

 Amyria’s Dream: The PC notices that the targeted Coalition 

member is especially interested in a particular aspect of 

the dream, and that bringing it up in detail causes that 

individual to react more favorably to the characters on 

this topic. Success means the PCs can use this knowledge 

to gain a +2 bonus on the next check made against the 

Coalition member targeted with this check.

 Investigate Telicanthus: The PC notices that the targeted 

member shares pointed looks with other members of the 

Coalition when Telicanthus’s name is brought up. The PCs 

gain a +2 bonus on the next check made to accomplish this 

goal, if necessary.

Religion (DC 18)

 Transfer Control of Military: The PC simultaneously praises 

the strength of the targeted Coalition member’s military 

might and strength, and asks how he could possibly let so 

many other good people in the world suffer by not lending 

his divine support to the Coalition’s cause.

 Amyria’s Dream: The PC asks the targeted member for 

insight on the dream directly, simultaneously appealing to 

her ego and gaining valuable knowledge in the process.

ODOS
Complexity 

1 (4 successes before 3 failures; see above)

Arcana (DC 18)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Amyria’s Dream

 Investigate Telicanthus

Diplomacy (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Coalition Leader

 Name the Coalition

 Investigate Telicanthus

History (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Name the Coalition

Insight (DC 23)

Insight can only be used twice against Odos, once for each of 

the goals listed below.

 Transfer Control of Military

 Amyria’s Dream

Religion (DC 18)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Amyria’s Dream

FARIEX
Complexity 

1 (4 successes before 3 failures; see above)

Arcana (DC 18)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Amyria’s Dream

 Investigate Telicanthus

Bluff (DC 23)

 Coalition Leader

 Investigate Telicanthus

Diplomacy (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Coalition Leader

 Name the Coalition

 Investigate Telicanthus

Insight (DC 23)

Insight can only be used once against Fariex for the goal listed 

below.

 Transfer Control of Military

Perception (DC 23)

Perception can only be used a total of three times against 

Fariex, once for each of the goals listed below.

 Coalition Leader

 Amyria’s Dream

 Investigate Telicanthus
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LORD TORRANCE
Complexity 

1 (4 successes before 3 failures; see above)

Arcana (DC 18)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Amyria’s Dream

 Investigate Telicanthus

Diplomacy (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Coalition Leader

 Name the Coalition

 Investigate Telicanthus

Insight (DC 23)

Insight can only be used twice against Lord Torrance, once for 

each of the goals listed below.

 Transfer Control of Military

 Investigate Telicanthus

QUELENNA
Complexity 

1 (4 successes before 3 failures; see above)

Diplomacy (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Coalition Leader

 Name the Coalition

 Investigate Telicanthus

History (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Name the Coalition

Insight (DC 23)

Insight can only be used once against Quelenna for the goal 

listed below.

 Transfer Control of Military

Perception (DC 23)

Perception can only be used three times against Quelenna, 

once for each of the goals listed below.

 Coalition Leader

 Amyria’s Dream

 Investigate Telicanthus

CALIANDRA
Complexity 

1 (4 successes before 3 failures; see above)

Diplomacy (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Coalition Leader

 Name the Coalition

 Investigate Telicanthus

History (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Name the Coalition

Insight (DC 23)

Insight can only be used once against Caliandra for the goal 

listed below.

 Transfer Control of Military

Nature (DC 21)

 Amyria’s Dream

 Name the Coalition

INOGO
Complexity 

1 (4 successes before 3 failures; see above)

Bluff (DC 23)

 Coalition Leader

 Investigate Telicanthus

Diplomacy (DC 21)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Coalition Leader

 Name the Coalition

 Investigate Telicanthus

Insight (DC 23)

Insight can only be used twice against Inogo, once for each of 

the goals listed below.

 Transfer Control of Military

 Amyria’s Dream

Intimidate (DC 23)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Name the Coalition

Perception (DC 23)

Perception can only be used a total of three times against 

Inogo, once for each of the goals listed below.

 Coalition Leader

 Amyria’s Dream

 Investigate Telicanthus

Religion (DC 18)

 Transfer Control of Military

 Amyria’s Dream

LUNCH BREAK
After the PCs have been at the skill challenge for a while, have 

someone on the Coalition council call for a break, for lunch 

and to give everyone a chance for air. During this period, 

everyone at the meeting mills about, servants bring in 

refreshments, and most importantly, the PCs have a chance 

to do some casual lobbying on behalf of their agendas.

Bluff (DC 23)
Fariex breaks out a Three-Dragon Ante deck and asks if anyone 

is up for a quick game. The (apparently) human Fariex is a 

dazzling cardshark, with a range of complex shuffles and 

card tricks up his sleeve. But he’s also an honest gambler. A 

successful check means the PC manages to win the game 

(one way or the other), walk away with 50 gp, and a +5 

bonus on the next check made to influence Fariex.

Endurance (DC 21)
 Odos pulls forth a flask of a potent githzerai liquor called 

fekk. He takes a sip, grimaces quickly, and shows a flash 

of a rare smile. If a characters shows any curiosity about 

the beverage, Odos offers a sip. A successful check means 

the character takes the offered sip of the potent, bizarrely 

flavored alcohol without undue effect, gaining a +5 bonus 

on the next check to influence Odos.

Heal (DC 18)
 The PC overhears Caliandra speaking about one of 

her grandsons, who has been suffering from a peculiar 

illness of the lungs. Based solely on the descriptions of 

the symptoms, the PC successfully diagnoses the illness, 

and, most importantly, convinces Caliandra she’s correct, 

earning a success toward winning Caliandra over and a 

success against any goal on Caliandra’s list (see above) of 

the PC’s choice.

Stealth (DC 23)
 The PC notices Lord Torrance and Quelenna in the corner 

in a heated discussion, and manages to sidle close enough 

to eavesdrop without being noticed. The character’s 

knowledge from a successful check results in a +5 bonus 

on the next check made against either Lord Torrance or 

Quelenna in the skill challenge.

Religion (DC 18)
 Inogo stands mostly alone during the break, sipping a 

drink and observing the rest of the room with a neutral 

expression. With a successful check, the PC engages Inogo 

in conversation about the one topic that always draws him 

out: Erathis. Success also earns a modicum of respect from 

the quiet priest, and +5 bonus on the next check made to 

influence him.
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Development

This is a complex and difficult skill challenge, and it’s 
very likely the PCs do not accomplish all of Amyria’s 
goals here. But success overall does get them Coali-
tion sanctioning for their future activities in Sayre 
and elsewhere, provided they’re on Coalition business 
at the time. Success and failure for each individual 
goal results in varied action by the Coalition.
 Transfer Control of Military: If successful, the 
Coalition votes 5–2 in favor of this motion, led by Kalad 
and seconded by Fariex. Inogo and Lord Torrance are 
the only two who hold out against this prospect. On 
Amyria’s suggestion, however, Kalad is named the Coali-
tion’s general, which soothes Inogo a great deal. If the 
PCs fail, not all is lost. The Coalition votes 4–3 against 
the motion (Kalad, Fariex, and Quelenna are the three 
ayes). In one week’s time, the PCs hear of three more 
towns razed to the ground by githyanki invaders, total-
ing almost 11,000 dead. All three were towns near 
Sherrbyr, and Inogo changes his vote in an emergency 
meeting. Kalad is named the Coalition’s general.
 Coalition Leader: If successful, Lord Torrance 
immediately moves that only a sitting member of the 
Coalition can be considered, seconded by Quelenna. 
This motion is passed with a 6–1 vote, Kalad being 
the only dissenter as he grumbles loudly that the clear 
choice for leadership is Amyria. For her part, the deva 
shows no emotion other than pleasure that another of 
her goals has been met. The characters and Amyria are 
asked to leave the room, and after a heated, hour-long 
debate, the new leader of the Coalition is announced as 
Lord Divian Torrance. Failure means the Coalition has 
no central leadership, and in a remarkable move, Kalad 
announces immediately that he is withdrawing from 
the group, apologizing tearfully to Amyria. “Without a 
leader, we’re a headless, bickering bunch,” he says. “I’ll 

see to the defense of the Vale, and you can come collect 
me from Overlook when you’ve pulled your heads from 
the sand.” Less than a week later, the city of Civiron, a 
sister city to Sayre, is burned to the ground, 5,000 are 
killed, and the Coalition elects Lord Torrance as its 
leader, then sends an emissary to bring Kalad back.
 Amyria’s Dream: Success on this goal means the 
Coalition votes unanimously to take Amyria’s dream, 
and the threat it represents, seriously. Inogo and Odos 
find common ground here, and unearth a grudging 
respect for one another. The characters can make DC 
23 Religion and Insight checks to try and decipher the 
dream, or aid members of the Coalition in their efforts 
(assume their checks are made with a +10 bonus). Suc-
cess indicates that the Coalition agrees to let Amyria 
lead the way on this issue, giving her the ability to coor-
dinate efforts to root out the “spider” of Sayre. Even if the 
PCs failed at the overall skill challenge, but succeeded 
on this goal, Amyria’s sanctioning by the Coalition gives 
the PCs the ability to act on her behalf, and she imme-
diately engages them to help her in these efforts. Failure 
here changes almost nothing, although it means that if 
Amyria and the PCs act on the dream, they do so at risk 
of the Coalition’s—and Lord Torrance’s—wrath.
 Name the Coalition: Success means the Coali-
tion votes unanimously to give the group an actual 
name. Feel free to throw out as many ideas—serious 
and ridiculous—as you like. The PCs can participate 
and make DC 18 Diplomacy checks to champion 
their choices. If this happens, the first PC to achieve 
three successes convinces the Coalition to vote on 
his or her name choice. Amyria favors something 
dramatic and themed along the lines of her deity, 
such as the Platinum Shield Coalition or the Order 
of Heaven’s Fang. Failure means only that the Coali-
tion continues with their current neutral identity, but 

within a week, Caliandra leaves the group, citing her 
lack of faith in the group’s ability to accomplish “any-
thing of significance.” Three days later, she is back, 
tearfully recounting the slaughter of five of the tribes 
(nearly 1,000 warriors and their families) under her 
leadership at the hands of githyanki strike teams.
 Investigate Telicanthus: If the PCs successfully con-
vince the Coalition to investigate the githyanki merchant, 
Amyria is tasked with overseeing the investigation. This 
means, as described under Amyria’s Dream, that even 
if the characters fail the overall skill challenge and do 
not receive the Coalition’s sanction for future missions, 
they will be asked by Amyria to look into the githyanki’s 
activities. Failure at this goal also changes little. Amyria 
still wants to know if Telicanthus represents her spider. 
Personally, having asked around about the merchant, she 
feels he’s little more than a fop, but might be providing 
sanctuary to other githyanki or their agents. 

What it Means to Succeed

The PCs have the Coalition’s blessing, and they are 
each provided with papers, which they can choose to 
carry or not, that give the bearer the authority to act 
on behalf of the new organization. This, of course, car-
ries more weight if the characters succeed in more of 
Amyria’s goals. At the very least, Lord Torrance’s name 
on the papers might give the PCs inroads in Sayre.

What it Means to Fail

Failing the overall skill challenge means the Coalition 
might adopt one or more of Amyria’s goals, but the 
respective leaders leave Sayre in three days for their 
homes. A week later, attacks against Caliandra’s tribes, 
several villages near Sherrbyr, and several communi-
ties on Fariex’s trade routes are attacked by githyanki. 
Over 40,000 civilians are killed, and the Coalition 
quickly reforms with more resolve than before.
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SC3: TELICANTHUS’S
TEA PARTY

Encounter Level 12 (1,400 XP)

Setup

This skill challenge should be as drawn out as you 
feel your group would prefer. Some will want to get 
straight to the skill checks. Some will want to linger 
with the other guests and catch up on city gossip. 

The tea party takes place in areas M1 through M9 
(see pages 66–68 for complete descriptions of these 
areas). All other doors are closed. These doors are not 
locked unless listed as such in their descriptions.
 When the PCs settle into the task of actually dig-
ging around, looking into Telicanthus’s contacts and 
his home, the skill challenge starts. Begin by reading 
the following:

You’ve just walked into one of the most magnificent homes 
you’ve ever seen. Ornate stained glass fills almost every 
window, and expensive furnishings decorate the space. 
The lord of the house—the githyanki Telicanthus—is there 
to greet you, hands outstretched. “Welcome to my humble 
home! Please, feel free to enjoy the house and meet my 
other guests.”

In this skill challenge, the already suspicious char-
acters take the opportunity afforded by Telicanthus’s 
invitation to learn more about the githyanki’s activi-
ties in Sayre.

Telicanthus’s Tea Party Level 12
Skill Challenge 1,400 XP

You’ ve been invited to the home of Sayre’s most prominent—
and notorious—citizen. Now that you’re in his home, you 
have the chance to rub shoulders with some of the city’s most 
sophisticated guests, and dig up some dirt on Telicanthus in 
the process.

The party attempts to find out what, if anything, Telicanthus is 

up to.

Complexity
2 (6 successes before 3 failures)

Primary Skills
Bluff, Diplomacy, Dungeoneering, Stealth

Secondary Skills
Heal, Insight, Thievery

Victory
The party learns about the excavation under Telicanthus’s 

home, and learns how Telicanthus accesses this portion of 

the Sayre undercity.

Defeat
The party doesn’t know anything about the excavation, but 

learns the next morning from Amyria about suspicious 

activity and the remote sounds of digging near the back of 

the mansion. Telicanthus learns that Amyria suspects him, 

and has alerted the githyanki workers in the excavation 

site. They post guards and cannot be caught unawares in 

encounters U4 or U5.

Bluff 
DC 10 A successful check indicates the character spots 

General Taramin standing alone in the portrait gallery, 

casually examining Telicanthus’s family tree. Engaging in 

meaningless small talk, the character learns that General 

Taramin was asked, as a personal favor, to leave his watch 

patrols away from the mansion, since their presence was “a 

distraction to my work.”

Diplomacy 

DC 21 The character happens on Lord and Lady Torrance in 

the Tea Room. With a successful check, the PC manages 

through veiled language to convince Lord Torrance that 

the adventurers will use discretion in their investigation. 

Assured of their capabilities, Lord Torrance gives a hint of 

a nod in the direction of Pennel, who is openly staring the 

character down from across the room. When Lord Torrance 

sees the PC notice Pennel, he gives a slight nod and moves 

away. A successful DC 15 Insight check indicates the PC 

knows that he should investigate Pennel further, perhaps in 

his chambers in the mansion.

Dungeoneering
DC 16 The character notices that, near the back of the house 

on the ground floor, the floor feels extra creaky, indicating 

something is happening near the foundation at that back 

portion of the property.

Stealth 

DC 21 With a successful Stealth check, the character is able 

to slip away and investigate one room not part of the 

normal tea party (areas M10 to M20). See pages 68–69 for 

descriptions of these areas and what a character can find 

in them.

Heal 
DC 10 The PC comes across the nearly deaf Baranor the 

Black sitting alone in a chair in the Great Hall. His face is 

contorted in a grimace of discomfort as he rubs his left 

knee. A successful check allows a PC to diagnose the 

problem with Baranor’s knee and prescribe an effective 

herbal remedy. 

 In his gratitude, he rambles on about his days as an 

adventurer, comparing his benefactor to his old cleric friend 

“Goldie.” The real information Baranor provides is when he 

mentions the “earthquake” he felt a few nights back, and 

the few nights before that. He tells the PC he’s complained 

to Lord Torrance, but neither he nor anyone else has felt 

them. The tremors were side effects of the excavations 

under Telicanthus’s mansion. The deaf ex-adventurer felt 

them because he was able to ignore the distraction of his 

hearing. Based on his description, the PC can learn that the 

origin of the tremor was behind the mansion.

Insight
DC 16 The PC spots Archdean Grimaldi in a conversation 

with Telicanthus. The Archdean is agitated and asking 

something about food storage in the city. A successful check 

reveals that Telicanthus is surreptitiously looking around 

to see if anyone is paying attention to the conversation, 

and reassuring the Archdean at the same time. The 

Archdean concludes the exchange by looking pointedly 

at Telicanthus’s kitchen and stores before walking off, 

seemingly pacified.

Thievery
DC 21 The PC spots Pennel pocket the key to his office. A 

successful check allows the character to snag the key out of 

Pennel’s pocket as he passes by on an errand.
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Development

Success at the skill challenge means the PCs should 
be clearly pointed to investigate Telicanthus’s office. 
Slipping away isn’t a problem. Once there, they 
should discover area M13 and the secret stairway to 
the excavation.
 If the PCs are openly hostile to Telicanthus or 
question him about excavations, he lies smoothly, 
claiming that his “respected neighbor must be con-
fused,” if they bring up Baranor’s comments. Lord 
Torrance is mortified and pulls the adventurers aside 
to ask them to leave. Telicanthus intercedes on their 
behalf, however, insisting they stay. He grandly states 
that he’s “used to such suspicions because of the sins 
of his poor, deluded fellow githyanki,” and that “he 
only hopes he can prove to the Heroes of Elsir Vale 
that he is unlike those creatures who seek to conquer 
and destroy.” He’s quite convincing in his denials, 
and short of attacking the githyanki, the PCs are left 
with little option other than find another way (such 
as by finding the Bitter Glass) to expose the powerful 
merchant.
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U4: SLEEPING GITHYANKI

Encounter Level 13 (4,000 XP)

Setup

4 githyanki warriors (W)
Githyanki mindslicer (M)

Telicanthus has three different groups of githyanki per-
forming rituals inside of the Bitter Glass, as the ritual 
needs to occur continuously. This particular group of 
githyanki, unless they have a reason to expect danger 
(such as if the PCs failed the Telicanthus’s Tea Party 
skill challenge), have not bothered to post a guard and 
can be easily surprised by a stealthy party. 

The githyanki do their best to avoid being captured. 
Three of the githyanki warriors are sleeping when 
the characters arrive if they’re not expecting trouble. 
They’re not wearing armor (resulting in an AC of 20) 
and their weapons are lying near their bedrolls.
 The mindslicer and another warrior are awake but 
fatigued, lost in their own thoughts. It is possible that 
the PCs will not notice the mindslicer immediately.

Read the following aloud:

You hear the faint sounds of breathing. The narrow tunnels 
open up into a larger intersection ahead, and you can see 
several shapes in the near darkness.

Allow the githyanki a Perception check to detect the 
approaching PCs, opposed by the characters’ Stealth 
checks. Give all the characters a +5 bonus on their 
Stealth checks unless the githyanki are on alert. If the 
PCs are carrying open light sources, the githyanki get 
a +5 bonus on Perception checks to detect them.

Githyanki Mindslicer (M) Level 13 Artillery (Leader)
Medium natural humanoid XP 800

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Arcana +14, History +11, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, silver longsword

4 Githyanki Warriors (W) Level 12 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 700 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +12

HP 118; Bloodied 59

AC 28 (or 20 without armor); Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +17 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d6 psychic damage, 

plus an extra 3d6 psychic damage if the target is 

immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; sustain minor; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +9, Insight +12

Str 21 (+11) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 12 (+7) Cha 13 (+7)

Equipment plate armor, silver greatsword

Tactics

The mindslicer leads with a psychic barrage. They 
githyanki fight defensively, trying to back toward area 
U5. If the fight goes poorly, the githyanki split into a dif-
ferent tunnels, hoping to separate the PCs. The warriors 
fight to the death, but see Development.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: A shuttered lantern provides a dim 
light in this otherwise pitch black area.
 Rubble: The tunnels are scattered with discarded 
pick axes and chunks of rubble.

Development

If the PCs are routing the warriors, the mindslicer tries 
to alert the githyanki at area U5. Two come and help, 
Kle’th alerts the githyanki in area U11, and the others 
defend the tower entrance at area U5. If Telicanthus is 
still alive, he is magically alerted by Kle’th.
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U5: LEISURE TIME

Encounter Level 12 (3,700 XP)

Setup

3 githyanki warriors (W)
Githyanki mindslicer (M)
Kle’th, githyanki mindslicer (K)

These githyanki have recently completed their shift 
performing the ritual of the Bitter Glass. Still shaking 
somewhat from the psychic emanations they have 
successfully channeled and calmed, they are having 
a few drinks before they sleep. The five githyanki sit 
around a fire at the base of the shattered tower, dis-
cussing their boredom and Telicanthus’s plan.
 One of the githyanki looks considerably older than 
the others. This is Kle’th, the mindslicer sage who 
first learned of the existence of the Bitter Glass and 
who led the team in reconstructing it from ancient 
notes. He does not have the same warrior mindset 
that most githyanki have. He is a scholar at heart and 
would prefer to be in an astral library rather than a 
dark tunnel.

If the PCs approach undetected, read the following:

Firelight plays across the rough dirt and stone excavation. 
You hear the sound of voices ahead. Next to the remains 
of a shattered stone tower, you see five githyanki sitting 
around a fire and passing a bottle back and forth.
 “How many more months?” asks an older one. 
 “Until this world is claimed,” another one answers. “It 
won’t be long.”

If the githyanki have been warned of the adven-
turers’ approach, read the following:

Firelight plays across the rough dirt and stone excavation. 
Several alert githyanki stand staring into the tunnel, and 
they give a shout of alarm when they see you approach.

Kle’th, Githyanki Mindslicer (K) Level 13 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid XP 800

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; Kle’th or an ally within range can fly up to 5 

squares.

A Unstable Balance (standard; encounter)

 Area burst 3 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 2d6 + 3 damage, and 

the target is knocked prone.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic

 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Arcana +19, History +16, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, silver longsword, communication glass 

linked to Telicanthus

Tactics

Once alerted, Kle’th tries to knock attackers prone 
before f leeing to warn Telicanthus and the githyanki 
performing the ritual inside the Bitter Glass. The 
other githyanki attack to the best of their ability, the 
mindslicer leading with psychic barrage as the warriors 
concentrate on one target at a time.

Githyanki Level 13 Artillery (Leader)
Mindslicer (M) 
Medium natural humanoid XP 800

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Arcana +14, History +11, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, silver longsword

3 Githyanki Warriors (W) Level 12 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 700 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +12

HP 118; Bloodied 59

AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +17 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d6 psychic damage, 

plus an extra 3d6 psychic damage if the target is 

immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; sustain minor; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +9, Insight +12

Str 21 (+11) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 12 (+7) Cha 13 (+7)

Equipment plate armor, silver greatsword
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Features of the Area

Illumination: A small campfire illuminates the 
otherwise black tunnel, providing dim light.
 Buildings: The remains of a wizard’s tower, black-
ened and broken by ancient dragonfire, dominates 
the cave. The tunnel ceiling arches to over 15 feet (3 
squares) high in this area.
 Rubble: Piles of dirt and stone litter the area, cre-
ating squares of difficult terrain.

Development

If these githyanki have been alerted by the fighting in 
the tunnels, they are not sitting quietly. Two warriors 
have come to aid the sleeping githyanki in area U4, 
the third warrior and mindslicer defend this tower 
entrance, and Kle’th descends to the Bitter Glass 
warn the other githyanki. Kle’th also notifies Telican-
thus using his communication glass.
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U10: INSIDE THE GLASS

Encounter Level 12 (3,900 XP)

Setup

3 githyanki warriors (W)
Githyanki mindslicer (M)
Bitter Glass

The Bitter Glass is a 30-foot-diameter hollow sphere 
of blue stained glass. A glass bridge without rail-
ings spans the interior and provides a place to stand 
without touching the psionically charged walls of the 
sphere itself. This rebuilt version of the Bitter Glass is 
somewhat crude compared to the long-ago destroyed 
original, but Kle’th and Telicanthus have created 
a version that functions well enough to satisfy the 
githyanki’s need for instant communication. 
 For the sphere to transmit communication, a con-
stant ritual must be performed by creatures inside the 
sphere itself. Telicanthus has had teams of githyanki 
performing this ritual for months. The teams are both 
bored and exhausted, but they know that ceasing this 
ritual, even for a few seconds, creates a psychic backlash 
that can injure anyone inside the sphere (see below). 
They tell themselves that their actions are essential for 
their race’s eventual success in conquering the mortal 
realm, and they have resigned themselves to the tedium. 
A fight against intruders is a welcome respite.
 The Bitter Glass works as an effective commu-
nication device due to the ritual that Kle’th and his 
assistants have been performing in it around the 
clock. When the PCs attack and disrupt that ritual, it 
reverts to its old and imperfect functioning. Anyone 
near the globe is subjected to a babble of loud voices 
coming from all around them, echoing off the walls 
and disrupting concentration (see below).

When the PCs enter, read:

The door fades away when you touch it, and you’re looking 
into a sphere full of blue light. Four githyanki stand on a 
narrow glass bridge, chanting as they obviously perform a 
ritual; their voices echoing strangely in the space. Psychic 
energy courses up and down the walls as they see you and 
their chanting halts for a second.

As soon as the ritual is disrupted, the Bitter Glass 
attacks as well (see below). The characters can make 
an Arcana check as soon as the Bitter Glass has 
attacked once, allowing the characters to know how 
to circumvent the damage from the device.
 Arcana DC 23: The psychic effect bombarding 
the room is emanating from the sphere itself. It can be 
suppressed temporarily with another Arcana check.

Githyanki Mindslicer (M) Level 13 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid XP 800

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24 (34 against the Bitter 

Glass)

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Arcana +14, History +11, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, silver longsword

3 Githyanki Warriors (W) Level 12 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 700 each

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +12

HP 118; Bloodied 59

AC 28; Fortitude 25, Reflex 23, Will 22 (32 against the Bitter 

Glass)

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +17 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d6 psychic damage, plus 

an extra 3d6 psychic damage if the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; sustain minor; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills History +9, Insight +12

Str 21 (+11) Dex 17 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 12 (+7) Cha 13 (+7)

Equipment robes, silver greatsword

Tactics

The githyanki are unable to maintain the ritual 
while fighting, so they do their best to end the fight 
quickly. They work to bullrush PCs inside the sphere 
off the pathway, ganging up on one member at a time 
and dropping them before moving on to the next. 
While they fight, the psychic energy in the globe 
begins to take its toll on everyone in the chamber. 
The githyanki are somewhat resistant to the psychic 
backlash of the Bitter Glass. They receive a +10 bonus 
to their Will defense against attacks from the glass, as 
noted in their statistics.
 All four githyanki (and Kle’th if present) do 
not hesitate to move out of the sphere to try and 
keep characters outside, especially if the PCs show 
intentions of attacking the sphere with the goal of 
destroying it. Any creature who does attack the inside 
of the sphere, which can be done only while inside 
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it or in one of the squares adjacent to one of the two 
portals into the Bitter Glass, becomes the immediate 
focus of the githyanki’s attacks.

Bitter Glass Level 14 Blaster
Hazard 1,000 XP

As the githyanki are forced to cease their ritual, a babbling 
backlash of psychic energy attacks your mind, causing an im-
mediate and intense pain.

Initiative +12

Trigger
 As soon as one githyanki stops performing the ritual, the 

Bitter Glass rolls initiative.

Special: A creature that touches the Bitter Glass’s walls is 

subject to the attack, but is that attack’s only target.

Attack
Standard Action Close burst 10 (centered in the  

   center of the sphere)

Targets: Each creature in burst

Attack: +18 vs. Will

Hit: 2d8 + 5 damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save 

ends), and the target is dazed until the end of the Bitter 

Glass’s next turn. 

Miss: Half damage.

Countermeasures
 Arcana DC 21 (Standard Action) The character suppresses 

the glass’s attack until the start of his or her next turn. 

However, each consecutive round this action is taken, the 

DC increases by 2.

 Dealing 200 points of damage to the inside of the Bitter 

Glass damages the panes of glass enough to shatter 

the inside of the device and render it permanently 

inoperable. Realizing that this is the only way to stop the 

psychic emanations of the glass requires a DC 23 Arcana 

check (a free action). The Bitter Glass’s interior has AC 

28, Fortitude 26, Reflex 24, Will 26, and is vulnerable 10 

thunder.

Features of the Area

 Illumination: Bright deep blue light, coming from 
the glowing stained glass sphere itself.
 Bitter Glass Portals: The portals leading into 
the Bitter Glass open automatically when a creature 
stands adjacent to them. Otherwise, they remain 
closed. They can also be mentally commanded to 
close (a free action) by a creature adjacent to a portal, 
something the githyanki make sure to do while 
defending the sphere.
 Bitter Glass Surface: The sloped sides of the 
sphere are rough, requiring DC 20 Athletics checks 
to climb.
 Walkway: The glass bridge through the Bitter 
Glass is 2 squares wide and 6 squares long, sus-
pended 15 feet above the bottom of the sphere. It 
lacks a railing.

Development

If Kle’th f led from area U5, he is also encountered 
here. He fights to the death at the Bitter Glass, unwill-
ing to give up his life’s greatest work for anything.
 When the glass is destroyed, one final pulse of 
psychic energy surges through the chamber. The 
pulse doesn’t deal any damage, but each character 
can feel some portion of his or her thoughts carried 
away by the energy. A DC 23 Arcana check reveals 
that each PC has had some portion of his or thoughts 
ripped into the Astral Sea, where some creature or 
another might find it. Feel free to use this in a future 
adventure, as you see fit. After all, what are the odds 
some creature finds the residue of a single creature’s 
thoughts in the vastness of the Astral Sea?
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Z1: EXPOSING 
TELICANTHUS

Encounter Level 16 (7,100 XP)

Setup

Telicanthus
Pennel
2 githyanki mindslicers
4 githyanki myrmidons

This encounter occurs wherever the PCs decide to 
confront Telicanthus and his secretary Pennel. Teli-
canthus is an active adversary who is careful not to 
get in a fight anywhere where doing so would tarnish 
his public image. For that reason, he is more likely to 
retreat from a fight in public, particularly if he can 
later pin any property damage on the heroes to get 
them arrested or exiled from the city.
 This changes if the Bitter Glass has been 
destroyed. Once that happens, Telicanthus has no 
more reason to keep up his front, and will doubtlessly 
attempt to take his revenge on the characters. When 
Telicanthus finally decides to remove the heroes from 
action, he and his secretary Pennel attack. 
 At heart, however, Telicanthus is overconfident. 
While he tries not to let it show, he believes that he 
is a superior creature, and that he does his enemies a 
favor by gracing them with his presence. Even while 
being attacked, he quietly congratulates himself for 
allowing the PCs to fight a foe of his caliber. This 
would make him insufferable if his true attitude were 
known, so he carefully conceals it when dealing with 
the people of Sayre. His ego comes through when he 
is angry, however, which is the case if the Bitter Glass 
is destroyed.

 Telicanthus’s secretary Pennel is a very different 
sort of person. Pennel is human and appears as bland 
as dishwater: neat pale clothing, pale hair, pale eyes, 
extremely efficient, eidetic memory, and no talent 
for small talk. Under Telicanthus’s employment and 
careful psychic grooming, his natural sociopathic ten-
dencies have been honed to a wicked edge.
 When the PCs decide to confront Telicanthus, it’s 
likely to be at his mansion. But feel free to allow them 
to find the githyanki anywhere in the city that they 
choose. With the evidence they have (the Filth King’s 
confession, the Bitter Glass beneath his home, and the 
many githyanki clearly in his employ), they do so with 
the blessing of Lord Torrance and the Coalition. The 
governor accompanies the characters to confront Teli-
canthus with a squad of four city militia, but they stay 
out of any ensuing conflict.
 The characters have some time before confront-
ing Telicanthus—at least enough for an extended 
rest. If they wait more than 24 hours before seeking 
him out, however, he sends Pennel to murder sev-
eral prominent citizens in the city before f leeing. In 
that case, the characters find nothing but a burning 
mansion when they seek out the githyanki with their 
accusations.

Telicanthus Level 16 Elite Controller (Leader)
Medium natural humanoid, githyanki XP 2,800

Initiative +13 Senses Perception +11

Deathless Fanaticism aura 5; when a lower-level ally within 

the aura is reduced to 0 hit points, it dies if damaged again 

or at the end of its next turn—whichever comes first.

HP 308; Bloodied 154

AC 30; Fortitude 27, Reflex 28, Will 30

Saving Throws +2; +4 against charm and fear effects

Speed 6, fly 6 (clumsy)

Action Points 1

m/r Mindhammer (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Reach 2 or Ranged 10; +20 vs. Will; 2d8 + 7 psychic 

damage, and the target is slowed until the end of 

Telecanthus’s next turn and pushed 2 squares.

M/R Double Hammering (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Telicanthus makes two mindhammer attacks.

M Force Switch (standard; recharge 5 6 )  Force
 Reach 4; targets two creatures; + 20 vs. Fortitude; 

2d10 + 5 force damage, and the targets switch places. 

Telicanthus’s allies take no damage from this attack.

M Suffering Ties (standard; encounter)  Psychic
 +20 vs. Fortitude; 1d10 + 7 psychic damage, and until the 

start of Telicanthus’s next turn, attacks that hit Telicanthus 

deal half damage to Telicanthus and half to the target. 

Nondamaging effects such attacks impose affect the target 

instead. Any healing the target gains is halved between the 

target and Telicanthus.

C Binding Suggestions (standard; recharge 6 after being first 

bloodied)  Psychic
 Close burst 2; targets enemies; +18 vs. Will; the target 

is dazed (save ends). Each turn the target starts dazed, 

Telecanthus can make a secondary attack against that 

target. 

 Secondary Attack: +20 vs. Will; the target takes 7 psychic 

damage and is dominated (save ends). Miss: The target 

takes 2d6 + 7 psychic damage.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Bluff +23, Diplomacy +23, Insight +17

Str 12 (+9) Dex 17 (+11) Wis 18 (+12)

Con 18 (+12) Int 21 (+13) Cha 24 (+15)

Equipment robes
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Pennel Level 14 Elite Soldier
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 2,000

Initiative +15 Senses Perception +17

HP 276; Bloodied 138

AC 30; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 26

Saving Throws +2

Speed 6

Action Points 1

m Crystal Dagger (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +21 vs. AC; 3d4 + 8 psychic damage, and the target is 

marked until the end of Pennel’s next turn.

r Crystal Strands (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 Ranged 10; +19 vs. Reflex; 3d4 + 7 damage, and the target 

is pulled 3 squares.

M/R Crystal Bloom (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 Pennel makes two basic attacks.

M/R Cut Off (immediate interrupt; usable when a target Pennel 

has marked leaves a square adjacent to Pennel or enters a 

square adjacent to Telicanthus; at-will)

 Pennel can make a basic attack against the target. If the 

attack hits, the target’s movement ends.

C Crystal Shards (standard; recharges when first bloodied)  

Psychic
 Close burst 3; +18 vs. Reflex. 2d4 + 7 psychic damage, and 

the target is immobilized (save ends). Miss: Half damage, 

and the target is slowed until the end of Pennel’s next turn.

Psychic Redirection (immediate interrupt; useable when an 

attack hits Telicanthus; at-will)

 Pennel redirects the triggering attack to himself.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Acrobatics +18, Insight +17, Stealth +18, Thievery +18

Str 15 (+12) Dex 23 (+13) Wis 20 (+12)

Con 18 (+11) Int 17 (+10) Cha 12 (+8)

Equipment robes, crystal dagger, schedule book

2 Githyanki Mindslicers Level 13 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid XP 800 each

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +12

HP 98; Bloodied 49

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 24 (34 against the Bitter 

Glass)

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 6; see also telekinetic leap
m Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d8 + 2 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +16 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki mindslicer or an ally within range 

can fly up to 5 squares.

A Psychic Barrage (standard; recharge 6 )  Psychic
 Area burst 1 within 20; +16 vs. Will; 1d6 + 3 psychic 

damage, and ongoing 5 psychic damage (save ends), and 

the target can’t use daily or encounter powers (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Arcana +14, History +11, Insight +12

Str 14 (+8) Dex 16 (+9) Wis 12 (+7)

Con 14 (+8) Int 17 (+9) Cha 11 (+6)

Equipment robes, silver longsword

4 Githyanki Myrmidons  Level 12 Minion
Medium natural humanoid XP 175 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 28; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 24

Speed 5
m Silver Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 7 damage, plus an extra 5 psychic damage if 

the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common,  

   Deep Speech

Str 16 (+9) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 12 (+7) Int 12 (+7) Cha 10 (+6)

Equipment chainmail, silver short sword

Tactics

Pennel absorbs as much damage as possible for Teli-
canthus until his master decides to escape; once he 
does, Pennel attempts to slow and delay the attackers 
while Telicanthus f lees for his life. Pennel gladly gives 
his life if it means that Telicanthus is able to reach 
safety.
 Telicanthus will not fight if doing so might harm 
his reputation and social status. Once he joins a 
combat, he uses every power possible to confuse and 
annoy his opponents. He would much rather humili-
ate someone than hurt them. Once he is bloodied, he 
focuses on f leeing the scene and extracting vengeance 
at a later date. Telicanthus has no problems whatso-
ever with sacrificing Pennel. 
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APPENDIX I: 
NEW MONSTERS

For more on githyanki, see Monster Manual, page 128.

Githyanki Lancer

Githyanki lancers are specially trained githyanki who 
ride war-dragons into combat. From dragon-back, they 
use force lance to skewer any foe who opposes them.

Githyanki Lancers (G) Level 14 Skirmisher
Medium natural humanoid XP 1,000 each

Initiative +15 Senses Perception +10

HP 134; Bloodied 67

AC 28; Fortitude 26, Reflex 26, Will 25

Saving Throws +2 against charm effects

Speed 5; also see telekinetic tether
m Psychic Lance (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Reach 2; +19 vs. AC; 2d10 + 5 psychic damage, and if the 

githyanki lancer charged, the target is pushed 2 squares.

M Silver Longsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 1d8 + 5 damage plus 1d8 psychic damage, and 

the githyanki lancer or its mount can shift 1 square.

R Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Will; 2d8 + 5 psychic damage.

Telekinetic Tether (move or immediate reaction when falling; 

encounter)

 The githyanki lancer can fly up to 10 squares, fly back to 

its mount’s saddle, or fall to the ground without taking 

falling damage.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Acrobatics +16

Str 19 (+11) Dex 18 (+11) Wis 16 (+10)

Con 14 (+9) Int 15 (+9) Cha 11 (+7)

Equipment scale armor, silver longsword

Githyanki Lancer Tactics

A githyanki lancer prefers to fly into battle on its 
mount, charging with psychic lance to keep foes off 
 balance and out of retaliating range so the githyanki 
can more easily skirmish. The lancer does not dismount 
until the battle is clearly over or forced to do so. In the 

latter case, telekinetic tether might keep the lancer in the 
saddle or at least see it safely to the ground. A githyanki 
lancer uses mindslice while its mount is maneuvering or 
its foes are otherwise out of reach.

Githyanki Captain

Githyanki captains lead vast numbers of warriors and 
myrmidons into battle.

Githyanki Captain Level 13 Elite Soldier (Leader)
Medium natural humanoid XP 1,600

Initiative +11 Senses Perception +10

HP 256; Bloodied 128

AC 29; Fortitude 26, Reflex 25, Will 25

Saving Throws +2, +4 against charm effects

Speed 5; also see astral engagement and telekinetic leap
Action Points 1
m Silver Greatsword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 1d10 + 6 damage plus 1d10 psychic damage, 

plus an extra 2d10 psychic damage against an immobilized 

target.

r Mindhook (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage, and the 

githyanki captain or an ally of the captain’s choice marks 

the target (save ends).

M/R Double Attack (standard; at-will)

 The githyanki captain makes two basic attacks.

R Telekinetic Leap (move; encounter)

 Ranged 10; the githyanki captain or an ally within range 

can fly up to 8 squares.

C Psychic Upheaval (standard; recharges when first bloodied) 

 Psychic
 Close burst 3; targets enemies; +16 vs. Fortitude; 2d10 + 4 

psychic damage, and the target is immobilized (save ends). 

Allies within the area gain 10 temporary hit points.

Astral Engagement (move; recharge 4 5 6)  Teleportation
 The captain teleports 6 squares to a square adjacent to an 

enemy, and one ally within 5 squares of the captain’s start 

or end point can charge the same enemy.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills: Arcana +15, History +17

Str 21 (+10) Dex 12 (+7) Wis 19 (+10)

Con 16 (+9) Int 18 (+10) Cha 16 (+9)

Equipment: plate armor, silver greatsword, Bitter Glass 

communication device

Githyanki Captain Tactics

A githyanki captain fiercely leads from the front, 
entering the fray with astral engagement and pinning 
enemies down with psychic upheaval. The captain 
then cuts down immobilized foes, or designates tar-
gets with mindhook or a recharged astral engagement. 
When an opponent bloodies the captain, the captain 
prefers to attack that enemy, using astral engagement 
(if possible) or telekinetic leap, followed by psychic 
upheaval. If the enemy is immobilized, the captain 
the uses an action point to double attack the same 
adversary.
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Githyanki Dragonknight

Githyanki dragonknights are elite warriors trained to 
use their pact dragons to devastate their foes.

Githyanki Dragonknight Level 14 Elite Skirmisher
Medium natural humanoid XP 2,000

Initiative +16 Senses Perception +11

HP 272; Bloodied 136

AC 28; Fortitude 27, Reflex 27, Will 26

Saving Throws +2; +4 against charm effects

Speed 5; see also telekinetic tether
Action Points 1

m Psychic Lance (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Reach 2; +19 vs. AC; 2d10 + 5 psychic damage, and if the 

githyanki dragonknight charged, the target is pushed 2 

squares.

m Silver Bastard Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 1d10 + 5 damage plus 1d10 psychic damage, 

and the dragonknight or its mount can shift 2 squares.

r Mindslice (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 Ranged 10; +17 vs. Will; 2d8 + 3 psychic damage.

M Knightly Prowess (standard; at-will)

 The githyanki dragonknight can make two basic attacks. 

If the dragonknight charged and made a psychic lance 

attack, the dragonkight or its mount can instead shift 

2 squares, then the dragonknight makes a silver longsword 

attack.

M Hatred’s Juggernaut (standard; recharge 6)  Psychic
 Reach 2; the githyanki dragonknight moves up to it or its 

mount’s speed, making a psychic lance against any enemy 

that comes within reach.

Telekinetic Tether (move or immediate reaction when falling; 

encounter)

 The githyanki dragonknight can fly up to 12 squares, fly 

back to its mount’s saddle, or fall to the ground without 

taking falling damage.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Deep Speech

Skills Athletics, Acrobatics

Str 21 (+12) Dex 20 (+12) Wis 18 (+11)

Con 16 (+10) Int 16 (+10) Cha 14 (+9)

Equipment scale armor, silver longsword, overcoat

Githyanki Dragonknight 

Tactics

A githyanki dragonknight f lies into battle initially 
with hatred’s juggernaut. It goes on with savage dis-
plays of knightly prowess, mixing attacks to bring down 
as many foes as possible. The knight uses its action 
point to finish off a foe in dramatic fashion, to unleash 
a mount’s attack (such as a breath weapon), or to 
follow up the end of hatred’s juggernaut with a series of 
attacks on a particular enemy.

Githyanki Myrmidons

Githyanki myrmidons are selected from githyanki 
that were unsuited for full warrior training. They 
are taught to follow orders without question, surging 
forward against the enemy, mobbing their foes and 
never retreating.

Githyanki Myrmidon  Level 12 Minion
Medium natural humanoid XP 175 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 28; Fortitude 24, Reflex 23, Will 24

Speed 5
m Silver Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Psychic, Weapon
 +19 vs. AC; 7 damage, plus an extra 5 psychic damage if 

the target is immobilized.

R Telekinetic Grasp (standard; encounter)

 Ranged 5; Medium or smaller target; +15 vs. Fortitude; the 

target is immobilized (save ends).

Alignment Chaotic evil Languages Common,  

   Deep Speech

Str 16 (+9) Dex 14 (+8) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 12 (+7) Int 12 (+7) Cha 10 (+6)

Equipment chainmail, silver short sword

Githyanki Myrmidon Tactics

Myrmidons work to aid one another and their supe-
riors. Part of the squad uses telekinetic grasp while the 

others focus attacks on immobilized targets. Then 
they switch roles.

Githyanki Lore

In addition to the information given in the Monster 
Manual, a character knows the following information 
with a successful Nature check.
 DC 20: Githyanki armed forces contain a number 
of different warriors. Lancers are specially trained 
githyanki who ride draconic mounts, and those who 
excel in this role become githyanki knights. Leading 
squads are captains, who use their psychic powers 
to tie up foes and take them apart. Lowliest among 
githyanki military forces are the myrmidons, who 
throw themselves at githyanki enemies.
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LAUGHING SHADOWS
The Laughing Shadows are a primarily human 
mercenary company always willing to hire their 
services to the highest bidder. They specialize in 
duplicitous assignments, frequently posing as some-
thing they’re not.

Laughing Shadow 

Groveler

These members of the Laughing Shadows specialize 
in appearing weak and helpless, setting up their foes 
for attacks by the groveler’s allies. 

Laughing Shadow Groveler (G) Level 13 Lurker
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 800

Initiative +14 Senses Perception +9

HP 103; Bloodied 51

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 26, Will 25; +2 to all defenses 

against marked enemies

Speed 7

m Katar (standard; at-will)  Weapon
+18 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage (crit 18 + 2d6).

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +18 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage.

M/R Covert Attack (immediate reaction; when an ally attacks 

an enemy the ally has marked because of cringe; requires 

katar or shuriken; at-will)  Weapon
Targets the enemy the triggering ally attacked; the groveler 

makes a katar attack against an adjacent enemy or a 

shuriken attack against a nonadjacent enemy. Hit: 4d6 + 6 

damage (with katar, crit 30 damage + 2d6).

Cringe (standard; requires an ally in the area; at-will)

 Close burst 10; the groveler chooses up to one ally in the 

area per enemy in the area. The enemy is considered to be 

marked by the chosen ally until the end of the groveler’s 

next turn. Each ally can mark only one enemy in this way. 

The groveler gains +2 to all defenses against marked 

enemies.

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Bluff+16, Stealth +15

Str 12 (+7)  Dex 22 (+10) Wis 17 (+9)

Con 19 (+10) Int 12 (+6) Cha 20 (+11)

Equipment leather armor, katar, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

Groveler Tactics

A groveler begins combat, if possible, with cringe, set-
ting up his enemies for attacks by his allies. Grovelers 
are never encountered without other Laughing Shad-
ows or similar allies, typically streetfighters. Once 
enemies are marked, the groveler uses covert attack 
whenever possible to devastate persistent attackers.

Laughing Shadow 

Streetfighter

Some members of the laughing shadows have learned 
the down-and-dirty, ruthless fighting style of the 
streets. These rough and scarred mercenaries use 
whatever weapon is at hand, and don’t shy away from 
low tactics to win.

Laughing Shadow Streetfighter Level 13 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 800 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9

HP 128; Bloodied 64

AC 29; Fortitude 26, Reflex 25, Will 24

Speed 6

m Katar (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage (crit 18 + 1d6), and the target 

is slowed until the end of the streetfighter’s next turn.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +19 vs. AC; 2d4 + 4 damage.

M Cheap Shot (immediate interrupt; usable when a slowed 

target leaves an adjacent square; requires katar; at-will)  

Weapon
 +20 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 damage, and the target’s  

movement ends.

C Streetfighter Flourish (standard; requires katar;  

recharge 5 6)

 Close burst 1; targets enemies; +19 vs. AC; 2d6 + 6 

damage, and the target is slowed (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Bluff+13, Intimidate +13, Stealth +15

Str 21 (+11) Dex 19 (+10) Wis 17 (+9)

Con 16 (+9) Int 11 (+6) Cha 10 (+8)

Equipment chainmail, katar, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

Streetfighter Tactics

Streetfighters train to move quickly among foes, 
unwary or otherwise, and tangle up the battlefield. 
A streetfighter starts out with the showy streetfigh-
teer’s f lourish to keep enemies close at hand. Then the 
streetfighter attacks and marks foes to make later use 
of cheap shot if those opponents move away.

Laughing Shadow 

Scrabbler

Laughing Shadow scrabblers dart in and out of 
combat, seeking weakness in their foes.

Laughing Shadow Scrabbler Level 13 Minion
Medium natural humanoid, human XP 200 each

Initiative +12 Senses Perception +9 

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion

AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 24

Speed 6

m Short Sword (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 +18 vs. AC; 8 damage, and the scrabbler can shift 2 

squares, ignoring difficult terrain.

R Shuriken (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 6/12; +18 vs. AC; 7 damage.

Combat Advantage
 The scrabbler deals an extra 5 damage against any target  

it has combat advantage against.

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Skills Bluff+10, Stealth +15

Str 19 (+10) Dex 18 (+10) Wis 16 (+9)

Con 14 (+8) Int 10 (+6) Cha 8 (+5)

Equipment chainmail, short sword, 10 shuriken, beggar’s garb

Scrabbler Tactics

A scrabbler circles the combat, looking for oppor-
tunities to gain combat advantage while throwing 
shuriken.
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Laughing Shadow Sentry

These vigilant sentries are adroit at posing as less 
competent household guards or city militia.

Laughing Shadow Sentry Level 11 Soldier
Medium natural humanoid XP 600

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +13

HP 47; Bloodied 23

AC 27; Fortitude 24, Reflex 22, Will 23

Speed 5
m Halberd (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d10 + 4 damage, and the target is 

marked until the end of the sentry’s next turn.

M Halberd Sweep (immediate interrupt; usable when a target 

the sentry has marked leaves a square within reach; at-will) 

 Weapon
 Reach 2; +16 vs. Fortitude; 1d10 + 4 damage, and the 

target’s movement ends and it slides  2 squares. 
M Halberd Trip (standard; requires halberd; at-will)  Weapon
 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d10 + 4 damage, and the target is 

knocked prone.

R Crossbow (standard; at-will)  Weapon
 Ranged 15/30; +16 vs. AC; 2d8 + 2 damage.

Alignment Unaligned Languages Common, Draconic

Skills Streetwise +11

Str 18 (+9) Dex 15 (+7) Wis 16 (+8)

Con 16 (+8) Int 11 (+5) Cha 13 (+6)

Equipment scale armor, halberd, crossbow with 20 bolts

Sentry Tactics

Laughing Shadow sentries work together like a well-
oiled machine. A sentry will attempt to stay at reach, 
using halberd trip to keep a foe prone and setting up 
an attack from an ally who will gain combat advan-
tage against the now-prone target.

Laughing Shadow Lore

A character knows the following information with a 
successful Nature check.
 DC 20: The Laughing Shadows are a large, 
organized mercenary company that specializes in 
missions in urban environments. Each member care-
fully learns to be able to blend in to whatever city or 
town in which they are assigned. They are experts at 
meshing seemlessly with other locals, whether as beg-
gars or city militia.

Treasure Golem

This golem is a treasure guardian, made up of that 
which it guards—shifting baubles, items, and coins.

Treasure Golem (G) Level 14 Solo Brute
Large natural animate (construct) XP 5,000

Initiative +5  Senses Perception +6; darkvision, 

tremorsense 5

HP 700; Bloodied 350; see also berserk attack
AC 26; Fortitude 30, Reflex 24, Will 23

Immune disease, poison

Saving Throws +5

Speed 6; can’t shift

Action Points 2

m Slam (standard; at-will)

 Reach 2; +18 vs. AC; 2d10 + 6 damage, and the target  

slides 2 squares or is knocked prone.

r Gleamshard (standard; at-will)  Force
 Ranged 20; +26 vs. AC; 3d6 + 7 force damage, and the 

target slides 2 squares or is knocked prone.

M Double Attack (standard; at-will) 

 The treasure golem makes two basic attacks.

M Berserk Attacks (immediate reaction; usable when damaged 

by an attack while bloodied; at-will)

 The treasure golem makes two basic attacks against  

random targets.

C Hoard Blast (standard; recharge 5 6)

 Close burst 3; +22 vs. Fortitude; 2d10 + 7 damage, and 

prone targets cannot stand until the end of the golem’s 

next turn. Miss: Half damage. Effect: The golem bursts 

into its component pieces, filling the area and gaining 

insubstantial until the start of its next turn, when it 

reappears within 5 squares of its last space.

C Weight of Greed (standard; recharges when first bloodied) 

 Psychic
 Close burst 3; +15 vs. Reflex; 1d10 + 7 psychic damage, 

and the target is dominated until the end of the golem’s 

next turn. Miss: Half damage.

Alignment Unaligned Languages —

Str 22 (+13) Dex 10 (+7) Wis 8 (+6)

Con 25 (+13) Int 3 (+3) Cha 3 (+3)

Treasure Golem Tactics

A treasure golem unleashes weight of greed on its 
enemies, then uses an action point to attack and 
knock a couple foes prone. On its next turn, it uses 
hoard blast. It then resorts to double attack until hoard 
blast or weight of greed recharges. It moves as it needs 
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to,  without regard for opportunity attacks, focusing 
on targets that damaged it most recently or those who 
have damaged it most. When bloodied, it becomes 
less careful, not more.

Treasure Golem Lore

A character knows the following information on a 
successful Arcana or Religion check.

DC 20: The secrets to creating a treasure golem 
are occasionally granted to those who worship the 
Tiamat or Avandra. Wizards and other arcanists 
have also devised similar techniques, based on the 
religious techniques. Proper rites make a hoard of 
treasure into its own guardian. The magic also makes 
the treasure useless for spending until the monster it 
comprises is slain.

Bone Sage

Bone sages are remnants of evil academics and 
scribes, lingering in their thirst for knowledge.

Bone Scribe Level 13 Minion
Medium natural humanoid (undead) XP 200 each

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +11; darkvision

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.

AC 27; Fortitude 25, Reflex 26, Will 24

Immune disease

Speed 7

m Mind Touch (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 +16 vs. Will; 4 psychic damage, and the target takes a  –2 

penalty to Will and is slowed until the end of the bone 

scribe’s next turn. The bone scribe can shift 1 square.

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Str 10 (+10) Dex 14 (+9) Wis 8 (+6)

Con 20 (+11) Int 23 (+12) Cha 19 (+10)

Bone Archivists Level 14 Artillery
Medium natural humanoid (undead) XP 1,000 each

Initiative +9 Senses Perception +19; darkvision

HP 109; Bloodied 54

AC 26; Fortitude 25, Reflex 27, Will 26

Immune disease; Resist 10 psychic; Vulnerable 5 radiant

Speed 6

m Mind Touch (standard; at-will)  Psychic
 +19 vs. Will; 1d10 + 6 psychic damage, and the target 

takes a –2 penalty to Will and is slowed until the end of the  

bone archivist’s next turn. The bone archivist can shift  

3 squares.

r Siphon Memory (standard; at-will)  Psychic
  Ranged 10; +19 vs. Will; 2d4 + 6 psychic damage, and the 

target can make only basic attacks or use at-will powers 

until the end of the bone archivist’s next turn.

A Knowledge Barrage (standard; encounter)  Psychic
 Area burst 2 within 10; targets enemies; +17 vs. Will;  

3d6 + 6 damage, and the target is dazed (save ends).

Alignment Evil Languages Common

Str 12 (+8) Dex 15 (+9) Wis 10 (+7)

Con 19 (+12) Int 23 (+13) Cha 20 (+12)

Bone Sage Tactics

Eager for knowledge, the bone scribes move forward 
to attack while an archivist stays near the back of a 
combat. Bone scribes use their finger bones to scrape 
thoughts from the target’s head. The archivist uses 
its knowledge barrage power first, to slow any retreat 
and knock strong foes off kilter. It then uses to siphon 
memory, until melee attackers force it to use mind 
touch. When the bone sages succeed on their attacks, 
memories from the target appear as words, etching 
themselves across the creature’s papery skin.

Bone Scribe Lore

A character knows the following information on a 
successful Religion check.
 DC 20: Bone scribes are undead who hunger 
for information. They attempt to rip it directly from 
their victims heads, before recording it elsewhere for 
posterity. These undead seldom stop until they have 
extracted every bit of information available, killing 
the target.
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